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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Protecting systems and users, while maintaining ease of access, represents the “perfect storm” 
of challenges in the area of cyber security. 

A fundamental tenet of every scientific investigation is the search for truth. Trust and integrity 
are immutable values that are fundamental to all research endeavors. By extension, the absolute 
integrity of information, encompassing systems, networks, and file systems is a critical 
requirement essential for promoting and facilitating discovery. These qualities are equally 
important for our nation’s critical energy infrastructure.  To determine the cyber security 
research needs for open science and energy control systems, the U.S. Department of Energy’s 
(DOE) Office of Science (SC), in cooperation with the Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy 
Reliability (OE), organized a two-day workshop held July 23 and 24, 2007, at the Bethesda 
North Marriott Hotel in Bethesda, Maryland. This event brought together leading cyber security 
and infrastructure protection experts and researchers from academia, government laboratories, 
and industry.  

This group of experts identified seven long-term, priority research long-term thrust areas 
that would provide a significant technological capability impact on the assured integrity of the 
nation’s critical energy and 
science infrastructure. The 
research thrust areas are: 
1) Future Open Science 
Security Architecture; 2) 
Research for the 
development of Adaptive, 
Autonomic, and 
Homeostatic Security and 
Response systems; 3) Tools 
for Situational Awareness; 
4) Integrity and Pedigree; 
5) Analysis Tools for 
Systems Design for 
Usability, Characterization, 
and Assessment; 6) Control 
Systems Designs and 
Systems Assurance 
Capabilities;  and  finally 
(7) Future of Cryptography 
capabilities.  This 
reinforcing and synergistic 
research thrust approach will 
establish the scientific basis for transformation of our cyber security capabilities for the future. 
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To promote and facilitate the development of future systems that are intrinsically secure, the 
research defined in these thrust areas will mandate fundamental changes in computer and 
systems architectures; operating systems and programming models; large-scale data 
management, analytics, and visualization; real-time network and traffic analytics; mathematics 
research for complexity, discrete analysis, and multi-dimensional graph theory; applied statistics 
for anomaly detection and network-based behavioral analysis ; and finally, research to develop 
flexible and scaleable approaches for data fusion and analysis to enable real time co-operative 
network analytics.  Promotion of these research thrusts at a programmatic level will provide 
new capabilities for testing and implementations in both classified and open research 
environments. 

For this research to enable systemic and enduring change in the nation’s critical systems for both 
energy and science, a coordinated, collaborative effort among academia, government 
laboratories, and industry is necessary. Appropriate off-the-shelf technology is unlikely to 
address the broad base and unique applications of the science research enterprise without such an 
effort.  At the core of these research thrusts is the recognition that now is the time to evolve 
beyond our current strategy that relies on forensics in a “catch-and-patch” approach to a 
strategy where cyber security is designed into critical systems and throughout all our cyber 
assets.   

Improving cyber security is a complex, especially daunting task in the Open Science 
environment, and there are obvious commonalities with the Energy Control Systems 
environment. But with a focus on scalability and flexibility in the research directions, the chairs 
and the attendees of the workshop believe that significant forward progress toward creating both 
usable and secure environments can be made in the next 5 to 10 years. The research directions 
suggested in this report will inspire new cyber security safeguards for both Open Science and 
Energy Control Systems.  
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INTRODUCTION 

A fundamental tenet of every scientific investigation is the search for truth. Trust and integrity 
are immutable values that are fundamental to all research endeavors. By extension, the absolute 
integrity of information, encompassing systems, networks, and file systems, is a critical 
requirement for the effective conduct of science, essential to promoting and facilitating 
discovery. These qualities are equally important for our nation’s critical energy infrastructure.  
To determine the cyber security research needs for open science and energy control systems, the 
U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Office of Science (SC), in cooperation with the Office of 
Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability (OE), organized a two-day workshop held July 23 
and 24, 2007 at the Bethesda North Marriott Hotel in Bethesda, Maryland. This event brought 
together leading cyber security and infrastructure protection experts and researchers from 
academia, government labs, and industry.  

The charge to the workshop participants was to define Priority Research Directions (PRDs) 
relevant to DOE’s Open Science and Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability missions.  The 
workshop participants focused on long-term research directions in the cyber sciences with more 
than a 5- to10-year time frame for advances.  A parallel focus was on intersecting the research 
directions with control systems, also with a 3- to 10-year time frame for deployable delivery. 

WORKSHOP LOGISTICS 

Approximately 150 experts registered for the invitation-only workshop, with broad 
representation of experts selected for their knowledge of cyber security.  The workshop 
participants came from 16 industries, 55 DOE laboratories and government agencies, 69 U.S. 
universities, 2 European universities, and 5 non-profit organizations. 

The workshop included plenary presentations from DOE program leaders and distinguished 
speakers from the field of cyber security, notably Steve Crocker from Shinkuro, George Spix 
from Microsoft, and Jason Stamp from Sandia National Laboratories. Presentations from these 
speakers informed and motivated the participants of the breakout groups to focus their attention 
on long-term research issues.  

The breakout sessions encompassed the following topics and leaders: 

• Securing Hardware, Software, and Data –Frank Siebenlist and Len Napolitano  

• Monitoring and Detection – Troy Thompson and John McHugh 

• Future Security Architectures and Information Assurance Technologies – Tom Harper 

• Human Factors Analysis - Anne Schur and Joe St. Sauver 

• Protecting Our Utility Infrastructure – Jeff Dagle, Aaron Turner, and Bill Young. 
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CROSSCUTTING FINDINGS AND CHALLENGES 

The charge to the breakout groups included the following directives:  

• That the PRDs represent significant challenges, requiring 3 to 10 years to address in a 
sustained research program. 

• That, although many of the PRDs are the subject of research and development (R&D) by 
other agencies, there are unique aspects to DOE’s open science and energy control systems 
environments that merit new and different R&D by the Office of Advanced Scientific 
Computing Research (OASCR) and OE. 

• That the PRDs encompass fundamental aspects of mathematics, algorithms, and 
computational science. 

• That the PRDs characterize research needed and, by and large, would take at least 3 years to 
have an impact upon DOE’s operational environments. 

• That the results of the research should eventually be applied to DOE’s open science and the 
energy control systems environments to render them both more secure and more accessible, 
leading to science that is conducted more efficiently and effectively, and greater security for, 
reliability of, and usability of the energy distribution environment.  

The end goal was to adopt a proactive and forward-looking approach at defining a long-term 
research focus from a rigorous scientific, mathematical, and technical basis that would stimulate 
new open science research directions and have a lasting impact on cyber security. This 
philosophy is evident in the salient points that emerged from the workshop from Steve Crocker 
during his presentation and are included in the following frame titled, Cyber Security Messages. 
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Cyber Security Messages 

Proactive is better than reactive 
• Most of the money in cyber security goes to 

reactive systems 
– CERT, law enforcement, firewalls, intrusion 

detection systems, etc. 
Building in good security pays off, but is less sexy 
Security is many things 
• Privacy/confidentiality 
• Who’s the threat? 

– Competitor? Thief? Colleague? 
Government? Carrier? (Net neutrality) 

• Integrity 
– Buffer overflow and other untrusted 

sources 
• Availability 

– DDoS attacks are the biggest threat today 
IDEA: Explicit representation of trust issues 
Security for the few or the many? 
• Protection of high value systems for selected 

people 
OR 

• Protection of all systems for everybody 
• it is not clear that either can be separated from 

the other 
Usability is paramount 
• Can the user comprehend and describe the 

protection? 
• Good security enables and facilitates uses 

– Otherwise we put up barriers and do less 
• Unix file settings and router access controls are 

not usable 
IDEA: Evaluation of usability of security 
IDEA: Subordinate security under usability(!) 
Size matters 
• Cyber security models are usually simple and 

built to handle lots of rules. 
• Moore’s law assures lots of processing power, 

lots of memory, etc. 
• Human capacity is small. No scaling. No 

evolution. 

Keep it simple and keep it small. 

What’s the adoption path? 
• Sometimes it’s possible to start over 
• Most of the time it’s not 
• The end point design is just the beginning 

Need a path for adoption 
– Interoperate with existing systems 
– “Encourage” adoption 

Architecture is distributed & recursive 
• Trust issues arise at every level 
• Reference domain for cyber security is local 

and flat 
• Build in explicit checks, protection at every 

level 
– Executables, of course 
– Remote inputs 
– Cookies, etc. 

• Hardware only helps a little 
– Random numbers are important for crypto 

All bindings should have finite lifetimes 
• People move around 
• Machines change 
• Networks change 
• Etc. 

Force all bindings to be changed or refreshed 
We are not alone 
• Many other government programs 

– What’s different about this one? 
– How does it fit in, leverage, cooperate with 

the others? 
• Vendors make a lot of money 

– Short term focus 
– Also the path (or barrier) for adoption 

 
These messages were part of the workshop 
keynote presentation by Steve Crocker. The 
pragmatic nature of the messages led the 
workshop attendees to focus on realistic research 
directions and catalyzed a forum for open 
discussion. 
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PANEL FINDINGS AND PROPOSED RESEARCH 
Altogether, 28 PRDs were identified independently in the sessions. However, one was judged as 
outside the scope of the workshop charge and is not reported in this document.  The remaining 
27 PRDs are aggregated into thrust areas that have overlapping research requirements that may 
eventually result in the definition of a DOE cyber security research program.  The seven thrust 
areas are illustrated graphically in Figure 1, and the thrust areas and PRDs under each are: 
 

• Future Open Science Security 
Architecture 

– Open Science Security Architecture 

– Trusted Virtualization 

– Economics-Based Security 
Architecture 

– Cyber Security Information 
Framework for Open Science 

– Resilient Distributed Computing 

– Secure Software 

– Federated Cyber Security for Open 
Science 

• Adaptive/Autonomic/Homeostatic 
Security and Response 

– Decentralized Monitoring, Detection, 
and Response (human and 
automated) 

– Autonomic Incident and Damage 
Containment 

• Situational Awareness 

– Intrusion Prevention and Detection 

– Distributed Denial of Service 
(DDOS) Tolerance 

– Verification of Intended Use 

– Enabling Data and Code Sharing and 
Cooperative Analytics 

– Appropriate Distributed Defense 

 

• Integrity and Pedigree 

– Long-Term Integrity and 
Authenticity of Large and Dynamic 
Datasets 

– End-to-end Data Security 

– Secure Information Management 

• Usability, Characterization, and 
Assessment 

– Characterization of Human Threats 
for Open Science 

– Malware Research Lab 

– Security Policy Implementation 
Impacts on Usability 

– Usability of Security (secure) 
Systems 

– Improving Cyber Security Practice 

• Control Systems 

– Survivable and Trustworthy Control 
Systems 

– Anomaly Detection in Control 
Systems 

– Understanding Risk and 
Survivability Assessment 

• Future of Cryptography 

– Non-Cryptographic Security 

– Trusted Hardware and Crypto 
Acceleration 
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Figure 1. Cyber Security Research Thrust Areas.  There are significant overlapping science 

research thrust areas where the intersection among areas will define the future 
capabilities to secure the Energy Control Systems and Open Science 
environments. 
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CYBER SECURITY CHALLENGES 

A secure cyberspace is vitally important to the nation’s welfare, but today’s cyber environment is 
far from secure. The ability for individuals, organizations, and states to attack our nation’s 
institutions and peoples’ identities online in cyberspace has grown substantially to an alarming 
state.   

Our heavy reliance on the Web and other emerging communication 
and collaboration technologies has exposed the nation to cyber 
attackers that now derive from anywhere in the world. We rely on 
Information Technology (IT) for the day-to-day operations of 
companies, organizations, and government. Peoples’ personal lives 
also involve computing in areas ranging from communication with 
family and friends to online banking and other financial and 
household management activities. Companies large and small are 
ever more reliant on IT to support critical business processes, ranging from payroll and 
accounting to tracking of inventory, operations, sales, and support for research and development 
(R&D). Critical national infrastructures—such as those associated with energy, banking and 
finance, defense, law enforcement, transportation, water systems, communications, and 
government—and private emergency services—also depend on IT-based systems and networks; 
and the underlying telecommunications networks themselves are critical infrastructure for the 
nation.  

“Securing our cyber systems is 
critical not only to ensure a 
way of life to which we’ve 
grown accustomed, but more 
importantly to protect the vast 
infrastructure these systems 
support and operate.”
– Sec. Chertoff, DHS, 2005

The IT infrastructure 
is highly vulnerable 
to premeditated 
attacks with 
potentially 
catastrophic effect. 
[PITAC,2005]

The exposure of critical infrastructure to cyber-based attacks is expected to increase. [Federal Plan, 2006]
“Goal 3: Improve 

Cyber Security by 

Reducing the 

Number of 

Vulnerabilities at 

DOE”
[DOE CIO’s Information 

Resources Mgmt 

Strategic plan 06-08]

“We shouldn’t have to wait for the cyber equivalent of a Hurricane Katrina to realize that we are inadequately prepared to prevent, detect and respond to cyber 
attacks”
– House Committee on Science Committee Chairman Sherwood Boehlert (R-NY), Sept 05. 

“Securing our cyber systems is 
critical not only to ensure a 
way of life to which we’ve 
grown accustomed, but more 
importantly to protect the vast 
infrastructure these systems 
support and operate.”
– Sec. Chertoff, DHS, 2005

“Securing our cyber systems is 
critical not only to ensure a 
way of life to which we’ve 
grown accustomed, but more 
importantly to protect the vast 
infrastructure these systems 
support and operate.”
– Sec. Chertoff, DHS, 2005

The IT infrastructure 
is highly vulnerable 
to premeditated 
attacks with 
potentially 
catastrophic effect. 
[PITAC,2005]

The exposure of critical infrastructure to cyber-based attacks is expected to increase. [Federal Plan, 2006]

The exposure of critical infrastructure to cyber-based attacks is expected to increase. [Federal Plan, 2006]
“Goal 3: Improve 

Cyber Security by 

Reducing the 

Number of 

Vulnerabilities at 

DOE”
[DOE CIO’s Information 

Resources Mgmt 

Strategic plan 06-08]

“Goal 3: Improve 

Cyber Security by 

Reducing the 

Number of 

Vulnerabilities at 

DOE”
[DOE CIO’s Information 

Resources Mgmt 

Strategic plan 06-08]

“We shouldn’t have to wait for the cyber equivalent of a Hurricane Katrina to realize that we are inadequately prepared to prevent, detect and respond to cyber 
attacks”
– House Committee on Science Committee Chairman Sherwood Boehlert (R-NY), Sept 05. 

“We shouldn’t have to wait for the cyber equivalent of a Hurricane Katrina to realize that we are inadequately prepared to prevent, detect and respond to cyber 
attacks”
– House Committee on Science Committee Chairman Sherwood Boehlert (R-NY), Sept 05. 

 
Figure 2. Motivation for Enhanced Cyber Security.  Cyber security is a central issue that 

cuts across all agencies and activities. Identifying and maintaining innovative 
research for future technology developments and policy decisions that enable our 
national assets to stay ahead of  today’s cyber threats is critical to securing the 
nation’s energy future and the infrastructure necessary for innovation and 
breakthrough discoveries in science attacks. 

Protecting systems and 
users, while maintaining 
ease of access, represents 
the “perfect storm” of 
challenges in the area of 
cyber security 
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Our reliance on IT will only grow. The ability to realize the full benefits of IT depends on these 
systems being secure, yet the growing magnitude of the threat, whether associated with loss or 
damage, type of attack, or presence of vulnerability, indicates a worsening problem. Moreover, 
the actual scope of the threat is likely understated, because some successful attacks go unnoticed 
and others are noticed but not reported. 
The potential consequences of inadequate security in cyberspace fall into three broad categories: 
• Threat of catastrophe—a cyber attack, especially in conjunction with a physical attack—

could result in thousands of deaths and billions of dollars of damage in a short time.  
• Frictional drag—Frictional drag detracts from productivity and performance in important 

economic and security-related processes. Today, insecurities in cyberspace systems and 
networks allow adversaries to extract billions of dollars in fraud and extortion—and force 
businesses to expend additional resources to defend themselves against these threats. If 
cyberspace does not become more secure, the citizens, businesses, and governments of 
tomorrow will continue to face similar pressures, and on a greater scale.  

• Lost opportunities—Concerns about inadequate cyber security may inhibit development and 
deployment of IT in the future, thereby minimizing the benefits that IT brings, benefits that 
will be needed to enhance the nation’s global competitiveness as 
well as national and homeland security. 

The charge to the workshop participants was to define Priority 
Research Directions (PRDs) relevant to the U.S. Department of 
Energy’s (DOE’s) Open Science and Electricity Delivery and Energy 
Reliability missions.  The workshop participants focused on long-term 
research directions in the cyber sciences, typically with 5- to-10-year 
time frames for advances. A parallel focus was on intersecting the 
research directions of cyber security with control systems, on a 3- to 
10-year time frame for initial deployment. 

Improving cyber security is a complex, daunting task in DOE’s Open 
Science environment.  Several distinctive factors pertinent to DOE’s 
open science mission are: 1) access is required to expensive, centralized 
resources, 2) emphasis is on “big science” that can be at unprecedented 
scales and exceedingly complex, and 3) users are numerous, highly 
decentralized and distributed, and exist in very diverse IT 
environments, most of which are not highly secured. The combination 
of these factors makes DOE unique in its cyber security needs, 
mandating fundamentally new approaches, illustrating the need for a 
sustained, coherent, and coordinated research program. 

Then Secretary of Energy Spencer Abraham described DOE’s unique Open Science environment 
in a 2004 DOE report:  “DOE’s state-of-the-art facilities are shared with the science community 
worldwide and contain technologies and instrumentation that are available nowhere else. Each 
year, these facilities are used by more than 18,000 researchers from universities, other 
government agencies, private industry, and foreign nations.” 

updated 9:17 a.m. EDT, Thu 
September 27, 2007 

Mouse click could 
plunge city into 
darkness, experts 
say 
WASHINGTON 
(CNN) - Researchers 
who launched an 
experimental cyber 
attack caused a 
generator to self-
destruct, alarming 
the government and 
electrical industry 
about what might 
happen if such an 
attack were carried 
out on a larger scale, 
CNN has learned. 
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With expensive, one-of-a-kind facilities located around the world and with more than 18,000 
researchers needing access to the systems, the data produced and the specialized computing 
resources that facilitate DOE’s large worldwide collaborations, DOE is at a critical juncture. 
New approaches and technologies are needed to address cyber security in this environment. DOE 
must find flexible and scalable ways to provide a secure but usable scientific environment for its 
community of scientists and researchers.  

Each of the Office of Science (SC) divisions has determined strategic hardware needs for the 
next 20 years as described in the two reports: the Office of Science Strategic Plan and the 
Facilities of the Future. No matter which SC division is examined, it is clear that their plans 
involve a significant need for strategic DOE computing and networking resources to enable their 
researchers to collaborate and to access strategic hardware. DOE researchers routinely use 
centralized, leadership-class computing resources, e.g., Argonne National Laboratory, National 
Energy Research Scientific Computing Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, decentralized processing capabilities, parallel computing 
facilities, massive data storage facilities, and movement and sharing of data for use in analysis. 
The SC’s projection of new hardware and associated scientific endeavors for the next 5 to 
10 years vastly expands the need for new cyber security research. An example is the near-term 
installation of the Large Hadron Collider where the expectation is that researchers will need, at a 
minimum, tens of gigabits per second of network capacity to conduct their research effectively.  

The nation’s energy delivery infrastructure shares many of the same cyber security issues that 
exist in the Open 
Science environment, 
mandating an 
imperative for a 
synergistic, joint 
approach.  The OE 
report, Roadmap to 
Secure Control 
Systems in the Energy 
Sector, highlights the 
critical requirement 
for new cyber security 
research. Control 
systems—which 
include supervisory 
control and data 
acquisition (SCADA) 
systems and 
distributed control 
systems—perform 
vital functions across 
many of our nation’s 

 

Figure 3.  Energy Control Systems and Our Critical Infrastructures 
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critical infrastructures, including electric power generation, transmission, and distribution; oil 
and gas refining and pipelines; water treatment and distribution; chemical production and 
processing; railroads and mass transit; and manufacturing. 

In addition to general cyber threats, which have been steadily increasing, several factors have 
contributed to the escalation of the risks of cyber attacks against control systems. These include 
the adoption of standardized technologies with known vulnerabilities and the increased 
connectivity of control systems to other systems. Control systems can be vulnerable to a variety 
of attacks. Successful attacks on control systems could have devastating consequences, such as 
endangering public health and safety.  Securing control systems poses significant challenges, 
including limited specialized security technologies and lack of economic justification.  

 
Figure 4.  How Cyber Attacks Occur 

Long-term efforts are needed to develop advanced methods and concepts for electricity delivery 
to and storage in the U.S. electric grid, ensuring that it remains among the most robust, reliable, 
secure, and technologically advanced in the world.  Improving the security of energy control 
systems is a crucial requirement to protect our national energy delivery infrastructure.  

DOE SC also has been spearheading the implementation of new, innovative leadership-class 
computing facilities and capacity.  With a move to support exascale science and beyond, a new 
generation of computing technologies are emerging that will provide research opportunities for 
the next decade that could include new embedded, integrated cyber security features that result in 
more intrinsically secure, information-assured, open computing ecosystems.  
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Many of those areas have been captured in the PRDs from this workshop.  The workshop has 
produced innovative research directions that have the following attributes: 
• The PRDs represent significant challenges, requiring 3 to 10 years to address in a sustained 

research program. 
• Although many of the PRDs are the subject of R&D by other agencies, there are unique 

aspects to DOE’s open science and energy control systems environment that merit new and 
different R&D by the OASCR and OE. 

• The PRDs encompass numerous fundamental aspects of mathematics, algorithms, and 
computer science. 

• The PRDs characterize research needed that, by and large, would take at least 3 years to have 
an impact upon DOE’s operational environments. 

• Obvious synergies and overlaps exist between cyber security in the Open Science 
environment and the Energy Control Systems environment to render them more secure and 
more robust, leading to open science that is conducted more efficiently and effectively, and 
greater security, reliability, and usability in the energy distribution environment.  

The PRDs that emerged from the workshop are consistent with the five principles defined in the 
2007 National Research Council report, Toward a Safer and More Secure Cyberspace, and that 
will guide and focus the ongoing research agenda. These five principles are given in the frame 
below.  

In addition, the National Research Council identified the protection of energy distribution 
services by improving security for supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system as 
one of 14 most important technical initiatives in its 2002 report, Making the Nation Safer: The 
Role of Science and Technology in Countering Terrorism.  Government, academia, and private 
industry have initiated efforts to strengthen the cyber security of control systems. The White 
House’s 2003 report, National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace, states that securing SCADA is a 
national priority and establishes a role for the Department of Homeland Security to coordinate 
with these entities to improve the cyber security of control systems. DHS’s coordination of these 
efforts could accelerate the development and implementation of more secure systems.  
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The five principles defined in the 2007 National Research Council report, Toward a Safer and More Secure 
Cyberspace, will guide and focus the ongoing research agenda. 

Conduct cyber security research as though its application will be important. The scope of cyber security 
research must extend to understanding how cyber security technologies and practice can be applied in real-life 
contexts. Consequently, fundamental research in cyber security will embrace organizational, sociological, economic, 
legal, and psychological factors as well as technological ones. 

Hedge against uncertainty in the nature and severity of the future cyber security threat.  It seems prudent to 
take a balanced approach that hedges against the eventuality that a high-end cyber security threat emerges and 
becomes manifestly obvious to all. That hedge is an R&D agenda in cyber security that is both broader and deeper 
than might be required if only low-end threats were at issue. (Because of the long lead time for large-scale 
deployments of any measure, part of the research agenda must include research directed at reducing those long 
lead times.) 

Ensure programmatic continuity.  A sound research program should also support a substantial effort in research 
areas with a long time horizon for payoff. This is not to say that long-term research cannot have intermediate 
milestones, although such milestones should be treated as midcourse corrections rather than “go/no-go” decisions 
that demoralize and make researchers overly conservative. Long-term research should engage both academic and 
industrial actors, and it can involve collaboration early and often with technology-transition stakeholders, even in the 
basic science stages. 

Respect the need for breadth in the research agenda. Cyber security risks will be on the rise for the foreseeable 
future, but few specifics about those risks can be known with high confidence. Thus, it is not realistic to imagine that 
one or even a few promising approaches will prevent or even substantially mitigate cyber security risks in the future, 
and cyber security research must be conducted across a broad front. In addition, because qualitatively new attacks 
can appear with little warning, a broad research agenda is likely to significantly decrease the time needed to develop 
countermeasures against these new attacks when they appear. Priorities are still important, but they should be 
determined by those in a position to respond most quickly to the changing environment—namely, the research 
constituencies that provide peer review and the program managers of the various research-supporting agencies. 
Notions of breadth and diversity in the cyber security research agenda should themselves be interpreted broadly as 
well, and might well be integrated into other research programs such as software and systems engineering, 
operating systems, programming languages, networks, Web applications, and so on. 

Disseminate new knowledge and artifacts, e.g., software and hardware prototypes, to the research 
community.   Dissemination of research results beyond one’s own laboratory is necessary if those results are to 
have a wide impact—a point that argues for cyber security research to be conducted on an unclassified basis as 
much as possible. Other information to be shared as widely as possible includes threat and 222 incident information 
that can help guide future research. 
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THRUST AREAS  
The PRDs are organized into seven thrust areas that embody a DOE cyber security research 
program.  The thrust areas are: 

• Future Open Science Security Architecture:  This thrust area involves understanding and 
developing a new, secure cyber architecture that can scale with emerging and planned DOE 
open science requirements, including extensive worldwide collaborations. The ultimate goal 
would be the definition of new, built-in capabilities and a set of baseline standards for cyber 
security that can be institutionalized by vendors. 

• Adaptive/Autonomic/Homeostatic Security and Response: The enormous complexity of 
cyber security in DOE open science computing systems and in energy control systems is, at 
times, beyond the capabilities of humans by themselves to assimilate and manage in real 
time. Clearly, sophisticated, automated systems are required. This thrust area is focused on 
computerized self-management of cyber security, based on human-defined policies and rules. 

• Situational Awareness:  Effective cyber security requires effective command, control, and 
communications systems. Situational awareness is complex, dynamic, in DOE’s high-risk 
Open Science and Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability environments. This thrust area 
focuses attention on understanding the situational complexity needed for effective cyber 
security, including representations of objects, people, system states, interactions, 
environmental conditions, and other situation-specific factors. 

• Integrity and Pedigree:  Today, DOE’s scientists use a myriad of commercial off-the-shelf 
software in a blind trust model, including “software of uncertain pedigree” (SOUP). This 
thrust area addresses the complex “back-ends” needed to define, measure, and make 
accessible to the open science community integrity and pedigree of software and data.  

• Usability, Characterization, and Assessment:  Understanding the effect of human 
behaviors on and in cyber environments is imperative.  Indeed, human factors are often the 
weakest link in a cyber security environment.  On the other hand, extreme cyber security 
measures can render systems inaccessible and/or unusable.  To catalyze scientific discovery, 
a balance between usability and cyber security must exist, with an emphasis on usability. 
This thrust area provides for research in the primary understanding of human behavior both 
in launching attacks and in using cyber security in day-to-day work. 

• Control Systems:  Improving the cyber security of energy delivery and control systems is a 
crucial step for national infrastructure protection. This thrust area addresses research into the 
key cyber security attributes of control systems: survivability and trustworthiness. 

• Future of Cryptography:  Current cyber security practices depend extensively on 
cryptography. In DOE’s open science environment, datasets are becoming too large for 
today’s cryptographic methods. It also is obvious that computing systems will soon become 
sophisticated enough to easily crack current cryptographic schemes. This thrust area will 
define specific research in this open science domain. 
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CYBER SECURITY DEFENSE TAXONOMY 

It is useful to categorize the elements that comprise end-to-end architectures and higher-level 
aspects that must be protected in a cyber security environment. Such a categorization will 
facilitate aggregating research directions into the aforementioned thrust areas to result in a 
coherent and consolidated cyber security defense research and development program. The 
illustration below shows a taxonomy that is useful for this purpose, beginning with hardware 
components, e.g., ASICS, PC boards, I/O elements, etc. that are assembled into hardware 
systems, to data and information. Note that cyber security can and should be implemented at 
each of the levels shown, and in many cases across the boundaries shown in the figure. 
Moreover, the areas of Middleware and Users cut across all elements and even extend “down” 
into hardware components. This extension of users and middleware across all cyber security 
areas merits discussion. For example, consider the Trusted Platform Module (TPM), a chip 
(a hardware component) that is currently integrated into motherboards on portable computers. 
The TPM chip serves multiple purposes, including authenticating the system and its 
configuration in a manner not subject to forgery, encrypting system and user files, and it even 
can be used in conjunction with a biometric reader, e.g., a fingerprint reader, for biometric user 
authentication. Thus, users interact directly even with specific, individual hardware components. 
In addition, Middleware, originally occupying the domain between the system and the user, now 
reaches all levels of the taxonomy, as authentication and encryption involve not only such 
hardware components as TPM chips, but users who must interact with individual hardware 
components of the system, the network, the software, and with other as they embark upon 
discovery in the Open Science environment. 

 
Figure 5.  Taxonomy of Cyber Security 
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PRIORITY RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
Altogether, 28 PRDs were identified independently in the breakout 
sessions. However, one was determined to be outside the scope of 
the original charge for the workshop and was therefore omitted 
from this report leaving 27 PRDs in this section of this report.  
Because a number of these PRDs have sufficient commonality, 
they were aggregated into the 7 overall thrust areas noted above.  In 
this section, the PRDs will be summarized individually within the 
aggregated thrust areas. The final PRDs that were submitted are 
included in the Appendix − no attempt was made to condense or 
consolidate PRDs in the Appendix for the sake of completeness. 
Finally, common research elements and areas of fit with the cyber 
security taxonomy are also presented.  
 

• Trusted Virtualization 
• Economics-Based Security Architecture 
• Cyber Security Information Framework for Open Science 
• Resilient Distributed Computing 
• Secure Software 
• Federated Cyber Security for Open Science 

Thrust Area 1:  Future Open Science Security Architecture 
This thrust area involves understanding and the development of a new, secure cyber architecture 
that can scale with forthcoming DOE open science 
requirements, including extensive worldwide 
collaborations. The ultimate goal would be new capabilities 
and a set of baseline standards for cyber security that can 
be institutionalized by vendors and embedded throughout 
new cyber systems. 

• Trusted Virtualization – This PRD proposes the development of a model for trusted 
virtualization of computational environments. Virtualization could provide a scalable 
computational ecosystem that would be based upon capabilities uncoupled from the hardware 
upon which software is deployed.  The challenges involve extending trust from current 
hardware to emerging virtual environments, expressing and enforcing security goals at the 
level of a virtual machine, and maintaining cyber security when transitioning among virtual 
environments. New cyber security discoveries include the development of containment 
strategies, mechanisms for quantifiable verification of trust in virtual environments, and the  

“A common theme across 
all the PRDs was the need 
for common vocabularies, 
semantics, and ontologies 
of the security-related 
components and 
associated properties and 
attributes.” 
 -from the Securing HW, 
SW, and Data session. 

“Security + Architecture = hard!” 
- from the FSA session. 
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addition of a cyber security layer to the virtual environment. The benefits of this research are 
greater trust/cyber security in virtualized 
environments, greater efficiency of usage due to the 
ability to load balance flexibly across and among 
virtual environments, and easier distribution and 
usability of software environments for the user. 
Additionally, this PRD will address fault tolerant and 
resilient computing systems beyond petascale systems. 
The research is expected to require 3 to 10 years to 
achieve fruition with advancements in computer 
science and mathematics.  This PRD involves the 
lower-level areas of the cyber security taxonomy, from 
systems software down through hardware components and will require new approaches and 
algorithms from the field of computer science. 

• Economics-Based Security Architecture – This PRD proposes the development of a model 
to analyze interactions between cyber security and user policies, phrase problems as sets of 
games, derive Nash equilibria, prove scalability, identify inflection points, and define 
countermeasures and associated costs. The challenges include the uncertain and evolving 
black market economics associated with identity theft and system resources, inherent 
complexity, identification of security trade-offs, and determination of quantifiable model 
variables and parameters. New cyber security discoveries include the development of 
enforcement across multiple scales of heterogeneous systems, optimization of defense 
strategies, and a model with the capability to evaluate trade-offs in terms of hardware, 
network, software, policy, and human countermeasures. The primary benefit of this research 
is a consistent understanding of all elements of cyber security that can be used to deploy 
resources (both human and machine) optimally. The research is expected to require 3 to 10 
years to achieve fruition. Ideally, this PRD should encompass all areas of the cyber security 
taxonomy, most especially including the economic factors associated with productivity. This 
PRD will benefit from new approaches and algorithms from the fields of computer science 
and mathematics. 

“With the explosion of the number of 
(virtualized) systems, there is a 
claimant requirement for globally, 
unique, and universal identifiers to 
which arbitrary naming authorities 
can bind attributes and properties 
that can be securely resolved by 
reliable parties.”  -- abstracted from 
“Handle System” (http://handle.net). 

http://handle.net/�
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• Cyber Security Information Framework for Open Science – This PRD proposes the 
development of a new framework for assessing security in open science environments, 
including unifying the semantics of security data.  The challenges involve the numerous 
complexities inherent in the Open Science environment – especially the multitude of 
different components, systems, sites, and users. The framework must accommodate the 
complexity without impairing user accessibility and productivity, be scalable, and model 
appropriate trade-offs of cyber security against these areas. A self-consistent framework, in 
and of itself, would be a significant new cyber security discovery. The benefits of this 
research are more effective, trusted systems and greater integrity for using those systems in 
distributed, open environments. It was not determined how long this research might take to 
achieve fruition. This PRD involves all areas of the cyber security taxonomy and will require 
new approaches and algorithms from the field of computer science. 

• Resilient Distributed Computing – This PRD proposes the exploration of a framework for 
fine-grained replication, replication on-demand, large-scale virtualization, and incremental 
migration as a means to assess, detect, minimize, prevent and/or mitigate the loss or 
corruption of computational resources including data. The challenges involve incorporating 
replication into systems that are already running at or near capacity on very large science 
problems that may execute for extended periods of time. This problem is known to be 
canonically hard. New cyber security discoveries include the development of procedures to 
evaluate, distribute, and (re)allocate computing resources in a highly distributed 
environment. R&D in this area will facilitate trust, increase availability, i.e., more cycles 
should become available, and enhance robustness in Open Science computing environments. 
The research is expected to require 5 to 10 years to achieve fruition.  This PRD involves the 
lower-level areas of the cyber security taxonomy, from systems software down through 
hardware components, and will require new approaches and algorithms from the field of 
computer science. 

• Secure Software – This PRD proposes taking a fresh look at securing software, including 
detection, diagnosis, moderation, and remediation of cyber security vulnerabilities.  The 
challenges include the complexities of the diversity of software; distributed, heterogeneous 
systems upon which the software executes; the need for an end-to-end approach; and the long 
life cycles of some software. There also are human factors of how diagnostics, moderation, 
and remediation will be communicated to and interact with users, system administrators, and 
cyber security experts. New cyber security discoveries include parallel techniques for early 
detection of security vulnerabilities in distributed, heterogeneous software and systems. The 
primary benefit of this research is that it addresses cyber security at a fundamental level 
where cyber security must be inviolate, i.e., software. The research is expected to require less 
than 5 years to render cyber security more accessible to developers, 5 to 7 years to develop 
techniques applicable to commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software, and more than 7 years to 
develop moderation and remediation techniques. This PRD involves the upper-level areas of 
the cyber security taxonomy, from systems software up through data, and will require new 
approaches and algorithms from the field of computer science. 
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• Federated Cyber Security for Open Science – This PRD addresses DOE’s participation in 
federated identity management. The DOE open science community has unique needs to 
provide secure and easy access to DOE resources – systems will be more secure and more 
accessible to the open science community.  The challenges are that the open science 
community exists in a highly decentralized environment, involving many sites, each with 
different environments and policies for cyber security. New cyber security discoveries 
include novel techniques for user privilege negotiation among systems, user authentication, 
user authorization, and possibly remote configuration of cyber resources in the remote 
environment. The benefits of this research are better cyber security, easier accessibility to 
DOE resources, and distribution of the effort required to implement cyber security. The 
research is expected to take 3 to 5 years for initial efforts (federated authentication and 
authorization), and 5 to 7 years for federated configuration. This PRD involves all areas of 
the cyber security taxonomy, especially users and middleware, and will require new 
approaches and algorithms from the field of computer science. However, new software and 
possibly hardware also are expected to result from this research. 

The common elements in this thrust area are very broad, encompassing hardware, operating 
system software, architecture, algorithms, economic analysis and optimization, and middleware 
(trust models), with usability and users running throughout. 
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• Decentralized Monitoring, Detection, and Response 
• Autonomic Incident and Damage Containment 

Thrust Area 2:  Adaptive/Autonomic/Homeostatic Security and Response 

The enormous complexity of cyber security in DOE’s Open 
Science and in Energy Control Systems environments is, at times, 
beyond the capabilities of humans by themselves to assimilate and 
manage in real time. Clearly, sophisticated automated systems are 
required. This thrust area is focused on computerized self-
management of cyber security, based on human-defined policies 
and rules. 

• Decentralized Monitoring, Detection, and Response (human and automated) – This PRD 
involves the development of research methods and approaches for: intelligent data 
reduction/analysis techniques, dynamic modeling, definitions of triggers for proactive 
response, proactive response mechanisms, and advanced visualization for analysts. The 
challenges are: 1) the need for a trusted link between data and human operators, 
2) characterization of data and datasets to be analyzed, e.g., systems, components, networks, 
users, coordinating and correlating across multiple decentralized domains, mitigating the 
effects of “poisoned” data, and the massive amount of data. New cyber security discoveries 
include the development of self- and community-aware systems and next-generation systems 
that perform to DOE’s requirements  
(ultra-high capacity and low latency). The benefits of this 
research include improved cyber security in DOE systems, 
better decision support, and graceful degradation rather than 
catastrophic failure when experiencing cyber attacks. The 
research is expected to require 5 to 10 years to achieve fruition 
with advancements in computer science, new hardwired 
architectures, large-scale data intensive analytics, and sensor 
developments. This PRD involves several areas of the cyber 
security taxonomy, notably hardware systems (possibly hardware components/ASICS), 
networks, software and data. This PRD will benefit from new approaches and algorithms 
from the fields of computer science, mathematics, statistics, and behavioral science. 

• Autonomic Incident and Damage Containment – This PRD proposes the development of 
secure approaches to autonomic cyber security incident and damage containment. The fields 

“An ounce of prevention is 
worth a pound of cure.”  
- Benjamin Franklin 

“The emphasis should be  
on MyScience instead of 
MySpace.”  
– Discussion in the 
Workshop Session 
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of control theory, group dynamics, machine learning, and software assurance are involved. 
The challenges of the research include the size, speed, broad scope, and complexities 
inherent in the DOE open science environment. The benefits of this research are shorter time 
to identify and react to cyber security incidents, accomplished by removing or distancing the 
human from the system. How long this research might take to achieve fruition remains an 
open question due to the rapid evolution and deployment of new technologies into 
communications and computing systems that continue to drive these systems to new 
performance levels and increase their complexity. This PRD involves several areas of the 
cyber security taxonomy, notably networks, software (and possibly hardware components or 
ASICS due to the large volume of information that must be processed), and data. This PRD 
will benefit from new approaches and algorithms from the fields of computer science, 
mathematics, and statistics. 

Common elements in this thrust area encompass characterization, assimilation, and identification 
of threats, and will most likely require new hardware and systems to implement at the scales 
required in DOE environments. 
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• Intrusion Prevention and Detection 
• Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) Tolerance 
• Verification of Intended Use 
• Enabling Data and Code Sharing and Cooperative Analytics 
• Appropriate Distributed Defense 

Thrust Area 3:  Situational Awareness 

Effective cyber security requires effective command, control, and communications systems. 
Situational awareness is complex, dynamic, and must be applied in DOE’s high-risk open 
science and energy environments. This thrust area focuses attention on understanding the 
situational complexity needed for effective cyber security, including representations of objects, 
people, system states, interactions, environmental conditions, and other situation-specific factors. 
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Figure 6. Understanding Threat Behavior.  Pulling the pieces together is the problem of 

discovery analytics.  Research enabling the development of understanding threat 
behavior using scalable analytics will require a new class of high performance 
computing tools that are based on new performance metrics to enable data fusion 
and analysis.  
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• Intrusion Prevention and Detection – This PRD proposes the development of a framework 
for analysis and characterization of the structure and nature of specific DOE open science 
data, control, and execution paths. Methods and technologies are required to capture and 
process, at extremely high speeds, the following elements: monitoring, packet filtering, 
anomaly detection, information fusion, integrated response, fewer false positives, failback 
mechanisms, containment, and forensics. The challenges of this PRD are scale (extremely 
high traffic and large number of users) and scope (vast geographical distribution and types of 
systems). R&D in this area will improve trust among users and systems for broad, diverse, 
open science. The research is expected to require 3 to 5 years to achieve fruition, and 
production deployment may be achieved in 4 to 10 years. This PRD involves primarily the 
network and software areas of the cyber security taxonomy and will benefit from new 
approaches and algorithms from the fields of electrical and computer engineering, computer 
science, mathematics, and statistics. 

• Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) Tolerance – This PRD proposes a focused 
examination of technology and techniques to defend large-scale, distributed computing and 
experimental systems against DDOS attacks while allowing the computation and/or 
experiment to proceed. The challenge includes the development of vastly more sophisticated 
techniques and algorithms than are currently available. R&D in this area will promote safe, 
resilient computing and experiments in open science. The research is expected to require 5 to 
10 years to be put into production with advances in large-scale, data processing and analysis 
techniques. This PRD involves primarily the network and software areas of the cyber security 
taxonomy and will benefit from new approaches and algorithms from the fields of electrical 
and computer engineering, computer science, mathematics, and statistics. 

• Verification of Intended Use – This PRD proposes the development of new frameworks and 
methodologies to verify that both users of DOE open science systems and the applications 
being run on them are as intended. New profiling application tools are needed to ensure 
validation and verification of software for systems of the future. Research may span the areas 
of biometric devices, user usage and behavior (human “signatures”) semantics, watermarking 
binary and source code, etc.  The challenges include complexities inherent with human 
factors, the large scale of traffic, large numbers of users, and complexity inherent in DOE 
open science distributed heterogeneous systems. New capabilities will be developed to detect 
human attacks, especially “insider” attacks, and enable more science by protecting systems 
from unintended use. The research is expected to require 5 to 10 years to achieve fruition, 
although intermediate aspects may become available in 7 to 15 years. This PRD involves 
primarily the network and software areas of the cyber security taxonomy and will benefit 
from new approaches and algorithms from the fields of computer science, mathematics, 
statistics, and behavioral science. 

• Enabling Data and Code Sharing and Cooperative Analytics – This PRD proposes the 
development of secure approaches to encourage users to greater degrees of sharing data, 
algorithms, and applications. The challenges include non-deterministic social factors, all of 
the difficulty inherent in data of different time and length scales in differing formats, and 
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cyber security aspects. The benefits of this research include a shorter time-to-solution and 
reduced storage and transmission capacity needs in the Open Science environment. This 
research is expected to require 5 to 10 years to be put into production.  This PRD involves 
primarily the software and data elements of the cyber security taxonomy, but also must be 
accessible to and usable by users. This PRD will benefit from new approaches and 
algorithms from the fields of computer science, mathematics, and behavioral science. 

• Appropriate Distributed Defense – This PRD proposes research into techniques to query a 
wide variety of cyber security information sources that shield open science systems and users 
from known cyber security problems. Such sources might include databases and blacklists of 
known exploits, viruses, worms, malware, dangerous sites, etc. Also being proposed in this 
PRD is the development of an ecosystem-wide awareness capability, quantitative measures 
of the cyber security “health” of a system, and display of results visually and intuitively in a 
real-time presentation suitable for program managers and security analysts. The research 
challenges include the size, speed, broad scope, and complexities inherent in the DOE Open 
Science environment. The research benefits of this research include a shorter time to identify 
and react to cyber security incidents as well as more comprehensive information about the 
health of a system to inform human analysis and decision-making. The research is expected 
to take 3 years to begin to bear fruit, and 5 to 10 years to be put fully into production. This 
PRD involves primarily the network and software areas of the Cyber Security taxonomy but 
also must be accessible to and usable by network and system operators. Thus, new 
approaches and algorithms from the fields of computer science and statistics, 

Common elements in this thrust area encompass capture, characterization, assimilation, and 
identification of threats from network and system traffic, and will most likely require new 
hardware and systems to implement at the scales required in DOE environment. 
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• Long-Term Integrity and Authenticity of Large and Dynamic 
Datasets 

• End-To-End Data Security 
• Secure Information Management 

Thrust Area 4:  Integrity and Pedigree 

Today, DOE scientists use a myriad of commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS) software in a blind 
trust model, including “software of uncertain pedigree” (SOUP). This thrust area aims to develop 
the complex “back-ends” needed to define, measure, assess, and verify the integrity and pedigree 
of software before it is made accessible to the open science community. Moreover, some of the 
same techniques should be used to assess and verify the integrity and pedigree of data before it is 
allowed to be put on or accessed by DOE open science systems. Ideally, software and data that 
are verified would be granted a “stamp of approval” or a “gold seal” as illustrated in the graphic 
below. However, in reality, a virtual stamp of approval would be required before software or data 
is installed on or accessed by DOE open science systems. Different levels of software assurance 
would be appropriate for different levels of access to DOE open science systems. 

 

 
Figure 7. The “DOE Gold Seal of Approval” for Trusted Software.  Software and data that 

are verified would be granted a “stamp of approval” or a “gold seal.” 

The PRDs in this area involve higher-level processing and intelligence. Viz., the information 
hierarchy below illustrates the process flow in this area: given a software instance, data must be 
collected and/or produced on that instance, information is then distilled from that data, and 
knowledge is gained from the exercise of these processes over many instances. Eventually, over 
time and after analysis of many cases, wisdom in knowing how to protect our systems and 
software should result.  
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Figure 8.  Information Hierarchy 

The PRDs in this thrust area encompass both the information hierarchy and integrity and 
pedigree areas.  Elements of all of these areas are needed for a fully developed, comprehensive 
program. Three PRDs have been defined in this area, as follows: 

• Long-Term Integrity and Authenticity of Large and Dynamic Datasets – This PRD 
proposes the development of data integrity models and analyses that: survive 
reductions/abstractions, accommodate privacy constraints, maintain their usefulness over the 
long-term, are auditable, are efficient in terms of processing, are applicable over widely 
distributed, heterogeneous systems, and take uncertainty into account. The research 
challenges are: datasets can be exceedingly large; involve aggregation, reduction, and fusion; 
are often dynamic; and can persist over very long times. Techniques currently do not exist for 
measuring the integrity of datasets that are often the purview of distributed users and are not 
well understood by any individual. New cyber security discoveries in this area require 
fundamentally new approaches in analyzing, assessing, and evaluating data; in detecting and 
correcting errors; and in engaging users to adopt secure, effective behaviors. The research is 
expected to require 5 to 7 years to achieve fruition. This PRD involves primarily the software 
and data elements of the cyber security taxonomy, but also must be accessible to and usable 
by users. Thus, new approaches and algorithms are required from the fields of computer 
science, mathematics, and statistics. 

• End-to-End Data Security – This PRD proposes the development of new frameworks and 
techniques for end-to-end data security on distributed, heterogeneous systems. Managing 
storage and provenance for dynamic international collaborations for thousands of scientists 
across many, diverse platforms and domains are the research challenges. New cyber security 
discoveries in this area include automatic metadata capture, validation, and transfer among 
systems and users. This research is expected to result in more effective, trusted collaborations 
and greater integrity for data in distributed environments and is expected to require 5 to 10 
years to achieve fruition. This PRD involves primarily the software and data elements of the 
cyber security taxonomy, but also must be accessible to and usable by users. Thus, new 
approaches and algorithms are required from the fields of computer science, mathematics, 
and statistics. 
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• Secure Information Management – This PRD proposes the development of new 
frameworks to protect critical information distributed across millions of nodes. The research 
challenges involve complexity and scalability, i.e., datasets can be exceedingly complex, 
large, often aggregated, reduced, or fused. They also are often dynamic, can persist over very 
long times, and can exist on many, distributed, heterogeneous systems. Additionally, 
information involves much more than just data, including code (binary and source), 
metadata, and complex, sometimes unstructured relationships among data. New cyber 
security discoveries in this area require fundamentally new ontologies, models, processing 
approaches, and policies. This research is expected to result in more effective, trusted data 
and systems that will facilitate sharing data and resources among open science communities. 
The research is expected to require 5 to 7 years initially to produce results and 8 to10 years to 
achieve security and scalability. This PRD involves primarily the software and data elements 
of the cyber security taxonomy, but also must be accessible to and usable by users. Thus, 
new approaches and algorithms are required from the fields of computer science, 
mathematics, and statistics. 

The common research elements in this thrust area include assessment and profiling tools to 
verify both software and data, operating system sentries to verify intended use, techniques for 
categorizing the degree to which software and data are trusted, techniques for analyzing 
extremely high volumes of network traffic, and categorizations of DOE open science resources 
as to which software and data must be verified and to what degree before being implemented on 
DOE systems. 

The common approaches in this thrust area encompass the characterization, capture, assimilation, 
and identification of threats from network and system traffic, and will most likely require new 
hardware and systems to implement at the scales required in DOE environment. New, advanced 
algorithms will be required to implement and operate these elements. 
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• Characterization of Human Threats for Open Science 
• Malware Research Lab 
• Security Policy Implementation Impacts on Usability 
• Usability of Security (secure) Systems 
• Improving Cyber Security Practice 

Thrust Area 5: Usability, Characterization, and Assessment 

Understanding the effect of human behaviors in cyber security is imperative. To catalyze 
scientific discovery, a balance between usability and cyber 
security must exist, with an emphasis on usability. This 
thrust area involves the higher levels of the cyber security 
presented earlier. The emphasis is not on systems, but 
rather on the effectiveness of information capture and then 
the usability of that information in a production 
environment. Such human factors are often overlooked, as 
observed in the workshop’s Human Factors session (see 
inset). Indeed, in a field as nascent and emerging as cyber 
security, human factors become apparent only after the 
technology matures sufficiently. First and foremost, the technology must work; then usability 
and vulnerability issues are addressed as the technology matures. This thrust area defines 
research to develop the predictive techno-social  understanding of human behavior both in 
launching attacks and in using cyber security in day-to-day work. 

• Characterization of Human Threats for Open Science – This PRD proposes the 
development of scalable techniques to understand, predict, and detect human behavior of 
users of DOE open science systems. Human signatures for evaluating and assessing use of 
systems also need to be developed as part of this PRD. The research challenges involve 
complexities inherent with human factors, the large scale of traffic, high numbers of users, 
and application on and in distributed, heterogeneous environments. New capabilities must be 
developed to predict, detect, and understand the intention of human attacks, especially 
“insider” attacks. This research is expected to require 5 to 10 years to achieve fruition, 
although intermediate benefit may become available in 3 to 5 years.  This PRD involves 
primarily the software and data elements of the cyber security taxonomy, but also must be 
accessible to and usable by network, system, and security administrators. This PRD will 
benefit from new approaches and algorithms from the fields of computer science, 
mathematics, statistics, and behavioral science. 

• Malware Research Lab – This PRD proposes the creation of an environment to implement 
and test cyber security malware in representative environments. The research challenges are 
the large, complex, and evolving instances of malware that must be “mapped onto” a large, 

“In the Bentham calculus of protecting 
our systems, networks and data, the 
user is often forgotten, ignored, or 
even neglected, sometimes 
profoundly affecting productivity and 
impeding open science discoveries.” 
-from the Human Factors session 
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complex, and evolving set of hardware, software, and networks that is often distributed and 
interacting. New cyber security discoveries include novel techniques for copying and 
duplicating malware, duplicating or characterizing and representing systems and 
environments upon which to “map” the malware, and the ability to assess the effects of 
malware on these systems so that appropriate protective and countermeasures may be 
defined, tested, and implemented. This research area has many similarities to comparative 
genomics with the biological metaphor of DNA as the cellular operating system for complex 
networks of control networks has expressive power. New tools are needed that can rapidly 
assess and detect a dynamic threat in open computing environments. The research is expected 
to require 7 to 10 years to achieve fruition with advances in computer science, mathematics, 
computer architecture, large-scale data-intensive parallel computing and visualization. This 
PRD involves all areas of the cyber security taxonomy and will benefit from new approaches 
and algorithms from the fields of computer science, mathematics, statistics, and biological 
science. 

• Security Policy Implementation Impacts on Usability – This PRD proposes the 
development of a flexible simulation testbed for modeling cyber security policies on open 
science systems so that they can be tested before being put into production. Metrics and 
measurements for evaluating and assessing the effectiveness of policies on cyber security and 
usability will be developed as part of this PRD. The research challenges involve the 
complexities inherent with cyber security policies in large-scale, highly distributed 
environments; the difficulty of translating cyber security policy into practice in complex, 
distributed, heterogeneous environments, and the difficulty in assessing implications of new 
cyber security policy. New cyber security discoveries will eventually include a framework to 
better understand the impacts of new cyber security policy upon systems and users; enable a 
more consistent application of cyber security policy across multiple, distributed systems; and 
provide a more useable, accessible, productive environment for open science. The research is 
expected to require 5 to 10 years to achieve fruition, although intermediate aspects may 
become available in 3 to 5 years.  This PRD involves all areas of the cyber security 
taxonomy, but most of the effort and emphasis will be on human factors and the higher levels 
of the taxonomy. This PRD will benefit from new approaches and algorithms from the fields 
of computer science and biological science. 

• Usability of Security and/or Secured Systems – This PRD proposes the development of 
new user interfaces to promote the ease and correctness of installation, configuration, 
operation, and maintenance of security systems. In addition, this PRD advocates the 
development of quantitative metrics and measurements for usability. The research challenges 
include the significant complexity inherent in cyber security systems and the difficulty 
communicating in this complex environment. New cyber security discoveries include the 
development of metrics and measures to quantify usability of security systems. Research in 
this area will provide increased assurance that systems and networks are better protected and 
will result in more efficient and effective cyber security operations and greater availability of 
secure systems, thereby facilitating open science. The research is expected to require 5 to 10 
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years to achieve fruition.  This PRD involves all areas of the cyber security taxonomy, but 
most of the effort and emphasis will be on human factors and usability across all areas of the 
taxonomy. This PRD will benefit from new approaches and algorithms from the fields of 
mathematics, statistics, computer science, and biological science. 

• Improving Cyber Security Practice – This PRD proposes the development of new trust 
frameworks and the tools to model, simulate, and analyze trust in open science environments. 
Risk-benefit analyses for cyber security practice must also be developed and exercised. The 
research must address the challenges of an open science community that exists in a highly 
decentralized environment, involving many sites, each with different policies and 
infrastructures for trust. New cyber security discoveries include novel techniques for trust 
negotiation among systems and users. It was not determined how long this research might 
take to achieve fruition.  This PRD involves primarily the software area of the cyber security 
taxonomy and will benefit from new approaches and algorithms from the fields of 
mathematics and statistics. 

Some of the common research elements in this thrust area are the development of a quantitative 
tool for assessing system usability, development of assessment and profiling tools to duplicate or 
simulate environments upon which security may be implemented and tested, and development of 
techniques for evaluating and fine tuning how security policy can best be implemented in and on 
complex systems and architectures. 

The common approaches in this thrust area encompass new definitions, metrics, and frameworks 
for cyber security vulnerability and “health” of systems; new methods to capture, characterize, 
assimilate, and identify threats on the network and throughout (and even across) systems; and 
most likely will require new hardware and systems to implement at the scales required in DOE’s 
Open Science environment. Also, a new malware research and operations laboratory is proposed 
to be defined and implemented. New, advanced algorithms and flexible systems (hardware and 
software) will be required in this research thrust area. 
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• Survivable and Trustworthy Control Systems 
• Anomaly Detection in Control Systems 
• Understanding Risk and Survivability Assessment 

Thrust Area 6:  Control Systems 

Improving the security of energy control systems is a crucial step for national infrastructure 
protection. This thrust area proposes research directly into key attributes of control systems: 
survivability and trustworthiness. 

• Survivable and Trustworthy Control Systems – This PRD involves template architectures 
for control systems, including models of survivability, designs for graceful failure (controlled 
degradation), and improved support for human intervention. Protection is to be against 
malicious attacks and accidental failures, accommodate varying reliability requirements, and 
strike the appropriate balance between safety and performance. The research challenges are 
numerous, including: the distributed, heterogeneous nature of systems and system 
components; how to quantify, measure, and evaluate survivability and trustworthiness with 
respect to cyber and physical threats; how to identify and prioritize failure and degradation; 
and the requirement to maintain a high level of service during an incident. New cyber 
security discoveries include the development of comprehensive models of systems that will 
address holistic factors. The benefits of this PRD are strong and survivable systems − both 
DOE large-science systems and utility infrastructure. The research is expected to require 3 to 
10 years to achieve fruition.  This PRD involves primarily the lower levels of the cyber 
security taxonomy, from hardware components up through systems software. This PRD will 
benefit from new approaches and algorithms from the fields of mathematics and computer 
science. 

• Anomaly Detection in Control Systems – This PRD involves the development of a model 
for system behavior, appropriate parameters for and sensitivity to control systems, and a 
generic template for anomaly detections for adaptive, self-healing control systems. The 
challenges facing research include the following: systems deployed today are more complex 
than our ability to understand them fully; failure modes are not completely predictable; a 
large diversity (age, high degree of geographical distribution, and technologies) of systems 
exist in production; and a wide variety of factors influence performance, including 
environmental, social, physical network, and the interface between humans and systems. 
New cyber security discoveries include novel techniques for early detection that will be 
widely applicable to power and control systems. The benefits include greater cyber security 
in control systems, better decision support, and graceful degradation rather than catastrophic 
failure. The research is expected to require 5 to 7 years to achieve fruition with advancements 
in computer science, computer architecture, statistics, and the mathematics of complexity. 
This PRD cuts across all levels of the cyber security taxonomy, but primarily involves the 
areas of software and human factors. This PRD will benefit from new approaches and 
algorithms from the fields of mathematics, statistics, and computer science. 
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• Understanding Risk and Survivability Assessment – This PRD proposes the development 
of a comprehensive, real-time, high-performance operational model of control systems, and 
the evaluation of its robustness during a security incident. A significant emphasis of this PRD 
will be on gathering, logging, distilling, anonymizing, and sharing threat data. A security 
investment model also is a component of this PRD. The research challenges are numerous, 
including: the distributed, heterogeneous nature of systems and system components; how to 
quantify, measure, and evaluate robustness with respect to cyber and physical threats; how to 
identify and prioritize incident response, including factors of cost; how to quantify and 
predict responses to operator interaction; how to enforce cyber security in the face of real-
time requirements; and the requirement to maintain a high level of service during an incident. 
New cyber security discoveries include the development of comprehensive models of control 
systems that will address holistic factors. The benefit of this PRD is trusted and robust 
systems. The research is expected to require 3 to 10 years to achieve fruition. This PRD 
involves primarily the software level and the cross-cutting user area of the cyber security 
taxonomy. This PRD will benefit from new approaches and algorithms from the fields of 
mathematics, statistics, and computer science. 

The common elements in this thrust area encompass the characterization, capture, assimilation, 
and identification of threats from the network and systems and will most likely require new 
approaches and algorithms to implement in DOE’s energy delivery environment.  
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• Non-Cryptographic Security 
• Trusted Hardware and Crypto Acceleration 

Thrust Area 7: Future of Cryptography 

Current cyber security practices depend 
extensively on cryptography. In DOE’s Open 
Science environment, it is clear that datasets are 
becoming too large for today’s cryptographic 
methods. It also is obvious that computing 
systems will soon become sophisticated enough 
to easily crack current cryptographic schemes. 
This thrust area will provide DOE with specific 
open science research into this topic. 

• Non-Cryptographic Security – This PRD 
involves taking a completely fresh look at 
cryptographic security. If malware that 
impairs or “breaks” mathematical algorithms for cryptography is emergent, virtually all 
networks and environments become open to packet sniffing.  The challenge involves the vast 
scope of the problem – software encryption is embedded throughout our secure systems 
today and the entrenched and ubiquitous nature of our packet-switched networks. New cyber 
security discoveries include the development of new strategies and methodologies for 
protecting information, including possible circuit-based approaches or hardware-based 
cryptography. The research is expected to require 3 to 5 years to achieve fruition. On the 
surface, this PRD seems to involve areas that are not represented on the cyber security 
taxonomy, and may include new hardware, mathematics, and computer science algorithms. 
However, an implementation may cut across all areas of the taxonomy, as security must be 
embedded within and throughout cyber environments. 

• Trusted Hardware and Crypto Acceleration – This PRD also involves taking another, 
completely fresh look at cryptographic technology, for which today’s implementations 
represent a significant bottleneck to performance. As a result, encryption often is not selected 
for transport, thereby posing a cyber security vulnerability. Here, the focus is on developing 
next-generation cryptographic technologies that can keep up with the demands of the fastest 
networks. New cyber security discoveries include the development of new algorithms that 
perform much better, possibly hardware-based accelerators, and new strategies for secure key 
exchange. The research is expected to take 3 to 5 years to achieve fruition. This PRD 

“HW vendors are actively working to 
incorporate trusted-computing and crypto 
features in chips, CPUs, instruction sets, 
motherboards, and supporting software to 
harden and security-enhance compute 
platforms.”  
− From 1) “Intel® Trusted Execution 
Technology” 
(www.intel.com/technology/security/) 
and 2) “The Intel Safer Computing Initiative” 
(http://www.intel.com/intelpress/sum_secc.htm).

http://www.intel.com/technology/security/�
http://www.intel.com/intelpress/sum_secc.htm�
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involves primarily the hardware and software levels of the cyber security taxonomy. A fresh 
look at the mathematics, algorithms, and hardware/software implementations of 
cryptography are in order under this PRD. 

The two elements in this thrust area may be disparate. One encompasses fundamentally new 
scientific approaches to cryptography. The other involves new algorithms, hardware and 
mathematics to accelerate traditional cryptography.  
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SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A DOE CYBER SECURITY 
RESEARCH AGENDA 

This section of the report contains research thrust areas that the workshop chairs feel are most 
pertinent to and perhaps even unique in DOE’s Open Science and Energy Control Systems 
environments. Specifically, these are areas where DOE has both unique needs due to the scale 
and nature of its environments and unique capabilities evidenced in its mission. Indeed, these 
areas in particular may be where DOE can make the most significant and most enduring cyber 
security research contributions. Securing the design and operational integrity of the exascale 
computing enterprises of the future is by definition an exascale challenge. Cyber security science 
and technologies must keep pace with the computing architectures developed if there is a hope to 
keep scalable open computing resources available. 

NEW ARCHITECTURES 

To make significant progress in the myriad of cyber security, it is categorically apparent that 
cyber security must be built into systems from the ground up. This, in fact, may be the most 
important cyber security research direction that emerged from the workshop. Thus, new 
architectures containing new hardware (e.g. TPM+ chips), designed to include embedded cyber 
security monitoring and processing capabilities (e.g. on-board or peripheral cyber security 
processing, virtualized architectures), and even especially designed to accommodate new cyber 
security analytics (e.g. processors designed for ultra-fast data comparison and analysis 
encompassing searches, sorts, merges, joins and pattern recognition) and new encryption and 
decryption techniques are needed. Multi-core capability and FPGA processing offer promise in 
this regard. DOE has unique, very large-scale hardware platforms and associated expertise that 
provide the environment for processing at the rates required in DOE’s large-scale environment 
and meet the need inherent in this environment. This research would apply to the lower levels of 
the cyber security taxonomy, involve principally computer scientists, and should include strong 
interactions with hardware and operating system vendors. 

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS AND ADAPTIVE, AUTONOMIC AND HOMEOSTATIC 
ANALYSIS AND RESPONSE SYSTEMS 

Cyber security is today reactive, and in far too many cases, accomplished only manually. Threats 
and vulnerabilities are defined and addressed only after they emerge, are then isolated, analyzed, 
and distilled into well-defined behaviors and even digital signatures. Clearly, new systems are 
needed to detect threats based upon more than just tabulated data, i.e., using sophisticated, 
predictive mathematical models, to “stay ahead of the curve.” Again, DOE has both unique 
needs in this area, due to the massive rate at which data are generated, assimilated, and 
exchanged, and unique capabilities its vast computational resources, algorithm expertise, and 
analytics needed to process the data. This research would principally be conducted at the higher 
levels of the cyber security taxonomy.  Although hardware and software would play an essential 
role, most of the discovery and development would occur at the higher levels involving computer 
science, mathematics, and statistics. 
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MIDDLEWARE AND FEDERATED IDENTITY MANAGEMENT 

As mentioned previously, human factors are often the weakest link in any cyber security 
environment. DOE is unique in the large scale and scope of its Open Science environment. Users 
of DOE open science systems are vast in numbers and exist in highly distributed, unverified 
cyber environments. Better, “smarter” federated systems for authenticating users and authorizing 
access to varying classes of DOE assets will facilitate easier, more secure access to valuable 
DOE assets. Nowhere is the need greater for improved access control and cyber security than in 
DOE’s Open Science environment. This research and development would occur across all levels 
of the cyber security taxonomy, but mostly involve software and systems. 

ENERGY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

DOE is singularly responsible for the proper functioning of the nation’s energy delivery systems. 
This is an essential and incredibly important infrastructure that must be secured from cyber 
vulnerabilities. Much of the other DOE cyber security research is applicable in this sector and 
should be tested, productized, and implemented in this environment that has its own unique 
implementation nuances. Indeed, much of the cyber security research should be a joint program 
of both offices, so as to realize maximum benefit and quickest time to deployment in the energy 
sector. 

INTEGRITY AND PEDIGREE 

In addition to its unique hardware and system environments, DOE is unique in its vast scale and 
scope of its data and software environments. Fundamentally, software and data are the aspects of 
a cyber security environment that contain cyber vulnerabilities and allow systems to be 
exploited. In addition to its unique needs, DOE is uniquely positioned with expertise in its 
software environments. For decades, DOE has been a leader in compiler and assembler 
technologies, due to its unique hardware environment. Moreover, DOE has experience in 
providing both physical and virtual security. Thus, no agency is better positioned than DOE to 
conduct cyber security research in the integrity and pedigree of code, executables and data. 
Particular aspects that deserve attention are adding a cyber security layer (or “pass”) to compilers 
to provide a cyber security score for vulnerabilities that can be used in a federated system as a 
“gatekeeper” to specific DOE resources, and verifying the authorship and ownership of in the 
“web of trust” for shared software and data by watermarking, bonding, binding, etc. This 
research and development would occur across the higher levels of the cyber security taxonomy, 
but would mostly involve software and systems. 

MALWARE R&D LABORATORY 

A malware research and development laboratory, as mentioned previously, would provide an 
ideal development environment to implement, test, refine, and productize the results of DOE’s 
cyber security research. Indeed, a test and development environment is essential to transform the 
research into products and practices. Building a knowledge base of software configurations that 
are key to DOE assets will be critical to understanding the real state of the enterprise. With the 
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proper security models in place, the results of this research could become a national cyber 
security technology asset. This research area should be well coordinated with other agencies that 
have similar issues and concerns, enabling the technology to be developed and rapidly deployed 
operationally in a timely fashion. Derivative technologies can then be transferred to the private 
sector and made more broadly deployable in open cyber security operational environments, 
thereby rendering the cyber security research relevant and enduring. This research and 
development would occur across the higher levels of the cyber security taxonomy, but would 
mostly involve software and systems. 

CONCLUSION 

IMPORTANCE OF CYBER SECURITY AND OPEN SCIENCE 

DOE SC is responsible for the secure and efficient operation of some of the nation’s most 
advanced R&D user facilities. These state-of-the-art, multi-billion-dollar facilities contain 
technologies and instrumentation that are not available anywhere else and are relied upon by the 
science community worldwide. These are only some of the national assets that DOE has 
stewardship for that must be protected. Through shared use of these facilities, the open science 
community produces discoveries and advances in numerous scientific areas of critical national 
and international importance that otherwise would be impossible.  

These facilities and assets, however, are high-visibility targets for various forms of cyber attack 
that, if successful, can have extremely deleterious consequences. Compromise of a high-value 
user facility can deter scientific progress for weeks. Accidental or deliberate data or software 
corruption can invalidate literally years of work. Moreover, misuse of computational resources to 
launch attacks on other facilities can have devastating consequences.  

The nation’s energy delivery infrastructure shares many of the same cyber security issues that 
exist in the Open Science environment, mandating an imperative for a synergistic, joint 
approach. 

Cyber security advances are critical to meeting Open Science and Control Systems needs.  These 
advances will produce the missing components required to deploy effective open science cyber 
security systems and energy control systems.  An advanced science and technology program, 
sustained, coherent, and coordinated, will bridge the ever-widening gap between modern 
academic and commercial cyber security research and the solutions necessary for open science. 

A PATH FORWARD 

Improving cyber security is a complex, daunting task in both the Open Science and Energy 
Control Systems environment. But with a focus on scalability and flexibility in the research 
directions, the workshop attendees believe that significant forward progress toward creating both 
usable and secure environments can be made in the next 10 years. The research directions 
suggested in this report will inspire new cyber security safeguards for both open science and 
energy control systems. 
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It is additionally recognized that while the goal is to enable a secure and open science 
infrastructure for research, it is often the case that the mechanisms to deliver that security involve 
an overlap with classified operations for implementation. It is imperative that the DOE cyber 
infrastructure be effectively defended to ensure national energy security for the future.  
Research in long-term science applicable to cyber security will have broad-ranging value to the 
DOE mission as well as for national and homeland security.  

 

Figure 9. The Research Thrusts and Priority Research Directions Defining a Cyber Security 
Science Research Agenda. 
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Appendix C – Workshop Charge 

Approximately 150 experts participated in the Cyber Security Research Needs for Open Science 
Workshop.  The attendees included broad representation from national laboratories, higher 
education, and industry. 

The charge to the workshop participants was to define Priority Research Directions (PRDs) 
relevant to DOE’s open science and electricity delivery and energy reliability missions.  The 
workshop participants focused on long-term research directions in the cyber sciences with a 5 to 
10-year time frame for advances.  A parallel focus was on intersecting the research directions 
with energy control systems with a 3 to 10-year time frame for deployable delivery. 

The breakout sessions encompassed the following topics and leaders: 

• Securing Hardware, Software and Data (SHSD) –Frank Siebenlist and Len Napolitano 

• Monitoring and Detection (MD) – Troy Thompson and John McHugh 

• Future Security Architectures and Information Assurance Technologies (FSA) – Tom 
Harper 

• Human Factors Analysis (HF) – Anne Schur and Joe St. Sauver 

• Protecting Our Utility Infrastructure (UI) – Jeff Dagle, Aaron Turner, and Bill Young. 

Altogether, 27 final PRDs were identified in the breakout sessions.  However, some were 
concatenated, and two were not submitted. Appendix D contains the concatenated, submitted 
PRDs. 
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Appendix D – Panel Breakout Sessions and Reports 

Securing Hardware, Software and Data (SHSD)  

• Frank Siebenlist, Argonne National Laboratory 

• Len Napolitano, Sandia National Laboratories  

Monitoring and Detection (MD) 

• Troy Thompson, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory  

• John McHugh, Dalhousie University  

Future Security Architectures and Information Assurance Technologies (FSA) 

• Tom Harper, Idaho National Laboratory  

Human Factors Analysis (HF) 

• Anne Schur, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory  

• Joe St Sauver, Internet2 

Protecting our Utility Infrastructure (UI) 

• Jeff Dagle, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 

• Aaron Turner, Idaho National Laboratory   

• Bill Young, Sandia National Laboratories 
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BREAKOUT SESSION  
SECURING HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND DATA (SHSD)  
Breakout Leads: Frank Siebenlist, Argonne National Laboratory 
     Len Napolitano, Sandia National Laboratories  
    

Securing hardware, software and data to provide data and communication integrity is a 
fundamental Mathematics and Computer Science R&D problem. While today many believe that 
the network is to “blame” for security problems, it is a far more basic problem that needs to be 
looked at from an end-to-end systems perspective. Each component of a system in an open 
science environment, including the hardware, software, or the data itself, may allow a possible 
security breach point. Each component must be protected to enable a fully secure and trusted 
system in an open science environment. 

The charge to this panel is to identify Priority Research Directions in this area related to: 

a. TPM chip and embedded hardware identity technologies 

b. Theft reporting and discovery technologies 

c. Tripwire technologies 

d. Secure operating systems and applications 

e. Virtualized technologies 

f. Domain name service integration, registering special services and machines 

g. Encryption and decryption technologies 

h. Data integrity technologies 

i. Special challenges in mobile devices 
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SECURING HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, AND DATA 
PRD-1:  EVALUATING CYBER SECURITY PRACTICES IMPACT 
(MANAGING TRUST) 

ABSTRACT 

Many common cyber security practices are not appropriate for the global open science 
environment, which is characterized by enormous scale and scope, demand for high- 
performance, geographic diversity, competing multi-national interests, heterogeneity of 
computing systems, and non-hierarchical management.  In addition, no good method is available 
to develop and manage trust relationships between different parties−a key to the operation of 
open science collaborations.  This Priority Research Direction will address these issues by 
supporting research that will develop tools to manage the full lifecycle of a trust relationship and 
to model and analyze cyber security environments so as to evaluate the effectiveness and 
risk/benefits of particular practices. This evaluation is especially important where differing 
practices are mandated by different international and organizational bodies. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The problems of inappropriate and inconsistent cyber practices and inability to manage trust will 
be attacked by a research program that includes: 

• Development of a comprehensive set of tools to manage the full lifetime of a trust 
relationship between parties, including how the relationship is defined (naming the entities to 
the relationship, the actions to be taken, and the conditions under which the actions are 
performed); categorized (determining the necessary level of assurance); monitored (so all 
parties are assured that the trusted behavior takes place); published (so all parties can see at 
all times what relationships exist); terminated; and restored when broken.  These trust 
relationships are dynamic and evolving and can be both one-to-one and many-to-many. 

• Development of modeling, simulation, and analysis tools that will allow a cyber security 
environment instantiating a particular set of practices to be described and evaluated for its 
impact on various science goals (especially computing system performance).  This includes 
the adoption of a cyber security ontology to allow commonly understood descriptions of 
security environments and practices. 

• Development of mechanisms and methodologies to resolve conflicts between policies 
imposed by differing geographic or organizational bodies, to assess risk/benefit tradeoffs of 
particular practices, and to evaluate practices based on effectiveness in the real world. 
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SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

Current challenges in the cyber security practices domain fall into three major areas: 

• evaluating security practice impacts, especially in cases of conflicting policies from multiple 
policy domains 

• managing trust relationships between collaborating bodies 

• bringing practices in line with open science needs and incorporating real-world, 
effectiveness-driven policy validation. 

In more detail: 

• Evaluating policy: any imposition of security policies will restrict or limit computing 
activities.  The benefits from the added security provided due to these policies should 
outweigh the costs (both direct costs and indirect costs due to foregone computing activities) 
incurred due to these policies.  The makers of policy have developed good feelings for 
balancing these costs and benefits in ordinary, single-site computing environments. 

However, these standard cost/benefit tradeoffs fail in the open science environment due to 
the fundamental collaborative-distributed nature of open science.  Policies are imposed on 
multiple sites with differing computing environments, making it difficult to correctly 
evaluate the true costs and benefits of particular policies.  Moreover, since the open science 
environment spans multiple policy domains, there are often conflicting policies imposed by 
different policymaking authorities, making the cost/benefit evaluations even more difficult to 
perform.  These differing policy domains will frequently have differing goals, missions, and 
concerns, and be subject to differing legal or regulatory constraints. 

Thus, new modeling and evaluation tools are needed to allow the cost/benefit tradeoffs to be 
performed in distributed open science environments that are subject to multiple policy 
domains. 

• Trust relationships: the operation of open science computing environments, which are 
fundamentally collaborative rather than hierarchical in management structure, requires a new 
form of management tools.  In particular, such enterprises rely on trust relationships, defined 
as an instance where partners in a collaborative enterprise can rely on other partners to 
perform specific actions under well-defined circumstances for a defined period of time, 
without needing to check each instance where the action is performed. 

These trust relationships can be characterized by several lifetime stages.  They must be 
defined (naming the entities party to the relationship, the actions to be taken, and the 
conditions under which the actions are performed); categorized (determining the necessary 
level of assurance); monitored (all parties are assured that the trusted behavior takes place); 
published (all parties can see at all times what relationships exist); terminated; and restored 
when broken.  Until now such relationships are managed in an ad hoc manner.  Fully 
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performant open science computing environments require more precise definition and 
management of these relationships. 

• Policy formulation and validation: even with the use of modeling and simulation tools to 
allow selection of appropriate policies in multiple domain environments, open science 
progress will still be held back unless policy validation moves away from a compliance-
oriented checklist approach to a real-world, data-driven effectiveness approach.  Auditing 
tools must be developed that measure the results of policy implementations by their effect on 
actual improvements in security as assessed by historical performance rather than by 
assessing compliance with an arbitrary set of prescriptive standards. 

Finally, contact must be made with standards and policy-formulating bodies on an ongoing 
basis to ensure they are aware of the impact of their recommendations on open science 
communities. 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

• Evaluation of cyber security practice impact: this research will first develop a set of 
procedures and tools that can characterize a security policy environment, including adoption 
of a standard security ontology, and evaluate the impact of these practices on science 
objectives.  This will consist of: 

– a list of areas that requires security policies that spans the full space of policy 
requirements 

– a categorization of policy needs of different environments 

– a set of modeling and simulation tools that allows any given set of policies to be 
compared against the performance needs of the open science community 

– a process for monitoring and comparing policies and their results on security and science 
productivity 

– processes for evaluating and comparing quantitative or qualitative benefits of risk 
mitigation (by security policy) vs. costs (both direct and opportunity costs) of 
implementing said policies. 

At this stage, the project plays only an observational role, using descriptive and analytical 
techniques. 

Finally, at a later stage of the research, processes will be developed to suggest syntheses of 
differing policies imposed on open science collaborations by different policy bodies.  Making 
use of modeling tools developed in earlier stages of the research, sets of model/template policies 
will be developed that meet needs of multiple policy domains, and general purpose processes 
will be described that can coordinate policies without stifling the needs of the open science 
community. 
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• Trust relationships: this research will analyze the stages of a trust relationship, produce 
thorough descriptions of each stage in the lifecycle of a trust relationship (including those 
stages described above together with others that arise in the course of the research), and 
develop and support a set of tools to carry out and enforce the various lifecycle stages. 

• Real-world policy formulation and validation. Research in this area will be focused on three 
main topics: 

– Multi-environment use of modeling and simulation tools to predict effectiveness of 
policies in real-world situations. The complex interdependencies inherent in open science 
require a sophisticated use of the policy analysis tools developed above.  Particularly 
when multiple sets of policies are imposed on heterogeneous global collaborations, the 
impact of each policy may not be obvious.  Standard processes will be developed to avoid 
careless imposition of inappropriate policies in such domains. 

– Data-driven policy validation based on real-world measures of policy effectiveness.  All 
security policies should be designed so as to provide a concrete improvement in cyber 
security.  The effectiveness of these policies should thus be assessed by looking at 
concrete instances of improvements in security metrics in real-life situations.  This 
research will develop a comprehensive set of such metrics together with tools for 
computing them, and incorporate these into procedures to perform policy assessments.  
Particular attention should be paid to policies that do not provide any actual improvement 
in real-world security, with an eye towards removing such policies as requirements. 

– Processes for expressing scientific needs and incorporating these requirements into the 
deliberations of standards and policy-formulating bodies. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

Many communities other than open science collaborations will benefit from the use of organized 
mechanisms to manage trust. The field of cyber security at large also will benefit from 
techniques that ensure formulation of tailored and appropriate policies that provide real-world 
effective security rather than mere compliance and defense against last year’s threats.  The 
research program will involve collaboration between security experts, computational scientists, 
and domain science experts as well as other less traditional disciplines (sociologists, engineering 
psychologists, etc.) to better match policies to security and science objectives.  Beneficial results 
of the research will spread as the results are fed back to policy formulation and standards bodies 
such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology in the United States. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

Open science collaborations will be more effective and secure because they avoid policy 
collisions between multiple policy domains and are governed by security policies and practices 
that are appropriate to their scientific goals and risk environment.  Policies will be more dynamic 
and flexible, which will allow open science to take advantage of technological advances more 
rapidly.  Since much of this work is done at the leading edge of computing technology, it is vital 
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not to hold back the exploitation of new technology with outdated or inappropriate security 
policies.  Global collaboration will be facilitated by trust management tools that encourage 
worldwide open science projects. 

TIME FRAME 

• Development of trust relationship tools should be pursued in the short term (3 to 5 years) 
because these tools will have an immediate impact as soon as they are available. 

• Modeling and other security practice evaluation tools will be developed over a longer term (5 
to 10 years) incrementally so that early versions will have an immediate impact as fuller 
versions dealing with increases in complexity and scope of open science collaborations are 
under development.  

 

Authors: Irwin Gaines, FermiLab; Don Petravick, FermiLab; Von Welch, NCSA; Bob Cowles, 
SLAC/Stanford; Bhavani Thuraisingham, University of Texas at Dallas; Carmen M.  Pancerella, 
Sandia National Laboratories. 
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SECURING HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, AND DATA   
PRD-2:  TRUST HARDWARE AND CRYPTO ACCELERATION 

ABSTRACT 

Research vectors related to building trusted hardware and crypto acceleration mechanisms for 
open science are described in this report. The potential impact of this work to the global 
computation science community and to open science is significant. First, mechanisms for fast 
crypto will be available, allowing users to access data at link speeds much greater than what is 
supported today. Second, there will be a set of scalable mechanisms for trusting hardware, 
software, users, and data. Third, secure and scalable user authentication will be made possible. 
Finally, fast integrity mechanisms will be able to ensure the trusted execution of shared software, 
guaranteeing that no viruses or adversarial interferences disrupt the proper execution of code. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Four main challenges associated with enhancing cyber security for open science are described:  

• the need for trust anchors between entities in a virtualized world  

• the need for accelerating the performance of cryptographic algorithms 

• a discussion that we do not yet know how to build scalable and secure hardware for user 
authentication   

• the challenge of having mechanisms to inform us whether programs and data have been 
modified by viruses, worms, or malicious users.  

A research vector on building hardware and software systems that can potentially execute 
cryptographic algorithms much faster than the state of the art is described, and research for 
building distributed mechanisms for scalable key management and user authentication is 
discussed. Another research vector is related to the need for development of hardware that allows 
virtual machines to trust physical resources. Finally, research concerning the development of 
security mechanisms for using multi-core processors and the development of algorithms for 
runtime checking of software vulnerabilities is outlined. 

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

One of the main challenges associated with building trusted hardware for open science is 
creating trust anchors between entities in a virtualized world. Current and future processors are 
likely to support an increasing number of features for hardware, operating systems, and 
application virtualization. While virtualization allows for more efficient resource management 
and better usability of a computer system, it creates a number of security challenges because 
users need to trust the entities providing physical resources. For example, it would be 
unacceptable if the physical resource supporting the execution of a virtual machine is located in a 
compromised server or under the control of an adversary.  The current state of the research on 
trusted hardware is reflected in the following selection of references: Lee et al. 2005; Kwan and 
Durfee 2007; Dwoskin and Lee 2007; Arora et al. 2005; Piromsopa and Enbody 2006; Lee et al. 
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2003.Another challenge has to do with the performance of the cryptographic algorithms used for 
open science. The open science project will need to support fast, secure access to large amounts 
of data by many different users simultaneously. Therefore, the performance of cryptographic 
algorithms supporting secure communication becomes critical. Developing cryptographic 
hardware and software for accelerating symmetric key cryptography, e.g., efficient advanced 
encryption standard (AES) acceleration hardware, as well as public key operations, e.g., a 
modular exponentiation engine for accelerating RSA, and cryptographic hash functions is an 
open research issue, especially for the speeds and inter-operability needed for open science. The 
following references provide background for the current state of research in crypto acceleration: 
Koc et al. 1996; Satoh et al. 2001; Schroeppel et al. 2005; Fiskiran and Lee 2005; Scheibelhofer 
2007; Kounavis 2007; Hilewitz and Lee 2007. 

 

A third challenge is that we do not yet know how to build scalable and secure hardware for user 
authentication and secure key management of a very large number of keys.  As the number of 
users scales up—as expected for open science—issuing, managing, and verifying certificates and 
keys for all these users becomes difficult. Open issues include whether there should be a 
centralized authority for issuing certificates or whether trust should be supported in a distributed 
manner and whether keys should be managed by a separate trusted platform module or by 
software with trust anchored in a secure processor. One aspect of this broad challenge is to 
investigate hardware-based trust anchors that can significantly enhance distributed user 
authentication, as well as data and program confidentiality and integrity. 

A last challenge is related to the need for trusted execution of shared software. It is important for 
open science to have mechanisms to inform us whether programs and data have been modified 
either by viruses, worms, or malicious users or other sources of error such as noise. 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

The first research vector proposed for supporting cyber security in open science is crypto 
acceleration. Crypto acceleration is the development of hardware and software systems tailored 
to open science applications that execute well-known, as well as new, cryptographic algorithms 
faster than the current state-of-the-art. Since most operations involved in cryptographic 
processing are complex mathematical computations (large-number multiplications, inversions 
and exponentiations, and elliptic-curve operations) or sophisticated bit manipulations as in some 
block or stream ciphers and hash functions, the plan is to investigate new algorithms for such 
computations and potentially discover much faster ways to implement crypto in hardware and 
software (Schroeppel et al. 2002). This includes both specialized hardware accelerators and more 
generalized microprocessor enhancements, as well as faster software-hardware implementations. 

A second research vector is related to the development of distributed mechanisms for scalable 
key management and user authentication. One approach to user authentication is to have a 
centralized authority issuing certificates and signing public keys, as mentioned earlier. While 
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such an approach is easy to build, works well for small or medium-size networks, and also can 
leverage the hierarchical public-key infrastructure already established in many areas, there are 
still associated scalability and trust problems when applied to a large, international community 
such as open science.  Furthermore, each user or entity also has lots of different keys for 
encryption, decryption, and keyed hashes, in addition to public/private keys used primarily for 
authentication.  A need exists to investigate scalable, distributed trust models for secure user 
authentication that use hardware-rooted trust for enabling more secure storing and managing of 
keys by software systems. 

A third research vector is related to the development of hardware for allowing users of virtual 
machines to trust physical resources. We would like to investigate mechanisms for building a 
hardware-based trust anchor between entities in a virtualized world such as virtual machines and 
virtual machine monitors. This research vector is related to the key management challenge, 
because each virtual machine and virtual machine monitor may need to support its own 
public/private key pair and credentials, or some other means for authentication and attestation. It 
is also related to the crypto acceleration challenge because entity authentication and attestation 
will need to be done as quickly as possible. 

Other research vectors proposed include the development of security mechanisms for using 
multi-core processors, including core authentication and core-to-core encryption protection 
against side channel attacks, and the development of algorithms for runtime checking of software 
vulnerabilities. Such research may include the investigation of significantly faster cryptographic 
hash functions for dynamic code integrity checking, and the interaction between mechanisms for 
integrity and confidentiality. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

The potential impact of this work to the global computational science community is significant. 
First, we will have mechanisms for fast crypto, allowing users to access data and communicate at 
link speeds much greater than what is supported today. For example, today software 
implementations of AES can support 1 Gbps communication. With appropriate hardware support 
this processing may be accelerated by factors of 10 or 100 or more, allowing links of 
10-100 Gbps or even greater speeds to be fully utilized when carrying encrypted traffic. In 
addition, multiple encryption, hashing, and authentication algorithms may be supported by 
generalized rather than specialized crypto acceleration features in programmable processor cores 
to enhance flexibility and inter-operability in international settings. 

Second, a set of scalable mechanisms for hardware trust anchoring (beyond the trusted platform 
module) will be available for trusting hardware, software, users, and data. This will enable rapid 
use of processor virtualization and efficient resource management. With trust anchoring extended 
to multi-core processor technology, it will increase the level of usability of multi-core processor 
architectures that are likely to be the basis for the computing nodes in future infrastructures 
including the global network for open science.  

Third, secure and scalable user authentication and key management will be made possible. 
Millions of users will be able to authenticate themselves without incurring the overheads of 
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centralized key management while new inventions will allow the dynamic introduction or 
deletion of users at very high speeds. Last, fast integrity mechanisms will be able to ensure the 
trusted execution of shared software, guaranteeing that no viruses or other forms of malware 
disrupt the proper execution of code. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

Specifically to open science, the research will allow securing data and metadata in an open 
collaborative environment as well as trusted sharing of code, data, and tools. 

TIME FRAME 

Crypto Acceleration 

• Algorithm design, implementation, testing, and certification: 3 to 5 years 

• Hardware design, implementation, and recommendations: 3 to 5 years 

Key Management/User Authentication 

• Trust model design: 2 to 3 years 

• Hardware implementation and recommendations: 3 to 5 years 

Trust Anchoring 

• Process/algorithm design: 2 to 3 years 

• Hardware implementation and experimentation: 3 to 5 years 

Safe Code Execution 

• Design for trusted execution of shared software: 3 to 5 years 

• Cryptanalysis, hardware implementation, experimentation: 5 years+  
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SECURING HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, AND DATA 
PRD-3:  SOFTWARE SECURITY 

ABSTRACT 

Systems that are used by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), such as the Open Science Grid 
(OSG), are composed of several diverse software components. As a consequence, vulnerability 
in one software component can impact a large system and have dire consequences. Hence, there 
is a critical need to develop analysis techniques and methodologies to analyze large systems for 
security properties. There have been significant advances in developing analysis techniques and 
tools for security analysis of software. However, these techniques do not have adequate 
diagnostics and the more sophisticated analyses are not scalable enough to handle large DOE 
software systems.  

Systems in DOE are frequently distributed and have a large number of software components 
(perhaps from diverse sources). Techniques need to be developed to analyze end-to-end security 
properties of large distributed systems. Some of the existing analysis tools are very cumbersome 
to use and thus are not widely deployed. Programmers need to be trained to use these tools and a 
methodology designed to develop secure software. Moreover, usability of these analysis tools 
must be improved. New research is required to address the scale and unique features that effect 
security of open science within DOE. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Research is required to develop analysis techniques and methodologies that will enable analysis 
of large-scale DOE systems (perhaps composed of many components). Such work will provide a 
measurable degree of security assurance for DOE open science. Analysis techniques and tools 
will have to provide better diagnostics and support for fixing the identified vulnerabilities. 
Research also is important to improve usability and scalability of these tools. 

New analysis techniques need to be designed, and such analyses must provide better diagnostics 
to developers when vulnerabilities are discovered. This will allow developers to understand and 
design fixes for discovered vulnerabilities. Currently, a large portion of DOE software, such as 
the OSG, executes in the privileged mode, which causes the consequences of an exploit to be 
more severe. New techniques are required to minimize the trusted computing base (the portion of 
software executing in privileged mode) of large DOE applications. 

It is crucial to determine the end-to-end security of the software stacks that power our open 
science infrastructure by performing independent vulnerability assessment that proactively 
identifies and repairs security problems at all layers and components. Just as program correctness 
is best achieved by an independent quality assurance team, so software security can only be 
achieved through an independent effort. Such an in-depth effort requires a multi-modal security 
analysis framework that is a based on a balanced combination of skilled practitioners and 
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automated tools. As such, a comprehensive research program is needed to support the building of 
knowledge, methodologies, active training and dissemination of skills, alongside an investment 
towards significant advances in analytical tool technology. 

We have identified various tasks to be accomplished to achieve these goals. If accomplished, the 
results will be usable and scalable analysis tools. These tools can be used to analyze components 
used in DOE applications. Because DOE applications are composed of several components, we 
also have identified tasks related to establishing end-to-end security.  

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

Improve diagnostics of analysis tools. Significant advances in tools for analyzing software 
components have occurred. However, these analysis techniques need to be designed for 
providing explanation of errors/violations. These analysis techniques also need to be enhanced to 
provide feedback to help suggest fixes. Current analysis techniques are geared towards just 
reporting violations (this is due to bias of these traditional applications to compiler optimization). 
We need additional research to address false positive rates, prioritization of flaws, ties to security 
flaw classifications (CWE, SAMATE, etc.), and accommodating distributed computing (grid 
computing). 

Language restrictions/extensions to support secure software development. Concepts of 
language restriction can be applied to existing languages currently used for DOE applications to 
make the languages more secure. Language extensions can be defined through libraries to 
provide security-specific abstractions whose proper use can be enforced at compile time. The 
development of applications within such secure language subsets with security abstractions 
provides for more powerful security analysis techniques to be applied, such as theorem proving, 
bounded model checking, and related techniques from formal methods. Research in this area 
would be particularly practical since it does not require development of new languages and can 
be applied to legacy code. 

Automated correction of selected security flaws. The development of patches to automatically 
correct restricted sets of security flaws would significantly improve the productivity of software 
developers and increase awareness of security flaws within commonly developed applications. 
This research would especially impact security of legacy DOE applications. A basis for this work 
would be research defining source-to-source code generation mechanisms that match the original 
application code. 

Reducing the trusted computing base (TCB). Currently, software components that require 
sensitive operations are all executed in trusted mode. We need analysis techniques for 
partitioning code into trusted and untrusted components. This will enable software that requires 
trusted operations to be small, i.e., it reduces the trusted computing base. There are techniques 
for partitioning (Brumley and Song 2004), but we need advances to make these techniques 
scalable and address distributed applications. 
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Enable software components to comply with site policy. To support the development of more 
secure software, libraries (abstractions) are needed that implement a customizable site policy so 
that software components follow the site policy as well as policies to interact with these libraries 
and ways to define such policy. We also need analysis techniques to certify that software 
components comply with the policy. This will enable software components to comply with site 
policy. 

Need to analyze end-to-end security. We need to enhance existing analysis tools and 
methodologies to enforce end-to-end software security. Analysis techniques need to deal with 
large interconnection of components from different vendors. Techniques also need to be 
developed to aid in the analysis of vulnerabilities inherent in the architecture of the system as a 
whole. 

Improve the usability of analysis tools. Frequently, these analysis tools are very cumbersome 
to use. We need a training methodology for programmers to enable them to use these tools. 
Analysis techniques need to be made more usable. One aspect of usability is presentation of 
identified errors/violations to the programmer, e.g., how do you present a vulnerability that 
involves multiple lines of code? 

Analyzing Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) software binaries. Frequently, software 
components are used in DOE systems, such as the Open Science Grid (OSG) [Open Science 
Grid], for which source code is not available (such as COTS). We need techniques for analyzing 
COTS binaries (Miller, et al. 1995; Reps, et al. 2005) to increase trust in this software. In this 
context, trust is defined as the software which correctly performs its intended purpose, and does 
not do anything additional which might compromise the integrity or security of the system or the 
data stored on the system. This is especially important with security significant software, such as 
anti-virus, encryption, virtual machine monitors, and operating systems. This will allow COTS to 
be used in a more secure manner. 

Framework to accomplish multi-modal analysis. Developing a multi-modal frame requires 
research in techniques and methodologies to aid in all phases of the vulnerability assessment, 
especially those unique to the domain of distributed open science middleware and applications. 
Recent experience has shown that only half of currently identified vulnerabilities can be found 
using existing tools. This gap comes from extreme false-positive rates (from finding both non-
vulnerabilities and vulnerabilities that are not effectively exploitable) and missed vulnerabilities 
due to complex interactions. Therefore, any recent agenda on automating and improving the 
ability to find vulnerabilities must be driven by a top-down, architecture based analysis of the 
code. This synergistic approach requires two parallel research directions. First, we must develop 
new analysis techniques and tools for efficiently extracting architectural structure, privilege 
levels, and key resources used in complex distributed codes. Second, we must evaluate the 
current gap (the 50% gap) in automated vulnerability assessment tools to find new joint 
techniques that can use the analysis techniques to drive a more effective search for exploitable 
vulnerabilities. 
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Virtual-Machine reference monitor rules. The use of virtual machines to execute software 
permits new opportunities to define restricted subsets of the general machine to support the 
application. Applications that use functionality outside of a tightly enforced subset of the 
operating system and machines can be regarded as violating the virtual-machine rules. Defining 
the rules to specify such restricted virtual machines is a software analysis issue. Software source 
code analysis and/or binary analysis (static and/or dynamic analysis) will form a critical part of 
defining the rules by which to instantiate virtual machines. Binary analysis has been used to 
generate policies for host-based intrusion detection systems (Feng et al. 2004).  However, new 
techniques have to be developed for the virtual machine context.  Such techniques can be 
expected to provide a significant additional level of security for DOE open science software. 

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

The large scale and distributed nature of open science software will be a significant challenge 
that is specific to DOE open science. Verification of trusted inputs and techniques to do analysis 
of impact of non-trusted inputs on software of this scale within the DOE OSG will be of critical 
importance to attaining high degrees of software assurance and credibility of results. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

Software security is critical to the protection of DOE resources controlled by software developed 
for open research science (such resources include computers, experimental equipment, etc.). 
Software security is similarly important for critical software-oriented control systems that are 
used within national infrastructure regulated by DOE. Open science is conducted on a worldwide 
scale using software written by diverse sources, often without regard or knowledge of cyber 
security issues or secure software development practices. DOE software applications are 
complex, large scale and can control particularly critical national infrastructure. Automated 
forms of software analysis and a methodology for using it will form a critical part of improving 
cyber security of DOE open science in the future. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

The requirements of open science within DOE are such that new motivations will drive the 
development of new technologies and broaden existing technologies. The required application of 
security analysis to large scale DOE applications and distributed component infrastructure along 
with the availability of significant DOE parallel computing resources will pioneer the 
development of parallel algorithms for security analysis. The requirements of security will drive 
a different style of analysis. Specifically, forms of analysis that can save meta-data required to 
provide developers with information and contribute insight to understand identified security 
flaws. In contrast, more conventional program analysis has targeted performance optimization 
where there are no such requirements to provide diagnostic information to developers about 
identified security flaws. The requirement to report security flaws in large scale applications will 
in turn also stimulate research to prioritize security flaws, such work could even outline the 
consequences of security flaws. 
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At present, no technology exists to automatically heal large scale software applications of 
automatically identified security flaws. Such work could significantly simplify making large 
scale DOE applications secure and address the security vulnerabilities of DOE substantial legacy 
code base. Such work would advance security for open science while pushing the state-of-the-art 
for cyber security. 

TIME FRAME 

• A number of different level efforts from delivery of existing security analysis technologies to 
the research required to address larger-scale software assurance within DOE will need to be 
proposed.  

• The release of existing technologies into tools would occur on a 3-5-year schedule while the 
development of capabilities requiring research would occur on a 4-8- year timetable. 
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SECURING HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, AND DATA 
PRD-4:  END-TO-END DATA SECURITY 

ABSTRACT 

The ultimate goal of research on securing open science data is for users to have complete 
confidence in the ability of the system to protect their data against inappropriate modification 
and use. The large scale, shifting composition, and diverse nature of the U.S. Department of 
Energy (DOE) open science community present unique challenges in meeting this goal. To 
guarantee end-to-end data security, new approaches are needed for managing information 
sharing in distributed collaborations with heterogeneous environments and potentially 
conflicting policies. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

DOE open science projects are unique in having enormous geographically distributed datasets 
that are read and written by thousands of collaborators all over the globe. For example, the Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC) project involves 2,000 physicists at over 100 institutes in 31 countries, 
all of whom store and transfer portions of LHC data and actively participate in its analysis, at 
data rates of 2.5 Gb/s (see Figure 1). These unique characteristics lead to special challenges in 
securing open science data, both at rest and on the wire–especially given the limited security 
expertise of the participating scientists. 

Open science data faces confidentiality and integrity threats all along the path from the devices 
where it is generated, on the network, intermediate caches in the network, and the ultimate 
storage devices. Further, there can be no single uniform policy about how to protect all data from 
an experiment; for example, some data owners may require strong encryption for privacy, while 
most will not. The primary threat that we aim to guard against is inappropriate creation, 
modification, or loss of data, whether inadvertent, e.g., packet loss, disk failure, a user giving the 
wrong name to a new file, or deliberate. For users to be able to trust data from open science, we 
need user-friendly tools for managing information sharing across boundaries of organizations 
with potentially conflicting policies and little security expertise. We also need flexible security 
models that adapt the employed policy based on a combination of properties including data 
classification, user attributes, and environment. Finally, user trust in data integrity requires an 
understanding of how the data were generated and processed; for this we need automated tools 
for provenance tracking and validation, and automatic transfer of such metadata when data are 
moved. Cost-effective approaches also are critical for guaranteeing the long-term integrity of 
data that are too big for conventional backup approaches. 
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Figure 1:  Illustration of the LHC Data Grid. 

Summary of Research Directions 

The protection of data in an open science setting introduces unique security challenges related to 
storage. An open science project can be thought of as a large virtual organization (VO) (Foster et 
al. 2001), in the form of an international collaboration involving thousands of scientists. A 
complete solution for open science data security has to account for a variety of users, computing 
environments, and data classifications; it has to provide verifiable proof of enforcement; and the 
security model has to be applied at all points between the data source and the storage device. To 
address these areas, this paper recommends research be directed in three particular areas: 

1. user-friendly tools for management of a coherent security policy across administrative 
domains 

2. flexible security models that adapt the security policy based on document classification, 
user permissions, and environmental considerations  

3. identifying critical provenance information and developing methods to automatically 
extract and manage provenance for security considerations.  
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Scientific and Computational Challenges 

VO and grid security is an active topic of research today (Foster et al. 1998, 2001; Welch et al. 
2003), but the state-of-the-art grid security does not offer tools to help set up and manage large 
collaborations in a distributed manner, analyze sets of policies to determine what end-to-end 
guarantees are provided, or to explain authorization decisions to frustrated users. This section 
discusses the challenges specific to open science for each of the targeted research directions. 

• Tools to Manage Distributed Security Policy 

VO members typically have little interest or expertise in security, yet are very concerned 
with ensuring data integrity; they need tools to help them manage authorizations in the VO 
environment. Because VO membership can change daily, e.g., as graduate students come and 
go, it must be easy to update VO membership lists and security-related attributes. No single 
approach to managing authorization will be appropriate for all open science projects, or for 
all sites participating in a particular VO. For example, different data products and tools will 
intrinsically have different levels of sensitivity, e.g., export controls. The policies regarding 
access confidentiality and privacy may be different in different countries; policies can even 
directly conflict with one another. Sites participating in the VO will have heterogeneous 
hardware and software and operate with substantial or complete autonomy. 

• Flexible Security Models 

A heterogeneous user community introduces a number of interesting research questions 
about appropriate security models. The traditional UNIX model for data protection provides 
an access-control scheme that allows three types of access (read, write, and execute) to three 
different user lists (owner, group, and other); however, this scheme is insufficient to capture 
the variety of users and document classifications that may be shared in an open science 
project. For example, a document may have particular export controls that prevent it from 
being readable by group members from certain countries. Similarly, a dataset may have 
proprietary constraints that prevent collaborators that are not part of a non-disclosure 
agreement from a particular type of access. Rather than exclude these documents from an 
open science collection, we should have more expressive models for access control that allow 
a particular type of access (more than just read, write, and execute) based on an extensible set 
of attributes for users and data. 

Another interesting issue deals with selecting the appropriate security model based on 
environmental concerns. For example, in a tightly controlled environment such as a DOE 
facility for supercomputing, the security policies to enforce on a dataset may be more 
relaxed. Imposing unnecessary security, e.g., encryption, in a secure network adds overheads 
that severely hinder performance of a tightly coupled scientific simulation. However, as the 
data leaves that environment to perhaps move to a shared archive, we need to ensure that it 
receives the appropriate protections for privacy and integrity. This issue is also relevant to 
distributed workflow security (Gudes et al. 1999). A workflow consists of a number of 
distributed “tasks,” each tied to a potentially different security policy. While it might seem 
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desirable to have a consistent security policy applied to a distributed dataset across all 
environments, it is more logical (and practical) to define a level of protection to apply to the 
dataset as a whole. The decision about how to apply that protection could depend on a 
number of properties, including the environment. 

Finally, complex security models introduce new challenges related to providing guarantees 
that a required level of protection can and will be applied. How can one site trust that another 
site will provide a sufficient level of protection to allow the remote site to host a dataset with 
unusual protection requirements, e.g., proprietary data?  To provide these guarantees, we 
need to explore security metrics (Jaquith 2007) that have a particular relevance to the open 
science community. 

• Provenance Tracking 

Provenance tracking tools are an open area of research (Clifford et al. 2007; Frew et al. 2007) 
that is particularly important for the open science community. Because the interpretation of 
and trust in open science data depends entirely on how it was produced, the VO needs 
automated tools for capturing provenance information, validating it, and ensuring that the 
relevant provenance information is available whenever and wherever the data is accessed in 
the future. Further, data will move through the system, passing from one member of the VO 
to another. Thus although all VO members will agree on the importance of data integrity, no 
single approach can be adopted to ensure the integrity of the data and its associated metadata, 
such as provenance information. 

And, while significant research efforts (Braun et al. 2006; Buneman et al. 2000, 2006) have 
been focused on the collection, semantic analysis, and dissemination, very little has been 
done in securing provenance data, a vital step in achieving trust and ultimately usability of 
provenance as a concept. Yet, unless provenance information is secured−and under the 
incidence of appropriate access control policies for confidentiality and privacy−it simply 
cannot be trusted. 

Potential Open Science Impact 

•  greater trust in the data and conclusions produced by open science  

•  more effective scientific collaborations, through improved ability to share data in a 
controlled manner  

• improved ability to reuse data in subsequent projects, through improved provenance 
information.  

Potential Impact on Cyber Security for Open Science 

• quantifiable guarantees of confidentiality and integrity for distributed open science data 
produced by large international collaborations  

• user-friendly tools for managing information-sharing in large collaborations of scientists, 
with potentially conflicting security policies at different sites  
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• tools for capturing, tracking, and validating provenance information for open science data.  

Time Frame 

• 5-year goal: user-friendly tools for managing information sharing in large collaborations; 
provenance tracking tools  

• 10-year goal: Quantifiable guarantees of confidentiality and integrity for long-lived 
distributed open science data  
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SECURING HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, AND DATA 
PRD-5:  TRUSTED VIRTUALIZATION 

ABSTRACT 

This Priority Research Direction (PRD) recommends a cyber security research agenda that 
focuses on the security aspects of virtual machine (VM) technologies likely to appear 
pervasively in open science infrastructure designs and deployments over the next 3 to 10 years. 
A number of research areas are highlighted either because no satisfactory solutions exist for 
identified issues or because potential benefits remain unrealized. The results from our research 
agenda are expected to substantially improve the secure deployment of this highly virtualized 
information technology (IT) infrastructure through enhancements in compromise isolation, 
detection, and recovery, and through improved assurances about the trust fabric that ties the 
virtual resources to the physical hardware. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A much more manageable resource infrastructure as currently articulated through fashionable 
terms like autonomic-, self-healing-, utility-based-, on-demand-computing, or organic IT, will 
materialize in 3 to 10 years. All these paradigms rely on some form of virtualization of the 
resources to provide transparent, dynamic, and real-time properties to features like resource 
migration, pooling, replacement, repairing, sharing, and load balancing. These features provide 
enhanced support for the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) deployment of physical 
resources on the open science infrastructure as well as on the power grid, and will therefore 
provide a more holistic view of general resource management within DOE. Note that deployment 
of VMs on the DOE’s resources of the Center for Enabling Distributed Petascale Science project 
is already in proof-of-concept stage and planned for production (Keahey et al. 2007). 

However, a number of security issues arise through the additional abstraction of resource 
virtualization, such as losing the direct connection to the physical hardware associated with the 
resource, i.e., losing the assurance that the resource actually resides on known, trusted physical 
hardware (Garfinkel and Rosenblum 2005; Ormandy 2007).  

Virtualization also provides us with new opportunities to add enhanced security features to our 
resource deployment. Real-time replacement of compromised resources, much improved 
isolation properties that substantially limit the consequences of compromise, real-time and 
transparent monitoring, and policy enforcement of the use of physical resources such as CPUs, 
disks, and the network are facilitated by the use of virtualization (Sailer et al. 2005; Kuhlmann et 
al. 2006). This PRD recommends a 3- to10-year research agenda that will focus on ensuring 
trusted use of virtual resources while unlocking the advanced potential security features that the 
virtualization technologies can deliver to a safer and more robust DOE open science 
infrastructure. 
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

For the “Trusted Virtualization” PRD, the following research areas have been identified: 

• Assurance of VMs hosting environment: The virtualization of resources introduces an 
additional abstraction that complicates the policy enforcement for a VM user who requires 
assurances about the location, type, or kind of hardware that hosts the hypervisor. The use of 
secure hardware components, such as an integrated TPM, could help to attest the trust chain 
from the application service running on a VM running on a hypervisor running on a specific 
machine that has an embedded TPM (Marchesini et al. 2003; McCune et al. 2006; St. Clair et 
al. 2007). We believe this assurance will become critical in highly virtualized environment 
where resources from many different sites are discovered, brokered, and matched, and the 
user’s policy requires Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that stipulate certain acceptable HW 
properties of the resource. Note that this particular research area overlaps with our “Trusted 
Hardware and Crypto Acceleration” PRD. 

• Correctness of Hypervisor Security Execution: The overall protection of the VMs from the 
outside world as well as from the other hosted VMs relies on the integrity of the hosting 
system, i.e., the integrity of the hypervisor software and correctness of the policy enforced by 
its reference monitor. In order to limit the number of bugs in the hypervisor code, the code 
base must remain as small as possible and must be formally proven secure where possible. 
The correct and unambiguous enforcement of the policy by the reference monitor as it is 
derived from the SLAs and higher-level site policies is another concern. All areas will 
require continued focus from the research community. 

• VM-instance identity and lifecycle: The execution of VMs differs from conventional 
computing environments in that applications can be stopped, frozen, serialized, replicated, 
migrated, and restarted/resumed on other hosting environments transparently. These features 
allow the higher-level ability to migrate, load-balance, and mirror resources based on demand 
and on deployment considerations. Unsuspecting applications, however, may yield 
unintended results if application contexts are replayed. In particular, the data-sets and 
memory-snapshots associated with such VM-images include long- and short-lived secrets 
that are used for authentication of the resource and the integrity of the communications which 
can be compromised if execution expectations are invalidated. How to deal with such issues 
correctly and properly is an open question and requires investigation. 

• Trusted security service VMs: Because of the excellent isolation properties of the 
hypervisor, the access to a VM can be restricted to only a single other VM managed by the 
same hypervisor and further restricted to a single communication mechanism and protocol. 
Such a setup, for example, could off-load the secrets and crypto processing from a network 
attached VM to a non-network-accessible VM. This is the equivalent of using a VM as a 
smartcard or secure hardware device. Such applications have the potential to limit the 
consequences of compromise but their feasibility requires further research. 

• Secure proxy service VMs: The inter-process communication between VMs is subject to the 
reference monitor’s policy enforcement and is safe from snooping by other VMs or the 
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outside world. This property can be used to transparently provide security to insecure 
versions of protocols, like dns, snmp, smtp, by hosting a proxy service in a dedicated VM 
that uses the insecure protocols for the inter-VM communication while communicating 
securely with the outside world through the secure versions of the protocols. The advantages 
are that only the outward-facing proxy-services have to be pre-configured with the correct 
trust-root information. The development and deployment of such set-ups require further 
investigations. 

• Compromise detection: The ability of the hypervisor to observe the detailed use of the 
physical resources by a VM in real time, can be used to detect abnormal actions, like access 
to unknown outside IP addresses, modification of critical disk files, calls to new libraries, and 
unexpected CPU-usage spikes.  The issue becomes how to define “normal or expected 
behavior,” and we can see three research areas that have potential: 1) let the VM user identify 
expected behavior as part of the SLA with the hosting party, like the use of ports, external 
services, local library calls, etc., 2) the hypervisor can observe a known non-compromised 
VM over time and deduce “normal” patterns of resource usage, and 3) scan the source/binary 
code of the VM for resource access calls, like open(). The latter research could be combined 
with similar areas that the “Secure Software” PRD is proposing.  

• Isolate compromise: VMs hosted by a hypervisor have the nice property that they are 
isolated from each other such that a compromised VM will not be able to compromise 
another VM or the hypervisor directly, such as via a rootkit equivalent. A compromised VM 
could still attack other VMs through any of the communication mechanisms that the 
hypervisor allows it to use. By using well-defined access control policies over VM resources 
and integrity-protecting interfaces for communication, we could further isolate the VM and 
limit its ability to compromise others.  

• Investigation of compromises: As intruders and compromises become more sophisticated, 
more advanced forensic analysis options are needed. Hypervisors can freeze a complete VM-
image that includes OS, application, memory and disk-data, which constitutes a substantial 
amount of forensic information. In addition, when a compromise is expected, the hypervisor 
with its reference monitor could change the running application’s environment into a honey-
pot configuration for real-time tracking of the intruder’s actions. Lastly, the hypervisor could 
record a VMs detailed actions such that one could literally rewind and playback through the 
VMs life, which could facilitate investigations. 

• Compromise recovery: After detecting and studying a compromise, the affected 
environment has to be cleaned-up and restarted in a known safe state. The hypervisor’s 
ability to freeze a VMs state can be used to “snapshot” VMs during their lifecycle. These 
snapshots provide safe recoverable images, which could potentially save substantially on the 
time and nuisance associated with recovery from security violations. We have to investigate 
how to use and optimize these VM features and learn what the possible pitfalls are. 

• Overlay-VM-VPNs: Distributed applications used by collaborating groups may choose to 
host all the application and infrastructure services on VMs distributed over different hosting 
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hypervisors based on the required SLAs associated with the different components. To 
enhance the secrecy and integrity of such distributed computations, the collaboration may 
choose to deploy an overlay VPN across all the different components hosted on the VMs. 
Setting up such a VPN could be achieved independently from the applications/services 
themselves through the VM configurations by the hypervisors and should be driven by the 
SLA negotiation between the VM users and the hypervisor.  Further, secure hardware 
components may be used to justify the integrity of the VPN infrastructure at each system.  
Future work is needed to examine the process of establishing and maintaining trustworthy 
VPNs. 

All described areas and scenarios require substantially more research and development of tools.  

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

The research areas enumerated in the previous section have a number of scientific and 
computational challenges associated with them: 

• Assess what is happening inside VM: Compromise detection and forensic analysis require 
the ability for a hypervisor to comprehend the runtime behavior of all software executing 
within a VM. This software is complex and includes the scientific computation as well as the 
operating system layer between the computational software and the VM. Previous research 
has demonstrated an ability to extract profiles automatically characterizing execution of 
binary computational applications (Giffin et al. 2002), but the incorporation of operating 
system code tremendously increases the difficulty of such analysis. New source code and 
binary code analyses able to cope with complete system software will be needed to 
satisfactorily address this PRD. 

• Designing, expressing, and enforcing security goals at VM abstraction: High-level 
policies embodying security goals able to be written and understood by humans are at a 
different level of abstraction than the policy enforcement software contained in a hypervisor. 
Automated policy compilers or translation mechanisms must be developed to transform the 
high-level statements into correct and enforceable statements at the virtual hardware 
interface. Understanding this transformation is non-trivial and may require techniques 
providing knowledge of how information flows through the software inside a VM. 

• Quantifying level of assurance, satisfaction of higher-level collaboration policies: By 
virtue of the coarser granularity of VM resources, it may now be possible to quantify the 
security afforded by higher-level collaboration policies.  Policy analysis for mandatory 
access control systems, such as SELinux, demonstrates where secrecy and integrity problems 
may exist in systems, but using VM policies may both reduce the number of such problems, 
thus enabling comprehensive management, and provide more options for resolving such 
problems.  Tools that enable VM policy analysis and support design for security in VM 
systems are needed. 

• Dynamically overlaying VPN with VM components:  Using VPNs enables secure network 
communication as well as control of VM communication between machines.  The result is 
that all VM communications can be mediated by the system’s access control policies and all 
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communication between systems can be protected.  Management tools for IPsec will be 
necessary to support the dynamic configuration of VM computations and to enable effective 
access control and network security. 

• Maintaining security of data when resuming/rolling back/migrating computation and 
data: VM migration and compromise response that restarts a VM from a prior safe snapshot 
offer compelling usefulness to open science infrastructure. However, these mechanisms may 
compromise data security in unexpected and poorly understood ways. For example, 
rewinding application execution may lead to reuse of cryptographic key material, and this 
reuse may enable an attacker to break the crypto system. Trusted computing relies upon a 
hardware root of trust. Similarly, migration changes the underlying hardware without 
notification to the software, and the effect of this change upon trusted computing is 
unpredictable. We must first study such issues and second, develop secure rollback and 
migration algorithms. 

• Leveraging secure hardware/TPM for VM security: Much of the security impact of VM 
technology depends on the ability to establish the integrity of the trusted computing base for 
such systems.  Secure hardware/TPM provides mechanisms for establishing, measuring, and 
maintaining the integrity of software.  However, approaches to leverage such mechanisms are 
still immature.  Future work will explore new approaches, their deployment, and support for 
the above security guarantees. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

The impact of our recommended research direction on computational science is: 

• Reduction of computation to appliance: The appliance model has the advantage of easier 
reuse, support, replaceability, etc., which would facilitate the discovery of matching compute 
services and the creation of the computational workflows. 

• More flexible consumption of utility computational resources: Secure and trusted 
virtualization-based open science infrastructures allow users to choose resources based on a 
containment policy rather than on compatibility of the execution environment. Restrictions 
on node usability occur in current infrastructure designs when the installation includes 
operating systems on individual nodes. Virtualization allows any operating system to run on 
any hardware that presents the same virtual device interface. When OS heterogeneity is 
desired, secure VM-based architectures allow more jobs to execute on more nodes in the 
system. 
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POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

The impact of our recommended research direction on cyber security for open science is: 

• Containment of compromise: Virtual machines provide stiff boundaries between the VMs 
and the hypervisor and among all VMs executing on a single machine. As a result, any 
compromise of applications or the operating systems will have limited consequences because 
the hypervisor enforces containment properties. An attacker may escalate their access from a 
compromised application up to a compromised OS, but they cannot easily escalate to full 
machine access because hypervisors have a severely restricted attack surface. This provides a 
layer of security not present in current open science infrastructure designs. 

• Quantitative policy analysis:  The coarse granularity of VM resources enables 
comprehensive, quantitative assessment of access policy, permitting verification as to 
whether the policy satisfies security goals (secrecy and integrity) and identification of where 
such goals are not met to guide resolution. 

• Least-privilege operations: The ability to enforce fine-grained policy about the use of 
physical resources with the ability to describe in detail what physical resources will be used 
by applications and VMs, allow for an operational least-privilege mode that enhances overall 
security. 

• Simplified policy definition/easier management: The focus on deriving low-level 
hypervisor-enforceable security policy from the high-level SLAs will bring the abstraction 
level up, resulting in easier and more precise expression of policy. 

• Reduced TCB: When the physical hardware can be tied to the virtual resources that are 
hosted, the resource user’s policy is able to be more specific about the resources that can be 
trusted, which results in a reduced trusted computing base. 

TIME FRAME 

• This cyber security research agenda−focusing on security aspects of VM technologies−is 
likely to appear pervasively in open science infrastructure designs and deployments over the 
next 3 to 10 years. 
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SECURING HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, AND DATA 
PRD-6:  SECURE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

ABSTRACT 

This Priority Research Direction (PRD) recommends a cyber security research agenda that 
focuses on the security aspects of information management. The need to protect open science 
information is increasing because of social and economic impact. Information may include the 
inferred/discovered data, results of experiments, computations, equations, metadata, code, 
binaries, security policy statements, and relationships between the data. There is a critical need to 
maintain confidentiality, privacy, availability, and integrity of open science information 
distributed across millions of nodes. Due to these requirements, the open science research 
community needs a secure information management system.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Recent developments in information systems technologies have resulted in computerizing many 
applications in various business areas. Data has become a critical resource in many 
organizations, and therefore, efficient access to data, sharing the data, extracting information 
from the data, and making use of the information has become an urgent need. As a result, there 
have been many efforts on not only integrating the various data sources scattered across several 
sites, but also on extracting information from these databases in the form of patterns and trends. 
These data sources may be databases managed by database management systems, or they could 
be data warehoused in a repository from multiple data sources.  

The advent of the World Wide Web (WWW) in the mid 1990s has resulted in even greater 
demand for managing data, information and knowledge effectively. Today a second generation 
of web-based communities and hosted services, such as social networking sites and wikis, are 
emerging that facilitate collaboration and sharing between users. The term Web 2.0 has been 
coined to embrace all the new collaborative applications and also to indicate a new "social" 
approach to generating and distributing web content, characterized by open communication, 
share and re-use. There is now so much data on the web that managing it with conventional tools 
is becoming almost impossible. New tools and techniques are needed to effectively manage this 
data and conduct experiments and collaboration. Therefore, to provide interoperability as well as 
warehousing between the multiple data sources and systems, and to extract information from the 
databases and warehouses on the web, as well as to share the information and conduct 
collaboration, we need to invent and develop efficient tools, many of which are currently not 
available.  

As the demand for data and information management increases, there is also a critical need for 
maintaining the security of the databases, applications, and information systems. Data and 
information have to be protected from unauthorized access as well as from malicious corruption. 
With the advent of the web and openness of the environment, it is even more important to protect 
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the data and information as far greater numbers of individuals now have access to this data and 
information. Therefore, we need to develop and enhance effective mechanisms for securing data 
and applications. 

The objective of this PRD is to determine the directions for secure information management for 
the open science community.  

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

A number of research areas have been identified: 

Policy Management: What are the appropriate languages to specify policies such as 
confidentiality, privacy, and trust policies? How can policies be discovered and designed? How 
can ontologies be used for policy management? What sorts of tools are needed for policy 
integration, policy interoperability, policy consistency chancing and policy reasoning? Which 
tools and mechanisms are needed for distributed, decentralized, and collaborative policy 
enforcement?  

Discretionary Security: While discretionary security for relational database is a mature 
technology. There is a lot to do on discretionary security for XML (eXtensible Markup 
Language) and RDF (Resource Description Framework) information bases. For example, how 
can we specify policies in XML? How can XML be secured? What sorts of temporal 
authorization models are appropriate for the emerging database systems? These are all interesting 
challenges. 

Mandatory Security: We have focused on multilevel security for various types of databases. 
While research in this area is not as active as it used to be, we have learnt a lot in conducting 
research in multilevel information management. Furthermore, such systems are still needed for 
certain DOE applications. The challenges here include developing new kinds of models and 
architectures for multilevel information management as well as building high assurance systems 
for open science environment.  

Secure Grid Computing and Infrastructures: How can security be incorporated into service-
oriented architectures and web services so that secure infrastructures can be developed to host 
the information management applications? How can the grid service-meta-data be securely 
published, discovered, and shared? How can different services be composed securely? How can 
we incorporate security into grid information management? How can security functions be 
organized as services (Security as a Service – SaaS) so that they can be shared by multiple 
applications and parties?  

Secure Information Management Models and Functions: What are the appropriate models for 
secure information management? How does security impact functions such as query processing 
transactions management and storage management? What are the challenges in secure 
collaboration?  
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Accountability: How do we develop fine-grained and efficient accountability mechanisms, 
driven by policies, for large-scale distributed environments? Which environments and tools are 
needed to support accountability queries and analysis? 

Digital Identity Management: How do we manage identity information concerning users and 
other entities across large-scale, distributed systems? How do we ensure that identity information 
is correct and at the same time maintained confidential? How to specify and enforce 
differentiated authentication policies, depending on context and situations? 

Inference Problem: While this is a very difficult problem, it continues to fascinate researchers. 
We need to build constraint processors that are more efficient and manage prior knowledge. The 
complexity of the problem also needs to be examined. There is a lot of interesting theoretical 
work to do in this area. Furthermore, in an open science environment, there is a possibility for 
researchers to assemble collections of data and infer information that is highly classified or 
private. Tools are needed to protect sensitive information in such situations.  

Secure Distributed and Heterogeneous Information Repositories: While some progress has 
been made, an extensive investigation of security for distributed, heterogeneous, and federated 
databases and information repositories is needed. What sorts of access controls and models are 
appropriate for such systems? How can we share data and still have security and autonomy? 
How can security policies be integrated across organizations? How can distributed transactions 
be executed securely? 

Secure Object Information Management and Applications: There has been work on both 
discretionary and mandatory security for object databases. How can we apply the principles for 
object-relational systems since such systems are dominating the marketplace? Are the security 
mechanisms for distributed object management systems sufficient? How can we provide fine-
grained access control? How can UML be used to design secure applications? 

Secure Data Warehousing, Mining, Security and Privacy: There challenges are many. How 
can we build a secure warehouse from the data sources? How can we develop an integrated 
security policy? What is the security impact on the functions of a warehouse? What are the data 
mining techniques appropriate for national security and cyber security? How can we solve the 
privacy problem? How can we build effective privacy controllers? What is the complexity of the 
privacy problem? 

Secure Web Data, Information and Knowledge Management: There is a lot of work to be 
done on secure web data and information management. For example, how can we build secure 
web database systems? What are the security issues for digital libraries? How do we secure the 
semantic web? How can we maintain trust on the semantic web? How can we secure emerging 
applications such as knowledge management, multimedia, collaboration, e-commerce and peer-
to-peer data management? How can we use ontologies for policy specification and management? 
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Data Quality and Provenance: How can we maintain data quality? How can we determine data 
provenance so as to prevent/detect misused? What the appropriate models for data quality 
representation? How can we reason about the quality of the data?  

Emerging Security Technologies: Little work has been reported on secure dependable data 
management. For example, how can we build systems with flexible policies that can handle 
security, real-time processing, fault tolerance and integrity? How can we secure sensor database 
systems? What are the security issues for wireless information management? Finally how can we 
further the developments in digital identity management, digital forensics, and biometrics?  

Societal Impact: How can we ensure that societal concerns such as data privacy and data 
confidentiality are handled appropriately? How can we ensure that the data is not mishandled or 
misused? How can we create an environment that will foster collaboration between natural 
scientists, computer scientists, and social scientists?  

Risk, Trust and Economics: What are the risks involved to security? What are the costs 
involved in incorporating security and trust? What are the tradeoffs between risk and cost? What 
are the appropriate models for risk and cost analysis?  

Scalability: Last but not least, we need to ensure the scalability of the techniques developed. The 
issues are: What sorts of tools do we need to ensure scalability? What sorts of experiments do we 
need to carry out to determine that a technique will scale to millions of nodes?  

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

The research areas enumerated in the previous section have a number of scientific and 
computational challenges associated with them: 

• The need to protect critical open science information distributed across millions of nodes is 
increasing due to social and economic impact. 

• Information may include certain inferred/discovered data, results of experiments, 
computations, equations, metadata, code, binaries, unstructured data (images, text) and 
relationships between data. 

• Secure distributed information management system is required to ensure confidentiality, 
privacy and integrity of security and other information. 

POTENTIAL OPEN SCIENCE IMPACT 

Open science researchers will be able to securely share information of assured authenticity and 
integrity in addition to maintaining their privacy. 

TIME FRAME 
• While security solutions could be provided within a 5 to 7 year time frame, it will take up to 

8 to 10 years to ensure scalability and security. 

Authors: B. Thuraisingham, University of Texas at Dallas; E. Bertino, Purdue University 
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BREAKOUT SESSION  
MONITORING AND DETECTION (MD)  
Breakout Leads: Troy Thompson, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory;  
   John McHugh, Dalhousie University 
 
MONITORING AND DETECTION 
PRD-1:  VERIFICATION OF INTENDED USE 

ABSTRACT 

Both open science security and control systems security operate in environments in which 
individuals, organizations, and governments can compromise systems, software, and data. The 
key objective of this Priority Research Direction (PRD) is to develop a rigorous theoretical and 
deep operational understanding of how a complex and decentralized system is used and what 
kinds of users and organizations it has. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Verification of intended use is a crucial aspect of any cyber security infrastructure. First, accurate 
verification of intended use provides us with a deeper understanding of secure and vulnerable 
environments. This leads to better design of infrastructure. Second, real-time accurate 
verification of intended use facilitates early detection of threats (whether they be insider or 
outsider; deliberate or accidental). This naturally leads to early mitigation. 

Verification of intended use involves assimilation of computational and statistical models that 
represent 1) usage patterns of the network, software, and data; 2) behavior of applications, users, 
and organizations; and 3) interdependencies between 1 and 2. The novelty of this PRD to open 
science and control systems is with respect to the scale and diversity of the verification problem. 
Furthermore, the state-of-the-art lacks any systematic formal study of algorithm robustness or 
benchmarking with respect to noisy, incomplete, and uncertain observations of the environment. 

To achieve real-time accurate verification of intended use, we need multidisciplinary teams with 
expertise in computer networks, sensor networks, dynamic social networks, machine learning, 
data mining, statistics, and cognitive science, to name a few. 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

Research direction areas include: 1) develop mathematical theory for modeling usage and 
behavior in a decentralized setting, e.g., a framework for decentralized anomaly detection; 
2) develop semantics for representing the relationships between a system’s use and its users’ 
behavior; 3) develop algorithm benchmarks for operational understanding of large-scale, diverse, 
and complex open science environments; and 4) develop scalable algorithms for signature 
discovery, such as biometric user tracking and watermarking binaries.  
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SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

Underlying scientific and computational challenges include: 1) linking human actions with cyber 
actions and effects, 2) modeling large variations of dynamic intended use behaviors, and 
3) balancing security with flexible and scalable capabilities in the face of large number of users 
in various organization and geographical locations (Interagency Working Group 2006). 

These challenges are not unique to DOE’s open science efforts. The most recent and highly 
relevant BAA on cyber security is from HSARPA (2007) – announced in May 2007. 
Specifically, the HSAPRA BAA has a technical topic area on Insider Threat Detection and 
Mitigation. While their focus is on securing environments that interface government 
communities e.g., classified (Jones 2000), unclassified, local, state, and foreign and private 
industry, they too face non-trivial issues relating to scalability and diversity.  This PRD’s 
challenges are more general since verification of intended use encompasses insider threat 
detection and many other aspects relating to the security of decentralized systems e.g., accidental 
misuse and outsider threat.  

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

The potential impact of this PRD on computational science is two-fold. The first impact is the 
development of an analytical framework that provides for accurate and efficient computational 
procedures for automatic generation and evaluation of models that represent both usage of 
complex decentralized systems and human/agent behavior on those systems. The second impact 
is the development of computable semantics i.e., automatically generated ontologies, that 
describe usage, behavior, and effect of users and applications in complex decentralized systems. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

With sound theoretical and operational understanding, we can design better environments for 
open science, patch vulnerabilities, and mitigate threats sooner. All of these will significantly 
enhance the productivity of open science.  

TIME FRAME 

The research is envisioned to take 7 to 10 years to mature and have a tangible impact. 
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MONITORING AND DETECTION   
PRD-2: ENABLING DATA SHARING AND COOPERATIVE ANALYTICS 

ABSTRACT 

This Priority Research Direction (PRD) includes research to enable the sharing of data among 
entities across multiple administrative domains and to support a cooperative analysis of data to 
detect new and emerging threats that span multiple organizations.  The key challenges in this 
PRD are to manage privacy and confidentiality of sensitive data, to ensure integrity of shared 
data and how it affects monitoring subsystems, and to maintain sufficient information in the 
shared data to enable new forms of analytics. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Current cyber security threats are growing more distributed in nature and require a global 
monitoring infrastructure in order to detect them, analyze them, and effect a response, and the 
trend points to even more global reach of attacks in the future.  Global monitoring raises 
concerns of privacy as data is shared across entities and international boundaries; data can both 
violate personal privacy and contain sensitive information that can itself be used to identify weak 
points to attack.  Data integrity is also a major concern, as false data injected into a monitoring 
infrastructure could cause it to fail to respond to attacks or even shut down essential services. 

Current research into privacy-preserving data sharing does not sufficiently address issues of 
inferences that are possible or integrity of the computed results.  Furthermore, the bulk of the 
research focuses on anonymizing logs for research, i.e. scrubbing them of identifying 
information.  This is a fundamentally different problem than supporting cooperative analytics, 
both because the information patterns that need to be preserved are likely to be different than the 
packet header and other such statistics preserved by the current methods, and because 
cooperative analytics can employ interactive privacy-preserving algorithms in order to support 
online queries and analysis while minimizing information leaks. 

The goal of this PRD is to support research to develop techniques that can dynamically adapt to 
an evolving set of constraints, both on the side of privacy and on the information that needs to 
persist for analytics, while being robust to potential misinformation from corrupt or 
compromised entities.  This research will support cooperative analytics in the open science 
environment and thus better protect the infrastructure from emerging threats.  It will also include 
basic research that will help data sharing in all fields of open science.  The expected time to 
deployment of such techniques is 7 to 8 years. 
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

Attacks on cyber security have been growing in scale and complexity.  While it used to be 
possible to detect and respond to attacks on a system-by-system basis, the attacks of today and 
the future require a more global perspective.  Worms, botnets, stepping stones, and privilege 
escalation attacks exploit vulnerabilities across multiple computers, networks, and organizations 
to escape detection or cause greater damage.  Thus, to deal with the evolving threats, a 
monitoring infrastructure must combine and correlate information from multiple sources. 

However, the sharing and aggregation of monitor data across organizational boundaries presents 
privacy challenges.  Monitor data can be used to learn sensitive information and compromise 
both personal privacy and organizational secrets, so wider distribution of such data must be 
safeguarded by techniques to minimize the amount of sensitive information that is revealed.  
Monitor data also can be used for attacks, as it can help identify weak spots in defense systems, 
or even the monitoring infrastructure itself.   At the same time, external monitor data is used to 
support decision processes, perhaps automated, that implement responses to attacks.  As such, 
the integrity of such data is important, to prevent attacks that exploit the monitoring 
infrastructure to shut down essential services.  A key research challenge is, thus, to satisfy both 
privacy and integrity requirements for a shared monitoring infrastructure. 

This problem is particularly important for the DOE open science environment, as it is composed 
of multiple semi-autonomous entities that span the globe.  Crossing international boundaries 
presents a special challenge; for example, both CERT and the PREDICT projects have their data 
producers and consumers restricted to within the United States.  However, the open science 
environment also presents an opportunity because there is both a lower expectation of privacy 
and a shared value of open collaboration.  In many organizations, laws and customs suggest that 
nearly any information about internal functions must be kept private, be it sensitive product 
information, data about personal habits, or even the structure of the network.  In an open science 
environment, however, it is possible to draw a line between information that is (or should be) 
available to the public and information that is genuinely privacy sensitive, enabling a different 
space of solutions than is feasible for other applications.  Therefore, mechanisms to support the 
sharing of monitor data in the DOE open science environment should be a Priority Research 
Direction. 

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

Prior work on support for data sharing has focused on anonymizing, or scrubbing, of shared log 
data (Fan et al. 2004; Li et al. 2004; Lincoln et al. 2004; Pang and Paxson 2003).  However, such 
techniques can remove at the same time too little and too much information.  Too little, because, 
as recent results show (Brekne et al. 2005; Coull et al. 2007a, 2007b), inference attacks that 
combine anonymized data with prior knowledge or probed observations can defeat many 
anonymization schemes.  And too much, because the information that is left is tailored towards 
today's manual data analysis tools such as NetFlows, and much information that would be useful 
to other types of analysis, such as would be useful to support a shared monitoring and response 
infrastructure, is removed. 
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A monitoring infrastructure for open science will need to employ novel detection algorithms to 
address emerging threats.  Therefore, the informational requirements will be very different than 
what is provided by simply anonymizing logs.  Most importantly, per-record transformations of 
today will need to be replaced by transformations that preserve multi-dimensional patterns that 
are needed for global detection and also remove other cross-record patterns that can lead to 
inferences that violate privacy and confidentiality.  A data transformation infrastructure must 
adapt to, on one side, a set of privacy constraints that will evolve as our understanding of both 
privacy needs and potential inference attacks grows, and as privacy sensibilities themselves 
evolve, and on the other side, constraints on what data and relationships are to be preserved that 
will be specified by novel monitoring applications that have not yet been designed. 

The context of a monitoring infrastructure also allows a different class of approaches than data 
sharing for research; in particular, interactive analysis of remote data with privacy-preserving 
techniques is possible.  Recent years have seen the development of many techniques that allow 
queries over remote data or correlations of several datasets to be performed while minimizing 
information disclosure and preserving privacy of the participants (Brickell and Shmatikov 2005; 
Frikken and Golle 2006; Kissner and Song 2005; Saint-Jean et al. 2007).  These techniques rely 
on either a trusted or semi-trusted third party, or use cryptographic tools to emulate such a party. 

Outstanding research issues for these techniques are to make them dynamically adapt to the 
aforementioned constraints and to address issues of integrity.  Current techniques allow a party 
to specify its own data and therefore potentially influence other parties into undesirable 
decisions.  The ability to deal with malicious collaboration parties is important both as a way to 
maintain greater autonomy and to deal with potential compromise of another entity or the 
communication path.  Without such safeguards, a compromised entity may use the monitoring 
data sharing mechanism itself to attack other systems and cause them to shut down or weaken 
their defense posture.  A combination of probes and correlation with other observations will 
likely be necessary to ensure the integrity of shared data. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

The ability to obtain datasets is essential to all scientific research and sharing data is a key 
ingredient in reproducibility, which is a hallmark of true science. Issues of confidentiality and 
integrity are frequent barriers to obtaining data for research or for reproducing results.  Work 
addressing this PRD will involve basic research into data sharing and will explore new 
perspectives on how collaborative use of data can be carried out while preserving important 
constraints.  Advances in this area will enable new experiments and accelerate the progress of 
computational science. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

Cyber security, both in the context of the DOE open science environment and in the larger 
Internet, is increasingly dependent on maintaining a global perspective and the ability to track 
attacks as they traverse different computer systems and organizations.  Advances in the support 
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for data sharing will enable collaborative cyber security monitoring and response across entities 
in the DOE environment who can nevertheless preserve some measure of autonomy, thus 
mitigating exposure and preventing large-scale catastrophes that can result from failures in a 
more centralized or hierarchical approach. 

TIME FRAME 

• The basic research into adaptive data transformation and sharing is expected to take 
approximately 3 years. 

• An additional 2 more years will be devoted to integrating the techniques with a decentralized, 
automated, and adaptive monitoring and response infrastructure for the DOE environment, 
with a special focus on analyzing robustness to incorrect data.   

• Deployment can be expected in 7 to 8 years. 
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FUTURE SECURITY ARCHITECTURES AND INFORMATION 
ASSURANCE TECHNOLOGIES 

PRD-2:  INTRUSION PREVENTION, DETECTION, AND RESPONSE 

ABSTRACT 

Intrusion prevention, detection, and response within the open science environments of the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) have to deal with the challenges of two large-scale types: 1) large 
datasets produced at supercomputers and experimental facilities as well as fine controls needed 
for monitoring and steering of computations and experiments, which require networks with large 
capacity and dynamically stable connections, and 2) open science collaborations by large 
international research teams, which require highly dispersed, distributed, and heterogeneous 
network environments. Together, these two areas require cyber security approaches that are 
much more sophisticated than the current single-firewall approaches used in intellectual property 
(IP) networks. The first set of challenges arises due to the very high bandwidths (10-100Gbps) of 
dedicated or special-purpose network connections that connect the computing and experimental 
facilities. The challenge in the second area is due to the network connections that cross multiple 
open domains and span several countries with hundreds of users connected over different 
middleware and grid environments. The research areas identified here will deliver the capability 
to deploy and operate extremely large-scale cyber environments for open science with fast 
detection and precise and informed responses to internal and external cyber intrusions, thereby 
reducing the vulnerabilities to external and insider attacks.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The next-generation networks needed for DOE large computational and experimental facilities, 
and large, international collaborations must securely operate at unprecedented scales involving 
supercomputers that operate at exaflops processing speeds, data and file transfers at bandwidths 
in excess of  terabps at thousands of miles, data and storage systems with exabyte or higher 
capacities, and collaborations involving between 100 and 1000 users distributed worldwide.  
Cyber security at this scale is beyond the evolutionary path of industrial products and is 
tangential to the Internet-centric research efforts of other agencies.  We outline the research 
component areas for an integrated intrusion prevention, detection and response framework by 
exploiting the structure and nature of specific DOE open science data, control, and execution 
paths. These efforts will enable security and trust in geographically dispersed, high-performance 
critical open science infrastructure by developing the underlying tools and methods. These 
technologies capture and process the network and host data at extreme speeds to support 
monitoring, packet filtering, anomaly detection, reduced false positives, intrusion forensics, 
information fusion for complex attacks, and integrated response involving fallback mechanisms 
and containment. 
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

DOE’s open science environments offer unprecedented capabilities to advance scientific 
discovery. They offer supercomputers with unparalleled speeds to the open science community; 
currently the National Leadership Computing Facility operates at 100 teraflops, and these 
facilities are expected to reach petaflops to exaflops rates in near future. DOE also operates or 
participates in large scale experimental facilities, such as Spallation Neutron Source, which 
provide unique capabilities to scientists. Both the computing and experimental facilities generate 
petabyte to exabytes of data and also require remote monitoring, steering, and control of 
experiments and computations. In another direction, DOE supports open science collaborations 
of international research teams consisting of diverse domain experts who may be distributed over 
heterogeneous network environments spanning multiple countries. These teams require access to 
large storage sites that house exabytes of experimental and computed datasets, and collaboration 
tools for jointly steering computations on supercomputers and jointly visualizing datasets at 
remote powerful visualization facilities. To support these tasks, high-performance networks such 
as ESnet, Science Data Network, LHCnet as well as testbeds such as UltraScienceNet and 
CHEETAH are being developed by DOE and other agencies. These networks, together, provide 
unprecedented bandwidths as well as capabilities for the users and applications to co-schedule 
the network connections with their allocations on computing and experimental facilities. It is 
very important that cyber security measures be built into these networks and end systems to 
protect these valuable resources against cyber attacks, in particular intrusions of various types, 
including external and insider attacks.  

Several intrusion detection, prevention, and response methods developed for Internet 
environments by industries and other federal agencies, in particular by NSF for eScience 
applications, will contribute to the cyber solutions for these DOE open science environments. 
However, there are several challenges that are unique to these environments, which are outside 
the projected trajectories of solutions from industry and other federal agencies. The challenges of 
large-scale are due to dedicated or special-purpose network connections with large (10-
1000Gbps) and stable bandwidths that connect the computing and experimental facilities. The 
challenge of widespread collaboration is due to the network connections that span several 
countries with hundreds of users connected over middleware and grid environments. The 
challenges in this area include the scale of operations both in terms of data volumes and sizes of 
collaborative teams. In both cases, graded responses are needed for containing the effects of 
attacks while still safely operating these facilities, albeit at lower performance levels. Together, 
these two areas require a cyber security approach for DOE open science that is much more 
sophisticated than the current single-firewall approaches used in IP networks.  

Research is required to analyze and characterize the structure and nature of specific DOE open 
science data, control and execution paths. Methods and technologies are needed to capture and 
process network data at extreme speeds for monitoring, packet filtering, anomaly detection, 
forensics, information fusion, integrated response, reduced false positives, fallback mechanisms, 
containment, and forensics. The networks that connect large computational and experimental 
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facilities carry flows with known characteristics such as data transfer using custom protocols, but 
operate at bandwidths that are beyond the traditional firewalls. These special features must be 
exploited to design the intrusion prevention, detection and response methods that are optimized 
for these environments. 

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

Challenges of Scale: Integrated intrusion prevention, detection and response methods are needed 
to handle network flows at terabps data rates and/or 1000 or more users. The following 
challenges must be addressed within the context this scale: 

a. Profiling of threats must be carried out by taking into account the specific footprints and data 
rates, and transport dynamics of these environments.  

b. Analysis of vulnerabilities of these open science environments must be carried out by taking into 
account the security measures at these facilities and networks at  high data rates of these 
environments. 

c. Monitoring methods and technologies must be developed to capture in real-time the network and 
host data at extreme speeds and volumes. 

d. Processing and filtering methods and technologies must be developed to handle the network 
flows at extreme speeds. 

e. Signature and packet filters must be developed to characterize both legitimate and attack 
network flows with special attention paid to data rates. 

f. Anomaly detection methods must be developed  by characterizing the special flows to and from 
these large-scale facilities and unacceptable deviations from them. 

g. Methods must be developed for the reduction of false positives and unnecessary alert floods by 
combining signature- and anomaly-based methods, and by combining domain-specific and expert 
inputs. 

h. Information fusion and correlation methods must be developed to detect complex and facility or 
DOE-wide coordinated attacks. 

i. Forensic analysis methods for compromised systems must be developed to handle the massive 
amounts of network and host data collected during security incidents. 

Graded Response Methods:  Completely shutting down open science facilities or ongoing 
experiments due to intrusions is too expensive.  Therefore, it is important to develop integrated 
responses that mitigate the effects of intrusions using attack containment methods and initiate 
fallback measures by selectively operating them at lower operational levels. 

Non-Traditional Transport Methods: To effectively support massive storage and file systems 
that are located in DOE facilities separated by thousands of miles, newer methods such as 
Infiniband over SONET and FiberChannel over Ethernet are being developed. Intrusion 
prevention, detection, and response methods must be developed for these non-traditional 
transport methods, which are significantly different from traditional intrusion prevention 
methods. 
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Insider Attacks:  Detection and prevention of attacks from insiders, and outsiders who 
masquerade with valid insider credentials is particularly critical for these expensive 
infrastructures. The structured nature of the user activities and the limited set of user codes and 
applications must be exploited to quickly detect suspicious user/applications activities that 
originate inside these infrastructures. 

Specialized Network Attacks: The special networks that allow users and applications to co-
schedule network connections with their facility allocations expose the network control-plane, 
either directly or through a proxy. It is important to protect these networks from user/application-
based attacks that might compromise the network infrastructures. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

These research areas will enable the security and trust in geographically dispersed, high-
performance and highly utilized critical open science infrastructure. Open science researchers 
located in geographically separated areas will be able to gain access to valuable computational 
and experimental facilities with unprecedented capabilities. They also can form world-wide 
collaborative teams to address complex open science problems in highly secure cyber 
infrastructures. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

This research will deliver the capability to field extremely large-scale cyber environments with 
fast detection and precise response to cyber intrusions from inside and outside the infrastructures. 
The research will result in reduced vulnerability to insider and external attacks and dramatically 
reduce the potential for catastrophic damages. More generally, research in these areas will 
contribute to the underlying tools and methods for “large-scale cyber security” issues such as 
monitoring, analysis and forensics, and integrated response including intrusion containment and 
robust fallback operations.  

TIME FRAME 

The research outlined here will be carried out in two phases:  

• In the first phase, various technologies will be developed and tested over research testbed 
environments over the time period of the next 3 to 5 years.  

• In the second phase, these solutions will be matured and field-hardened, and will be 
commissioned into production-level operations within the next 4 to 10 years. 
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FUTURE SECURITY ARCHITECTURES AND INFORMATION 
ASSURANCE TECHNOLOGIES 
PRD-3 AND 4:  RESILIENT COMPUTING IN FACE OF ATTACKS AND 
ACCIDENTAL FAILURES 

ABSTRACT 

Many U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) projects require long-lasting, distributed computation, 
making them an attractive target because a single weak link can disrupt and invalidate a 
computation that ran for days or weeks. Scientific computations are costly to repeat, so the 
infrastructure should be secured to be resilient to malicious and accidental service disruptions. 
The DOE’s future security architecture must therefore: 

• be resilient to intentional and accidental node and communication link failures 

• detect and be resilient to data and computation corruption at a reasonable cost 

• provide sophisticated mechanisms to prevent or detect and respond to attacks that target grid 
nodes and communication patterns. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The DOE’s future security architecture must be resilient to malicious and accidental failures of 
nodes and links. This resilience cannot be achieved by simply cloning resources and 
computations on multiple redundant nodes because most scientific computations operate at the 
edge of the available resources. 

The following research directions will help provide resiliency at an acceptable cost: 

• detection of attacks, data corruption, and accidental failures during computation 

• extension and application of existing DOS defense mechanisms to DOE infrastructure, as 
well as development of DOE-specific DOS defenses  

• attack response by fine-grained, on-demand replication of nodes or computation  

• fine-grained error-recovery mechanisms to reconstruct lost data and results 

• large-scale virtualization and compartmentalization 

• disruption-resilient and/or randomized communication protocols. 

Unlike the Internet environment, where the emphasis is either on surviving attacks through 
overprovisioning or responding to attacks via dynamic filtering and attribution, the focus of the 
proposed research must be on keeping the computation correct and efficient, in face of attacks 
and at an acceptable defense cost.  Resilience techniques are thus the primary approach. 
Researchers should consider sophisticated attacks, such as corruption of data during 
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computation, disturbance of communication between nodes, and “whack-a-mole” attacks that 
iteratively target responses to the attack. 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

The DOE’s infrastructure is used for scientific computations that frequently require a large 
number of nodes and last for long periods of time (days or weeks). Malicious attacks targeting 
any node or communication link involved in distributed computation have a potential to halt the 
entire computation and invalidate results produced up to the point of the attack. Sophisticated 
attacks also are possible that corrupt data on one node– the corruption propagates when the 
results are merged at the end of the computation and may invalidate all results obtained in that 
run. Accidental failures resemble failures due to malicious activities but occur independently, 
randomly, and are usually limited to a small number of nodes. Any solutions that make DOE 
infrastructure resilient to malicious attacks also will handle accidental failures. 

Resilient computation is usually achieved by naïve replication of resources and duplication of 
computation on replicated nodes. Such solutions, while effectively providing resiliency in face of 
failures, are not appropriate for DOE requirements. Scientific computations at the DOE require 
enormous amount of resources already and operate at the limits of the available infrastructure. 
Redundancy must be introduced selectively, at a fine resolution, and only when absolutely 
necessary. In addition to this, approaches are needed to detect and respond to sophisticated 
attacks launched by attackers familiar with the DOE’s infrastructure and 
computation/communication patterns. Informed, directed attacks are costly to handle, and 
resiliency is expensive under such attacks. For example, an attack that brings one node down 
should be handled by resiliency mechanisms developed under this program. But an attack that 
brings one node down, then moves to target another node involved in the same computation, and 
repeats this behavior indefinitely (a “whack-a-mole” attack) cannot be effectively handled 
through careful replication, because incremental costs of recovering from multiple node failures 
are higher than the attackers’ cost to target multiple nodes in sequence. Techniques are thus 
needed to detect and respond to sophisticated attacks. Such techniques should complement 
replication mechanisms to provide compact and resilient future security architecture.  

Research is needed in the following directions: 

• Develop techniques to detect sophisticated attacks that involve communication disruption, 
node failure, or overload and data corruption, and that may change a target dynamically.  
Another need is to develop techniques to respond to sophisticated attacks. 

• Develop fine-grained, on-demand replication, computation, and communication redundancy 
mechanisms. Research should also address low-cost recovery mechanisms that facilitate 
reconstruction of lost data and computation results without full restart. 

• Understand the analytic characteristics of particular types of attacks and defense techniques, 
providing insight into the practicalities and economics from both the attacker’s and 
defender’s perspective. 
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• Investigate large-scale virtualization and compartmentalization techniques to minimize the 
damage of attacks, and that acts as a preventive layer. 

Existing DOS and intrusion defenses and fault tolerant mechanisms are likely to become parts of 
the final solution, but their combination is not a complete solution. Existing mechanisms need to 
be adapted to the unique DOE environment, where massive-scale computations need to be 
supported at minimal resource cost. We expect that significant novel approaches will be 
developed.  These techniques are likely to be specific to the special situations that open science 
computations face, and thus are much less likely to be developed and deployed if the DOE does 
not guide and fund research efforts in this direction. 

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

• Resilient computing at an affordable cost has been an open problem for the last 50 years. 
While some advances have been made, the problem is still challenging. 

• Detection of and recovery from data corruption during computation requires sophisticated 
techniques to model the computation flow and detect anomalies, or requires redundant 
computation. The first approach is difficult because new models for computation 
representation and intermediate result checking need to be developed. The second approach 
is difficult because its naïve application is too expensive for the DOE environment.  

• Sophisticated DOS attacks are very difficult to detect and to defend against. This challenge is 
even more prominent in DOE environment because the defense costs must be kept low. On 
the other side, participants in the DOE infrastructure can be required to deploy a given 
security solution and can be authenticated reliably, thus the DOS problem is more 
constrained in certain aspects than the problem of protecting communication in the open 
Internet. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

This proposed research has many potential advantages for science. We expect this research to 
produce: 

• cost-effective replication methods for resilient computing and communication 

• sophisticated attack detection and response mechanisms 

• error-recovery mechanisms and models for checking the validity of computation during the 
run 

• virtualization and compartmentalization techniques to protect distributed computation from 
intrusions, corruption and error propagation. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

This proposed research has many potential advantages for the DOE. We expect this research to 
produce: 
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• prevention of the loss of vast amounts of computer and network resources due to attacks 
targeted at open science computations 

• higher assurance that open science computational results have not been corrupted by 
malicious attackers 

• resilient computing and communication mechanisms that guarantee on-time, correct 
execution for open science applications 

• sophisticated DOS detection and defense mechanisms will increase safe computing capacity 
available to open science researchers.  

TIME FRAME 

• The development of isolated replication and error-recovery mechanisms will take up to 5 
years. 

• The development of isolated sophisticated attack detection and response mechanisms will 
take up to 5 years. 

• The integration of promising techniques into a compact security architecture is expected to 
take up to 10 years. 

Authors: J. Mirkovic, B. Reid, P. Reiher, S. Wakid 
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FUTURE SECURITY ARCHITECTURES AND INFORMATION 
ASSURANCE TECHNOLOGIES  
PRD-5:  ANOMALY DETECTION IN CONTROL SYSTEMS 

ABSTRACT 

Engineers are much better at building reliable and useful devices than at understanding why the 
devices work.  For open science, large-scale problems, this characteristic exposes us to the 
certain knowledge that we will have not yet discovered all system failure modes, even for 
systems that have been accredited for widespread use.  For future complex systems, such failures 
can result from malicious or inadvertent human actions at the man-in-the-loop level or malicious 
or inadvertent control law automaton actions at the automatic-control-loop level.  Science does 
not currently exist to support construction of predictive models of large-scale system evolution 
for open science projects.  Furthermore, without significant effort, science will not exist to 
predict the future state of the self-healing, adaptive, complex systems being contemplated.  Thus, 
how will future decision makers decide whether system failures or degradations occur due to 
unforeseen malicious attacks or unanticipated operator error or a previously unobserved 
combination of component failures? In order to detect anomalous behaviors in future control 
systems, we must first achieve a clearer understanding of the meaning of observed behaviors for 
future complex systems. This Priority Research Direction (PRD) seeks to resolve this shortfall 
through creation of technologies for detection of anomalous open science control system 
behaviors. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Success in certification and accreditation of open science computing and communication 
resources for widespread use will only occur if we are successful in resolving the current 
inability to adequately understand complex control system behaviors well enough to build 
predictive models of those behaviors.    

We propose a two-pronged approach to achieving the needed assurance that the complex open 
science control systems being contemplated will be adequately modeled: 

• a lower-risk approach of constructing templates of expected behaviors under expected 
operational constraints and parameter variability.  Such templates could be used to predict 
expected behaviors for a wide range of system operating conditions and inputs 

• a higher-risk approach of building predictive models of components and composing the 
components to achieve predictive models of the resulting system. 

This PRD will enable open science system operators to make more informed decisions during 
anomalous system operation to restore the system to a normal state.  Without being able to 
understand the origin of an anomalous condition, autonomous correction will be unattainable and 
manual corrections initiated by operators will be based upon experience and heuristics. 
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

This PRD will result in technologies for developing models of open science system behaviors, 
especially under appropriate ranges of parameters and complexities of control systems. The 
primary results will be: 

• development of a generic template for anomaly detections in the context of adaptive, self-
healing, open science control systems 

• development of predictive models of open system components and approaches for 
composing the components to achieve predictive models of the resulting system. 

The modeling and simulation community has been consistently improving our ability to validate 
that the system under analysis meets user requirements and to verify that the system as built 
meets the requirements as stated.  However, current science does not support achieving this level 
of support for the adaptive, self-healing system needed to achieve the goals of open science 
projects. Extensions to current science are needed to achieve the ability to detect anomalous 
behaviors of complex control systems for a wide variety of conditions.  

The template is a coarse-grained, pattern-recognition approach to anomaly detection.  For 
anomalous events in which structural changes to the system architecture are not encountered, the 
template approach should be effective in achieving reliable estimates of a future system state 
from a current system state and intermediate system inputs that differ parametrically from 
expected inputs.  These template results can then be applied to identify the character of an 
anomalous condition that may arise. 

The predictive model is a fine-grained approach to anomaly detection and analysis.  This 
approach also should be effective for structural changes to system architectures as well as for 
parametric variability for a given architectural structure.  While this achievement is preferred, 
such a result also will be harder to achieve than building templates for expected behaviors for a 
range of functional relationships and parametric values. 

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

The complexity of the open science cyber security challenge is more than the scale of computing, 
storage, and communication systems being contemplated (exaflops, exabytes, and terabits per 
second). That is, while the magnitude of the system interactions alone exceeds our modeling 
capabilities, the problem is made more difficult by the fact that the nature of the individual 
interactions are more complex than our ability to fully understand. Science does not exist to build 
predictive models of the complex interactions of social networks engaged in distributed decision-
making (BAA 07-56) and distributed large-scale dynamical systems (Final Report 2003) under 
control.  The control system community has been actively involved for more than a decade in 
creating the science and technology for understanding interactions of event-based systems and 
continuous systems (Lee and Varaiya 2003) but the capabilities do not extend to understanding 
(predicting) the variety of intrusion mechanisms for high-speed communications networks 
(Bro 2007). 
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Anomaly detection in future power generation and distribution control systems also will be 
complicated by the fact that new systems will be interacting with the legacy systems. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

Successful completion of this PRD will substantially improve the ability of computational 
science to support complex system design, implementation, and operation. More importantly, the 
ability to perform anomaly detection and analysis also will provide the basis for achieving 
proactive management instead of reactive control of cyber events. Results from this effort will be 
widely applicable in electric power systems. The results also will be valuable in the context of 
the future mix of analog and digital and man-in-the-loop control systems. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

We intend to move from reactive response to detected control anomalies to proactive prevention 
of open system control anomalies.  These anomalies may be due to malicious-or-inadvertent, 
human-or-automaton activity. This Priority Research Direction will lay the groundwork 
necessary to move from reactive response to anomalous control behaviors due to cyber events to 
proactive prevention of anomalous control behaviors due to cyber events.  

In addition to enabling improved management of cyber events, the research results will be 
widely applicable to power systems and process control systems in general.  

TIME FRAME 

• The templates will be available in 5 to 7 years.   

• The composable models for predictive control will be available in 10 to 15 years. 

REFERENCES 
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FUTURE SECURITY ARCHITECTURES AND INFORMATION 
ASSURANCE TECHNOLOGIES  
PRD-7:  ECONOMICS-BASED SECURITY ARCHITECTURE 

ABSTRACT 

To promote scientific research and maintain the U.S. energy infrastructure, the U.S. Department 
of Energy (DOE) must guarantee the security of large heterogeneous networks maintained by 
coalitions of entities not under its direct control. The DOE’s future security architecture must 
therefore: 

• be self-enforcing 

• reflect security needs and motivations of all participants 

• encourage the efficient use of resources 

• reflect the motivations of malicious entities 

• allow analysis of both existing and possible future attack vectors. 

Metaphorically, we view the architecture as a security marketplace. Only through careful 
analysis of the motivations of all participants and their associated costs will it be possible to 
develop a security framework that provides durable and adaptive security. This framework will 
use the tools of game theory, the branch of mathematics devoted to adversarial relationships to 
express, among other things: 

• the black market motivations of attackers 

• the costs to users of attack countermeasures 

• system design, implementation, and maintenance costs. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The DOE’s future security architecture needs to scale well, enforce itself, support interaction 
among many independent actors, and be resilient to attack. One major problem with current 
security approaches, as identified by Ross Anderson at Cambridge, is that economics is currently 
on the side of the attacker, i.e., it is much cheaper to mount attacks than to create error-free 
systems. The goal of this research thrust is to use the tools of economics, including game theory, 
to better understand the computer and network security problem domain and reverse the 
situation. 

Researchers need to create a framework including a hierarchy of game models that express: 

• the motivations of all parties 

• actions available to malicious parties 

• possible security measures. 
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The framework needs to be open-ended to allow for analysis of emerging threat vectors. One 
goal of the research is to find Nash equilibria for the system when they exist (Stackelberg 
equilibria when they do not) so that optimal self-enforcing security strategies can be developed. 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

Deregulation of the electrical grid has produced a large-scale free market system for energy 
distribution. Enron Corporation successfully manipulated the electrical grid to defraud the state 
of California. Recent surveys have shown that computer criminals are now motivated mainly by 
commercial profit; intellectual curiosity and idealism are no longer the driving forces in the 
hacker community. Ross Anderson of Cambridge has shown that the cost of breaking into 
computer systems is more than an order of magnitude less than the cost of securing the same 
system, and as the size of the system scales this difference only becomes greater. These 
examples are only the most obvious DOE-relevant interactions between economics and security. 

The future security architecture for DOE systems needs to function both for the national critical 
infrastructure and for DOE’s computational infrastructure for science. On an abstract level, the 
energy and computation grids have much in common. They are massive systems built from small 
components embedded in complex networks. The networks are continually evolving and their 
dynamics are poorly understood. Both grids are accessed internationally and administered locally 
by independent entities. Many aspects of local administration are not directly under DOE’s 
control. In spite of this, DOE’s mission requires it to find a way to maintain the security of the 
grid. 

To address these issues, researchers need to construct models that express the realities of 
infrastructure security:  

• Attackers are driven by market forces, searching for ways to subvert the system in their 
favor.  

• Security countermeasures have real costs; attackers may even fake attacks in order to 
provoke security responses that hurt system response time. 

• Attackers and security personnel play a zero-sum game in an abstract environment. 

In phase I:  

1. A model of the system infrastructure needs to be developed. 

2. Payoffs to all parties need to be expressed in a common format. 

3. A complete set of strategies (attacks and countermeasures) for all parties needs to be 
developed. 

4. The set of strategies needs to be open to allow new classes of threats to be analyzed. 

5. Nash equilibria of the system need to be derived when possible. 

6. Solutions to games of kind need to be found, so that system inflection points are known. 
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Phase II research should transition these insights into practical applications. The goal is to have a 
self-enforcing security framework. All non-malicious participants will provide near-optimal 
security for their part of the infrastructure, because it is in their self-interest and it is the least 
costly course of action. 

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

The proposed work has multiple challenges, but carries with it a very good chance of success. 
While it is clearly a challenge to adequately model the security infrastructure as a set of games, 
computers and their networks are more tractable than the economic motivations typically studied 
by economists. Countermeasure costs in terms of real dollars and infrastructure availability can 
be clearly defined. The monetary motivations of attackers also are easily captured. 

Considering the purely technical aspects of the analysis:  

• If computer networks are naively modeled as an abstract board game, the number of potential 
moves is astronomical. Note that the chess board consists of an 8-by-8 grid, and Go is played 
on a 16-by-16 grid. The number of possible positions for an attacker on even a small campus 
network is enormous in comparison. While this seems daunting, it should be noted that work 
by Conway and Berlekamp on combinatorial game theory has developed a number of 
techniques where near-optimal solutions to intractably large problems can be found tractably 
by pruning the search space. Unfortunately, Conway and Berlekamp’s tools currently assume 
perfect knowledge by all players. This is unlikely to be the case. 

• While the interactions between attackers and defenders can be viewed as zero-sum, 
interactions between defenders working for different autonomous systems (ASs) will be 
modeled as cooperative games. When Nash equilibria exist, they all have the same values for 
zero-sum games. Any combination of zero-sum equilibria forms an equally good Nash 
equilibrium. Mixing cooperative Nash equilibria can be problematic. 

• The system can be expressed using a pay-off matrix if all players have a finite number of 
moves, Markov decision problems, or differential equations. In the first case, linear 
programming can be used to find the optimal solutions, in the sense of Nash, directly. When 
Markov decision models are used, dynamic programming is typically used to find optimal 
solutions. This tends not to scale well. Differential games may not have Nash equilibria and 
it can be challenging to prove whether or not solutions exist. In general, this problem space is 
P-Space completer (worse than NP-complete). 

• If Nash solutions do not exist, Stackelberg (leader-follower) solutions always exist. It is not 
unreasonable in this situation to allow defenders to be the leader and define the game to be 
played. 

But the problem also requires knowledge of the problem domain: 

• It is challenging to develop a good model of the computer criminal black market. 
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• Many aspects of the computer and electrical grids are continually in flux; the infrastructure 
model must include stochastic and dynamic factors. 

• It is difficult to quantify system interactions. 

• The model must be open-ended to support exploratory analysis of the problem space and 
allow new threats to be analyzed. 

• The system is likely to contain second- and third-order effects that are difficult to capture. 

• The set of observations available to the defenders is likely to be quite small, making it 
difficult to distinguish between enemy moves. 

• Daily system operations are so full of errors that it is often impossible to detect attacks while 
they are under way. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

This proposed research has many potential advantages for science. We expect this research to 
produce: 

• a mathematical basis for computer and network security 

• techniques for distributed enforcement adapting across scales 

• tools for analyzing system security as a part of the design process 

• tools for analyzing the quality of the software development and testing process as a function 
of possible security vulnerabilities. 

The game theory tools available to the researcher include number theoretic tools, differential 
equation models, and optimization tools (mathematical programming). This work can integrate 
these tools into the network and software development process. 

This work can integrate the effect of false positive effects into system countermeasure strategies. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

This proposed research has many potential advantages for DOE. We expect this research to 
produce: 

• self-enforcing security policies  

• distributed enforcement adapting across scales 

• security for large heterogeneous systems without centralized control 

• determine whether or not optimal (sense of Nash) security strategies exist 

• determine optimal strategies (where possible) for attack and defense 

• integrate the effect of false positive effects into system countermeasure strategies. 
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TIME FRAME 

• The defense of electric grid applications will be available in 3 to 5 years. 

• DOE frameworks for scientific collaborations will be available in 3 years. 

• Attack-resilient network infrastructure will be available in 10 years. 

Authors:  R. Brooks, M. Sachs 
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FUTURE SECURITY ARCHITECTURES AND INFORMATION 
ASSURANCE TECHNOLOGIES 
PRD-8:  MALWARE RESEARCH FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

ABSTRACT 

The high value of U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) open science targets will engender an 
increased and unique malware threat.  Risk is the product of vulnerability and threat, and large-
scale open science systems will be just as vulnerable as conventional systems while also facing a 
distinctive, pronounced threat from sophisticated attackers dedicated to compromising specific 
DOE open science systems.  The unique nature of this threat places it outside the scope of what 
conventional anti-virus vendors will offer solutions for, and specific characteristics of DOE 
systems require research particular to those systems. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Attackers, such as agencies of foreign governments, who target DOE open science systems, will 
have a variety of custom malware attacks at their disposal.  Commercial anti-virus products are 
designed to protect a general customer base against the most common malware attacks, so that 
no malware products will be available on the market to protect DOE open science systems. 

We propose the development of a controlled cyber environment for the creation and 
experimentation of advanced malware.  To build such an environment will push the limits of our 
ability to build large-scale experimental environments and advance our still-developing 
understanding of malware and defending against it. 

The impact of this research direction on computational science will come from a combination of 
system building for the controlled, realistic environment necessary and novel algorithms for 
malware analysis and detection.  This research will impact cyber security for open science by 
enabling researchers to conceive, investigate, and develop the tools to mitigate an increased, 
unique malware threat that will challenge open science systems. 

The time frame for this work to impact the defense of DOE open science systems against 
malware is 5-7 years. 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

Open science systems have unique characteristics, such as high-speed network connections and 
large computational and storage resources that can affect malware behavior.  More importantly, 
traditional high-value government targets can draw a clearer line between the systems being 
protected and the outside world than is possible in open science.  The insider threat is a problem 
for other government agencies, but the insiders are typically employed by that agency.  For open 
science systems, there is a unique threat of Trojans, backdoors, and other targeted malware 
installed by foreign agencies that have been granted access to the system.  For example, Trojans 
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that steal information through system inference channels (Percival 2005; Zalewski 2005; Wang 
and Lee 2007) can be mitigated in other scenarios by protecting a perimeter around the system or 
through process isolation.  For open science systems, the sharing of system resources, through 
which inference channels leak information, is a requirement. 

Furthermore, there are DOE systems such as the power grid on which conventional malware can 
have indirect effects that are unique to DOE missions and DOE systems.  An example is the 
effect that the Blaster worm had on the August 14, 2003, blackout (Final Report 2003).  These 
indirect effects can only be measured only with testbeds that mirror a DOE-specific environment. 

Research is needed to develop a controlled cyber environment for the creation and 
experimentation of advanced malware.  When sophisticated attackers, such as agencies of 
foreign governments, seek to compromise DOE and open science systems they will have an 
exceptional arsenal of custom malware at their disposal–including not just viruses and worms, 
but a variety of Trojans and other components that are parts of larger coordinated attacks.  The 
open sharing of DOE system resources presents a unique threat of Trojans that is not faced by 
other high-target systems.  While other government systems do face an insider threat, it is 
distinct from the outsider threat and can be handled differently.  With open science systems, no 
distinction exists between insider and outsider. 

We must be able to anticipate advanced malware techniques, such as cryptovirology (Young and 
Yung 2004)–where advanced cryptographic techniques hide what the malware is doing, worms 
that are diversions to hide a more directed attack (Kumar et al. 2005), timebomb attacks 
(Crandall et al. 2006), advanced rootkit techniques (King et al. 2006; Krugel et al., 2004), and 
polymorphic/metamorphic malware (Newsome et al., 2005; Crandall et al. 2005; Christodorescu 
et al. 2005). The business model of anti-virus vendors is centered around analysis and response 
resources devoted to common threats, or those that pertain to the majority of the vendors’ 
customers.  To protect against threats that are specific to DOE and Open Science Initiatives will 
require analysis and response resources that are dedicated to DOE and open science needs, and 
techniques that are specific to unique threats. 

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

To build a controlled cyber environment for the creation and experimentation of advanced 
malware will push the limits of our ability to build large-scale experimental environments and 
advance our still-developing understanding of malware and malware defense. 

The challenge of building an experimental environment for malware research is that the 
environment must be realistic while maintaining other important properties, including 
containment and reproducibility of results (DETER 2007).  A current trend in malware research 
is toward behavior-based analysis and detection (Kirda et al. 2006; Crandall et al. 2006; 
Christodorescu et al. 2005).  The power of behavior-based techniques lies in the way that they 
incorporate the complexity of the environment into the results of the analysis or detection.  
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Malware is defined by its malicious behavior and this behavior is as much, and sometimes more 
so, a reflection of the environment as it is a property of the malware itself. 

This means that malware must be analyzed in an environment that matches the complexity of its 
natural environment as closely and in as much detail as possible.  It also means that other 
testbeds built for malware analysis, such as DETER/EMIST (DETER 2007), will not be 
appropriate for testing malware that is developed for specific DOE and open science 
environments, which have characteristics that are very different from conventional environments.  
For example, in order to test the indirect effects of a worm on the power grid, the testbed must 
incorporate aspects of the power grid network that are not modeled by generic Internet testbeds.  
In another example, it may be possible to compromise scientific data of a batch process running 
on a supercomputer with many nodes simply through inference channels via another process on 
the system.  This is a threat not faced in typical supercomputer applications; evaluating 
information-theft Trojans for this particular threat requires a testbed for the specific 
environment. 

Building an environment for malware creation and experimentation also will help to advance our 
understanding of malware and malware defense.  Academic research on malware is still 
developing and the tools we need to address advanced malware threats can only be developed on 
a solid theoretical foundation of malware that is firmly planted in practice.  The proposed testbed 
will help to build that foundation. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

The impact of this research direction on computational science will come from a combination of 
system building for the controlled, realistic environment and novel algorithms for malware 
analysis and detection. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

This research will impact cyber security for open science by enabling researchers to conceive, 
investigate, and develop the tools to mitigate an increased, unique malware threat that will 
challenge open science systems. 

TIME FRAME 

• Due to the need for a theoretical foundation for malware research that is firmly planted in 
practice and the unique nature of the malware threat DOE open science faces, it is expected 
that this research direction will inform actual malware defense initiatives in 5 to 7 years. 
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BREAKOUT SESSION 
HUMAN FACTORS (HF) ANALYSIS  
Breakout Leads: Anne Schur, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory; 
   Joe St. Sauver, Internet2 

CHALLENGES OF HF IN CYBER SECURITY IN OPEN SCIENCE 

While researchers are accustomed to protecting their research data, they have not been focused, 
historically, on broader cyber security considerations.  Moreover, little information is available 
that addresses the specific needs of the open science research community from an HF 
perspective.  

This workshop was focused on identifying specific HF cyber security research areas that needed 
to be addressed to enable researchers to perform their science without noticing intrusive cyber 
security provisions.  

To improve the security of the open science community, we need to investigate and understand 
how the community does its work. Security measures must be unobtrusively integrated with the 
science research work activity processes. 

A unique challenge that the open science community must address is the increasingly distributed 
nature of eScience. No longer do researchers run their jobs on a single local system−now they 
may use networked resources distributed around the country and/or around the world. In this 
operational environment, even "simple" things, such as authentication, can be a challenge. As the 
number of systems grows, the number of accounts and passwords associated with those systems 
also increases and scaleably supporting authentication becomes harder. We need to look for new 
authentication paradigms that will usably scale to increasingly complex networked 
environments. One example, which was highlighted as part of our group's work, was the 
promising approach embodied by federated authentication. 

Because of the complexity of the networked environment, scientists also no longer are able to 
self-monitor their infrastructure and respond to adverse events. Techniques are needed to assist 
them to be situationally aware of the status of their infrastructure, make decisions, and determine 
actionable coordinated responses that mitigate the adverse event. A research agenda must also 
address cyber security methods and success metrics, perhaps via a modeling and simulation 
testbed that may give insights into the impact of policies and new technologies on the practice of 
science.  We also address access.  For example, do researchers need fundamentally new ways to 
interact with the open science environment?  

All of the areas we recommend look at research needed to address long-term needs−things that 
are at or beyond the 5-to-10-year horizon.  The understandings gained from this research will 
help characterize potential threat vectors and define new architectures and tools of the future, 
which can better eliminate vulnerabilities and malicious behavior and, most importantly, ease the 
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process of doing scientific research.  When identifying these areas, consideration was given but 
not limited to: 

• profiles of a young unsophisticated hacker as well as experienced, sophisticated attacker 

• usability issues: “deployability,” supportability, accessibility, complexity, etc., vs. security 

• cyber warfare and cyber terrorism by individuals and groups 

• legal issues, privacy, Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA), 
beyond CALEA 

• infragard, Research and Technology Protection, Secure Internet Gateway 

• malware issues including: anti-spam, anti-virus, anti-spyware; history and projection− how 
will we be protected from these 5 to 10 years hence? 

• real-time systems behavioral analytics 

• intellectual property issues (ownership and rights of developers) 

• training information technology security specialists to detect, isolate, and deal with cyber 
security threats. 
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HUMAN FACTORS (HF) ANALYSIS   
PRD-1:  USABILITY OF SECURITY SYSTEMS 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

The scale and diversity of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) open science environment is 
unprecedented; it offers access to leading-edge supercomputer and large-scale experimental 
facilities while supporting open science collaborations of international researchers.  Due to its 
increasing complexity of services, interconnection, and scale,  providing the DOE open science 
environment with security that is easy to use and maintain is a great challenge.  It is essential that 
the human interface to this complex, heterogeneous environment be designed for ease of use so 
that users can routinely and automatically apply protection mechanisms correctly.  Today, many 
approaches to security fail this requirement.  Security systems often are subverted or left open to 
exploitation due to misconfiguration brought about by poor human design and interfaces.  For 
example, users often subvert secure authentication by keeping unprotected copies of complex 
passwords.  Grid middleware that provides secure access to many different resources is often too 
complex and difficult to properly configure and maintain.  Due to poor user interfaces, users 
often ignore or make inappropriate responses to security alerts.     

Research is required into human performance in the use of security systems, design of secure 
systems for ease of use, and human-computer interfaces.  The goal of this research is to ensure 
that users will routinely and correctly apply security mechanisms, that those mechanisms are 
easy to use and maintain, and human-computer interaction is as effective as possible.  The areas 
of particular interest include:  user interfaces to authentication mechanisms, user response to 
security alerts, protection mechanism design for ease of use, implementation and maintenance 
training, and human-computer interaction in detection and response to attacks. 

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

HF research includes human performance, technology design, and human-computer interaction.  
All three research areas are aimed at improving the usability and effectiveness of security 
systems for DOE open science. 

Human performance research is conducted to improve our understanding of how humans 
interact, reason, adapt, and respond to different situations, technology, and environments. 
Through observation, monitoring, and analysis, we are better able to predict and enable human 
performance.  The challenge is to apply human performance research to specific security 
mechanisms, such as authentication, to ensure users will routinely and automatically use them, as 
well as to secure design to ensure correctness and ease of training and maintenance.  To 
minimize user mistakes, human performance research is needed to investigate the extent to 
which the user’s mental image of his protection goals matches the mechanisms he must use.  
Furthermore, research is needed into the HF related to the implementation of security policy. 
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Human-computer interaction research is designed to bring together humans and technology in 
order to more rapidly and effectively deal with attacks.  Intrusion and detection systems generate 
massive amounts of data; the challenge is to quickly find the threats, characterize them, and take 
appropriate action.   

Achieving knowledge discovery involves processes, dialogues, and actions that a user employs 
to interact with a computer, such as visual analytics.  Research is needed into developing 
scalable tools that can more quickly and accurately discover knowledge from ever-expanding 
intrusion detection databases. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

A more secure and usable environment for open science will result when security protection 
mechanisms are made easier to use routinely and correctly, protection mechanisms are easier to 
configure, and the ability to discover attacks are enhanced.  Making security easier to use and 
implement will increase accessibility to larger communities of researchers and provide more 
assurance of sharing science.  Finally, knowledge discovery will increase availability and 
protection through improved response to attacks. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

HF research will reduce vulnerability of diverse, large-scale computing environments by 
enabling users to routinely use security system protection mechanisms correctly, for systems 
administrators to configure systems correctly, software analysts to better maintain systems, and 
for operators to effect security measures.   

TIME FRAME 

The HF research described above involved both applied and fundamental research:  

• Applied research, such as knowledge discovery and user interfaces, can be accomplished in 3 
to 5 years.   

• More fundamental research into human performance and design criteria for usability and 
assurance of routine and correct use may take up to 10 years to see production 
implementation. 
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HUMAN FACTORS (HF) ANALYSIS 
PRD-2:  SECURITY POLICY IMPLEMENTATION IMPACTS ON 
USABILITY 

ABSTRACT 

Security policies often are the cornerstone of the actual security that we experience. Usually 
created by diverse independent agencies, security policies often are heterogeneous and 
conflicting.  Even when there is consensus among the diverse stakeholders, security policies are 
difficult to translate into practice such that they result in configurations that comply with policy, 
that are usable, and that can be understood and the implications assessed in a timely fashion. The 
consequences of not considering the special HF security needs of open science research are great 
and can potentially put open science at risk. Researchers conducting their work activities 
purposefully or inadvertently circumvent cyber security protections if those protections are not 
usable. The proposed research addresses the development of i) a flexible modeling and 
simulation testbed capability to understand the impacts of and gain insights into the usability of 
policies on systems for open science and open science practices, and ii) methods and metrics to 
implement and audit policy implementation correctness and usefulness. Providing this capability 
to the research community: 1) affords security and other policymakers the ability to understand 
the implications of the policy prior to deployment, 2) allows more reliable, effective, and timely 
transfer and implementation of policy into practice, for example, by enhanced strategic and 
tactical planning, and 3) enables a better investment of resources. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Policies often are the cornerstones of the actual security that we experience. In the security arena, 
policies are created by diverse independent agencies, resulting in heterogeneous and often 
conflicting policies.  Even when there is consensus among the diverse stakeholders, it is difficult 
to translate security policy into practices that result in configurations that comply with policy and 
are usable.  Finally, in today’s open science environment, it is difficult to understand and assess 
the implications of new security policies in a timely fashion.  

This Priority Research Direction (PRD) specifically addresses these needs by developing a 
flexible modeling and simulation testbed (M&STB) capability to understand and gain insights 
about the impacts that policies have on the usability of systems utilized for open science and 
open science practices.  A critical aspect of this capability will be the development of methods 
and metrics to carry into effect and audit policy implementation correctness and usefulness.  

For scientific research to be efficient and to continue to be fruitful, the infrastructure of the open 
science environment must be easy to use by the community that it serves.  Ease-of-use is about 
how readily and intuitively people can employ a particular tool to achieve a particular goal.  This 
usability also can include methods and metrics to assess ease-of-use and the study of the 
principles behind entities perceived efficient and or esthetically pleasing.  
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Providing usability is challenging when a critical requirement of the infrastructure for conducting 
open science is to maintain its security and integrity for use anytime and anywhere by a broad 
spectrum of users involved. The consequences of not considering the HF security needs for open 
science research are great and can potentially put open science at risk. Cyber security protections 
that are in place and hard to use can be purposefully or inadvertently circumvented by 
researchers performing their work activities, thus compromising security.  In a science 
community that is electronically interconnected, this can result, at worst, in widespread 
consequences that are an order of magnitude equivalent to the August 14, 2003, power blackout.  
The scientific enterprise could come to a halt, impacting a wide range of users from the 
researcher and network administrators to those maintaining experimental instruments and the 
public who benefits from the science.  Additionally, much data and instruments can be 
irrevocably damaged. 

A policy modeling and simulation testbed capability provides the opportunity for timely 
discovery of flaws in policies and their implementation before they are put in place in multiple 
contexts.  Often, it is not until after the fact and over much time that problems of use and 
vulnerabilities become apparent. In an age where scientific research is conducted globally via 
interconnected systems, security and the impact of scale are important. An M&STB capability 
could address this need.  

While there are simulation and modeling testbeds that address policy, many are from the 
perspective of exploring whether the cyber security that exists, for example, a tool or procedure, 
or if the new proposed cyber solution supports the existing policy (Rue et al. 2007; Firmino 
2005). This capability is important but is not proactive and results in “patching” what exists to 
comply with the mandate.  To address this proactive gap, the capability to address how proposed 
policies impact security usability prior to these mandates being implemented in real-world 
operational contexts is needed.  

Historically, cyber security and information security (CIS) are approached from a technology-
centric viewpoint. Solutions for CIS vulnerabilities and protection from breaches tend to focus 
on technical mechanisms, e.g., stronger firewalls and better encryption. In the last several years 
technical solutions have included HF.  These efforts are seen in multiple complex domains−from 
cyber attack by terrorists and national infrastructure protections, to simulations for training of 
cyber awareness and many others, but none for open science research. There is need to extend 
this to our open science enterprise and address security with ease-of-use. 

While there are simulation and modeling testbeds that address policy, many are from the 
perspective of exploring whether the cyber security that exists, for example, a tool or procedure, 
or if the new proposed cyber solution supports the existing policy (Rue et al. 2007; Firmino 
2005). This capability is important but is not proactive and results in “patching” what exists to 
comply with the mandate.  To address this proactive gap, the capability to address how proposed 
policies impact security usability prior to these mandates being implemented in real-world 
operational contexts is needed.  
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We propose a research agenda that specifically addresses the provision of a proactive capability 
to policymakers to enable them to understand the implications of the policy from users’ 
viewpoints integrated with the technologies that are serving them.  The impact of providing this 
capability is better allocation of resources, more reliable, effective, and timely transfer and 
implementation of policies, and more effective science. 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

A dual path effort is envisioned where each path addresses the key outcomes of this research: 
1) the development of a flexible M&STB capability to understand and gain insights about the 
impacts that policies have on the usability of systems used for open science and open science 
practices, and 2) the development of methods and metrics to carry into effect and audit policy 
implementation correctness and usefulness.  

User-centered System Software Engineering (Norman and Draper 1986): Fundamentally, a 
security policy is a high-level definition of secure behavior for a technical system or an 
organization.  From an organizational viewpoint, constraints on the human behavior of non-
adversaries and its members as well as constraints imposed on adversaries are addressed.  For 
systems, constraints are addressed on functions and flow among them, on access by external 
systems, including software programs, and access to data by people. To succeed in this new 
research, it is critical that the human and technical aspects of this program be tightly coupled.  A 
user-centered software engineering approach will be used.  A core multidisciplinary team will be 
established that, at a minimum, is composed of expertise in the following areas: parallel system 
architectures, networking, policy making, decision- making, modeling and simulation algorithm 
development, HF, information systems, statistical analysis, and SCIENTISTS. 

Establishing Requirements: As a starting point, this program will focus on identifying the needs 
of the open science community from the perspectives of the users’ role and technology in an 
eScience enterprise context. In addition to understanding what people do and what they need in 
order to perform their variety of roles, “how” questions will be asked. “How-type” questions 
offer insights into how science is done and the relationships that exist between those with 
different roles and the technologies they need.  How questions also can indicate the cognitive 
(“thinking”) aspects of their work that also must be supported.  The resulting specifications of 
the M&STB will integrate technical requirements and the HF requirements. 

Defining Models of the Scientific Processes and Support to the Open Science Enterprise: One 
critical aspect of this research is the characterization of how the work processes of the many 
stakeholders are manifested in addition to the kinds of cognitive work activities that need to be 
supported (Klein 1999).  For example, individuals collaborating on problem solving a specific 
science issue via the infrastructure also will need to coordinate an activity with each other. These 
two work processes are cognitively different and may require different capabilities to provide 
security.  Model and simulation capabilities will be developed to provide, at a minimum: 
1) intelligent monitoring–for example, the recognition of policy conflicts and temporal conflicts 
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including sequential (“when” conflicts) and spatial (“where” conflicts), that, if not addressed, are 
potential vulnerabilities, 2) predictive investigations–insights into dependency relationships 
duplicity, and 3) interdiction recommendations–recognition of actionable situations (behaviors) 
that could be vulnerable and candidate options to mitigate. 

Defining and Developing M&STB Architecture: A challenge will be the development of an 
architecture that can accommodate the many forms of knowledge (Hayes 2005) that will need to 
be represented for dynamic and interactive gaming by policymakers to perform usability analysis 
under different policy conditions and implementation strategies.  Research into how best to 
represent security policies and their interplay with policies that are typically considered outside 
the realm of security and are known in practice to influence security policy will be included. 
Another challenge will be providing capabilities that enable scenario-based assessments for the 
investigation of: 

• What is possible from what is not–are there barriers to implementing the policy? 

• “What-if” scenarios−what could happen if a policy is implemented in a particular manner in 
context of other influencing factors and/or policies?  How a policy is implemented can have 
very different outcomes.  This environment could provide insight into these outcomes; for 
example, when different components of a policy are changed and how they might interact 
with other in-practice human mechanisms that are in place. 

• Testing assessment methods and metrics of security policies applied to open science. 

Identifying and Development of Methods and Metrics: To claim an entity is secure it is 
important to understand what secure means in the context of operations and institute a policy that 
is appropriate to that context.  A challenge to this research area will be developing methods and 
metrics that enables quantitative assessments in an enterprise that appears to need multi-
parameter metrics to inform 1) policy development and provide insights about 2) how current 
science practices and technologies can be changed to accommodate needed security policies of 
the future.  Three critical areas are envisioned. The first addresses usability and its basic tenants 
(Smith 2007) such as: 

• Utility – the resulting product can be used to complete the desired task. 

• Goal/Task support – the product is designed to efficiently achieve the end goal of the 
activity. 

• Accommodation – the end product is designed to accommodate diverse user populations and 
their perspective roles of use. 

• Adoption – the end product will be adopted by the expected user audiences. 

• Extensibility/adaptability – the end product. 

Another area is the representation of parameters that address “policy acceptability.” Tenants for 
this area will need to be identified and frameworks developed to enable their use by 
policymakers.  A third research area is to enable the measure of “worth value” (Schur and 
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Hohimer 2006). The concept is that any aspect of system has worth. Determining its value and 
what and how its value can be changed will be critical to policy assessments.  

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

Three critical challenges must be addressed: 

• heterogeneous and often conflicting policies caused by security policies being set by diverse 
independent agencies 

• difficulty in translating security policy into practice that results in configurations that comply 
with the policy and are consistent within the eScience enterprise 

• difficulty in understanding and assessing the implications of new security policies, especially 
predicting the future outcomes and assessing how well one predicted the future. 

As a subset of these key areas consideration must be given to: 

• understanding the impact of implementing the policy from a human behavior perspective and 
exploiting weaknesses as a combination of human and technology vulnerabilities 

• gaining insights into what will be needed to coordinate the implementation of policies 
between the numerous stakeholders in context of different regions−doing science does not 
take place in a homogeneous environment 

• predicting and interacting (what-ifs) with new vulnerabilities that would otherwise go 
unnoticed and exploring their outcomes 

• human-computer interactions: innovative approaches to communicate the simulation results 
to enable ease-of-use capabilities, such as exploration of the impacts of manipulating 
different aspects of policies and comparison of outcomes in different contexts 

• privacy issues beyond data access and accuracy to address questions as to how data are used 
and whether citizens are informed about the collection and use of their personal data, as well 
as about their ability to correct inaccurate data 

• developing models that are dynamic and scalable to investigate the anticipated complex 
environments in real time. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

The findings from the assessment of the impacts of new policies will inform the providers of 
computational capabilities and the consumer about new areas that need innovation to 
successfully continue the pursuit of science. For example:  

• new architecture that accommodates the human element as an inherent part of the eScience 
infrastructure functionality 
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• fundamental changes in the way current science practices are performed, which in turn may 
involve the need to change attitudes about the vulnerabilities of the computational 
infrastructures that are in daily use  

• new computational capabilities that can be transferred into other knowledge work areas 

• an eScience enterprise which, over time, becomes as ubiquitous as our telecommunication 
and power infrastructures are to us today. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

• give security and other policymakers the ability to understand the implications of the policy 

• more reliable, effective, and timely transfer and implementation of policy into practice 

• better investment of resources. 

TIME FRAME 

• Deployment of a baseline system can be achieved in 5 years. Within this 5-year time frame, 
an appropriately structured program should enable a proof-of-principle system to be fielded 
to a small number of targeted communities.  

• Years 3 to 7 are envisioned to be a parallel effort; the development of a robust baseline 
system that could be deployed in the field to a wide audience of user communities and 
continued research and development that further the development of the simulation and 
modeling capabilities.   

• Because the needs of science change as well as the methods of how potential adversaries 
adapt to our protection practices, it is anticipated that this capability will become a dynamic 
enterprise that is part of the infrastructure to support science. 
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HUMAN FACTORS (HF) ANALYSIS  
PRD-3:  CHARACTERIZATION OF HUMAN THREATS 

ABSTRACT 

A better understanding of human attacker skills, behaviors, and motivations can ultimately lead 
to a more effective ability to detect, predict, and mitigate cyber threats to open science 
computing environments.  The two critical components to investigate in this domain are 
1) development of a quantitative understanding of the threat from both external attackers and 
insiders, and 2) development of techniques, interfaces, and systems to support signature 
detection and ultimately action against the threat.  Both components should focus strongly on the 
need to reduce data overload and automate data analysis to the greatest extent possible to turn out 
high-value, actionable information that could ultimately support an operational cyber security 
function. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report describes the critical aspects of the Priority Research Direction in Human Factors 
Analysis: Characterization of Human Threats.  Research in signature characterization and 
techniques and systems to enable the detection, prediction, and mitigation of those signatures 
are vital to the cyber security of our existing and next-generation open science computing 
environments.  This report is devoted to describing this research direction for the next 5 to 
10 years.  We summarize the essential goals of this research direction as well as outline many of 
the scientific challenges that lie ahead and the core computational disciplines that require 
significant progress and investment.  Due to the multidisciplinary and multiple component nature 
of this research direction, we also strongly recommend particular attention to the integration of 
and “system solution” perspective to research conducted in this area.  We conclude with a 
discussion of the benefits of this work for open science and elucidate the primary area of risk—
inappropriate use of personal and research data—and recommend a foundational principle to 
help mitigate this risk.  

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

This Priority Research Direction (PRD) is composed of two thrust areas: 1) the development of 
signatures of potentially malicious activities and actors, and 2) the development of techniques, 
systems, and interfaces that enable the practitioner to identify these signatures in the wild.   

Signature development:  The ultimate goal of this research component is to understand the cyber 
threat to open science computing environments so that threatening activities can be monitored, 
detected, predicted, prevented, and mitigated.   The critical first step is to understand the threat 
and, in particular, the person making the threat.  The cyber world provides us with a tremendous 
amount of data—data that can be monitored and analyzed.  The flip side is that the data volumes 
are so large that we must find smarter ways of improving the information to noise ratio so we can 
find what we are looking for faster and take action.  

Developing threat signatures is a promising scientific pursuit to improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of cyber data analysis.  There are myriad ways to develop signatures, including: 
modeling techniques such as pathway analysis, adversarial modeling, and other agent-based 
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modeling techniques; statistical approaches such as classification and outlier detection 
techniques, unsupervised clustering, supervised learning, and others; and red/blue-teaming 
exercises, just to name a few.  Novel and combination approaches to signature development and 
validation also are needed, especially dynamic and temporally aware methods and methods that 
incorporate a variety of data sources.  The key to future work in this arena is to reduce the data 
that must be analyzed, both by human and machine, to enable real-time detection and response. 

Technique and system development:  Even with signatures in hand, and a thorough 
understanding of threatening activities, it is challenging to identify them in the wild, and even 
more difficult to predict future signatures.  Improved computational techniques to parse, 
interpret, reduce, and present high-value information in real-time operational environments are 
needed to make signatures useful to practitioners.  The second step is to develop predictive 
techniques, especially those that incorporate expert knowledge of attack forensics and attack 
evolution patterns.  Development of such techniques, which could be instantiated in either 
hardware or software, comprises the second component of this PRD.    

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

The challenges in these two thrust areas are many and draw on numerous computer and 
computational science disciplines.  These challenges are inherently multidisciplinary and require 
a “system approach” to ultimately result in solutions that can be deployed to support security 
operations for open science.  Although the items are listed below as separate bullets, an 
overarching scientific challenge will be to effectively integrate the many components of the 
solution. 

Scientific challenges to signature development include: 

• Selecting or developing appropriate modeling techniques and methodologies.  Because 
human behavior is notoriously difficult to quantify and predict, models that work with noisy, 
low-confidence, and incomplete data are required. 

• Evaluating and validating models and methodologies is another challenge, particularly since 
historical data may not be available, is likely outdated, and so sparse that it is anecdotal at 
best. 

• Developing models that can evolve over time—as attack methods and attacker modus 
operandi change. 

• Developing signatures that are not just theoretically sound, but that can be observed in the 
wild. 

• Determining and enforcing an acceptable level of false positives for the open science 
community. 

• Developing models that can be trained or tuned for a large variety of open science compute 
environments. 
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• Developing not just signatures of “known” attacks and attackers, but predictive methods to 
support identification of previously unseen activities. 

• Developing novel approaches to characterizing network traffic and computing system 
activities that are privacy- and security-sensitive to the open science community, their 
intellectual property, and business requirements. 

• Developing novel approaches to identifying multiple-attacker and attacker-in- collusion 
signatures. 

Scientific challenges to system development include: 

• Research methods of rapidly processing and transforming network and system data streams.  
This includes algorithms that could be instantiated in either hardware or software.  

• Developing methods and systems that can scalably aggregate and correlate network data and 
other data sources so signatures can be identified even when they occur over time and within 
different portions of the computing environment.  This is critical to identifying the signature 
of a savvy adversary. 

• Developing network sensor systems with reduced data storage requirements. 

• Novel systems and interfaces that enable human analysis of processed network and system 
data. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

Research in the above arenas could advance computational science along many fronts.  These 
include: 

• computational statistical modeling 

• automated clustering and feature extraction 

• automated pattern recognition and analysis 

• machine learning and adaptive algorithms 

• predictive methods 

• scalable data processing 

• scalable agent-based systems 

• information privacy and security models, including provable security and audit capabilities 

• network and system security forensic methods 

• storage systems 

• human-computer interfaces. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 
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Expanding research in human threats to the cyber component of open science offers everyone in 
the open science community an improved environment to pursue collaborative science, conduct 
experiments, and contribute to the larger scientific community and their customers.  Improving 
security operations—particularly operations enabled by scientific solutions—offers more 
scientific and collaborative freedom that can be less restricted by policy and bureaucracy.  
Additionally, scientists can pursue their work with greater assurance that their data, systems, and 
personal information are safe from malicious persons and that these systems and data will have 
integrity and be highly available, 

The greatest risk to incorporating scientifically advanced human factors analysis into operational 
security for open science is the potential for inappropriate use of personal information, 
communications, or research data.  This is particularly challenging in a physically dispersed and 
heterogeneous environment.  Any scientific pursuits in signature and system development should 
incorporate appropriate privacy, data security, and data sensitivity protection mechanisms from 
the beginning.  This concept—“intrinsic security” —should be a requirement for scientific 
research activities in this arena.      

TIME FRAME 

• Full demonstration of automated attacker signature detection, prediction, and mitigation can 
be realized within 5 to 10 years.   

• Pilot demonstrations and other research components may be available in 3 to 5 years. 

Authors: D. W. May and J. Neuss 
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HUMAN FACTORS (HF) ANALYSIS   
PRD-4:  FEDERATED IT SECURITY FOR DOE OPEN SCIENCE 

ABSTRACT 

This Priority Research Direction (PRD) encompasses research and development of federated 
middleware infrastructure and applications applicable to cyber security in the U.S. Department of 
Energy (DOE) open science environment. Two substantial benefits will be derived from this 
PRD: 1) access to DOE open science resources will be simplified for both DOE open science 
sites and users, and 2) research and development in this area will increase cyber security for both 
DOE open science sites and users. All told, this should render DOE users more productive, use 
of DOE resources more effective and efficient, and thereby indirectly promote advances in 
science and scientific discovery. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This PRD entails research and development of new, usable federated frameworks and 
mechanisms for implementing, ensuring, and maintaining cyber security in DOE’s open science 
environment. An early framework for federated access exists under the auspices of Internet2’s 
Middleware Initiative (see http://middleware.internet2.edu/), but much more research and 
development is required to render that framework more usable and robust, and to implement it in 
DOE’s open science environment. Specifically, new and extended frameworks are necessary for 
federated authentication, authorization, and configuration. Research and development in this area 
of federated access and cyber security will fundamentally enhance cyber security and increase 
accessibility and usability of DOE’s open science environment. Finally, it is eminently possible 
to extend this framework to control systems in the utility infrastructure area.  

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

A longstanding ideal in the domain of DOE open science has been easy, secure access to DOE 
open science resources. Currently, access typically entails different logins, passwords, policies, 
and interfaces on many different systems. For DOE open science researchers, differences can 
exist within the environments at their sites, among the environments at DOE open science sites, 
and at other sites, e.g., federal research proposal submissions. Thus, accessibility is an issue. 

Furthermore, in the decentralized open science community, users often exist at locations where 
cyber security policies are not enforced to the degree they are at DOE open science sites. This 
lower level of cyber security may exist at U.S. and foreign universities, where accessibility 
issues are often paramount. This introduces a significant vulnerability into the cyber security 
environment where cyber security must be enforced end to end. Indeed, consider that an open 
science user at his or her home may be using a computer shared by his or her family and 
accessing the Internet over a shared, “sniffable” Internet connection. It is extremely atypical for 
cyber security policies to be enforced and implemented on computers and networks in users’ 
homes. Currently, the only means of controlling access into DOE open science systems is via 

http://middleware.internet2.edu/�
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login and password, and this falls far short of ensuring end-to-end cyber security. This is a well-
known, longstanding issue. 

The complexity inherent in this multiplicity of environments presents several problems: 

1. Users are forced to deal with different passwords and policies at different sites, impairing 
easy access to resources.  

2. In fact, stories abound about login names and passwords for various user accounts being 
written on “yellow stickies” and affixed to a user’s computer display. This represents a 
decidedly cyber security vulnerability. 

3. DOE open science sites must provide user support to overcome these issues, with the 
requisite staffing and resource requirements.  

In fact, a framework for accommodating the issues elucidated above is being developed under 
the auspices of the Internet2 Middleware Initiative. Specifically, this PRD suggests that DOE 
should become engaged in the ongoing federated middleware research project of Internet2 
(http://middleware.internet2.edu/). This would enhance cyber security and increase accessibility 
and usability in DOE’s open science environment. Currently, the Internet2 Middleware Initiative 
is focused on federated authentication. However, there are plans to extend the effort into the 
realm of federated authorization. Additional research is required to extend that initiative one 
second step further into a third aspect of configuration. These three aspects are further explored 
below: 

• Authentication – Authentication entails associating an individual with credentials that are 
presented to a system and is typically accomplished through entry of a username and a 
password that are supposedly private and uniquely associated with an individual. Typically, 
login name and password are entered at the DOE open science site when a user accesses 
system resources. However, authentication in the federated mode is accomplished by a new 
federated application running both at the user’s site and at the DOE open science site. Upon a 
user’s request to access resources, the application running at the DOE open science site 
communicates with the user’s home domain, e.g., on the user’s campus or other home site, 
where authentication is performed. Then, after the user authenticates in the home domain, the 
federated application at the user’s home site securely transmits only the minimum credentials 
required to the remote site (here, the DOE open science site). This has several advantages: 
1) usability – the user need remember only one login and password, 2) privacy – only the 
minimum amount of personal information is transmitted outside the user’s home domain, 
3) cyber security – only the minimum amount of sensitive information, e.g., no login and 
password information is transmitted outside the user’s home domain, and the transmission is 
over a secure link. Typically, the credentials transmitted to the remote site from the home site 
contain a quantitative Level of Assurance (LoA) that is indicative of the level of confidence 
that the user’s home site has that the user is actually the individual in question. LoA’s are 
determined based upon the cyber security policies, practices, and systems in place at the 
user’s home site. 

http://middleware.internet2.edu/�
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• Authorization – Authorization permits access to resources. Typically, authorization is 
binary–“yes” or “no”–based upon the nature of the resources being accessed and the LoA 
returned in the user’s credentials from the user’s home domain. While efforts are well under 
way for authentication, there are significant research and development needs in the area of 
authorization, including the taxonomy of LoAs mapping onto DOE open science resources, 
and the infrastructure and application needs in the DOE open science environment necessary 
to support this model. For example, a flexible LoA framework for authorization may involve 
discovery of the nature and location of the system and network the user is on. Access across 
Internet2 and DOE’s Energy Science network from a well-run university environment may 
result in a higher LoA than access from a home computer via the public internet. This also 
should be an active area of research. 

• Configuration – Configuration entails a negotiation between the DOE open science site and a 
user’s environment, e.g., the user’s computer and/or network, first to discover and then to 
change system and/or network cyber security parameters from the current settings, upward to 
the minimum settings required to access DOE open science resources. Although possible 
under the federated structure, this is a rich area for research and development. 

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

Many DOE open science users exist in highly decentralized cyber environments that are often 
not secured to the degree of some DOE open science environments. Login and password 
combinations, even using actual two-factor authentication, do not address end-to-end cyber 
security. Implementing a framework in such a disparate, decentralized environment is an 
extremely daunting proposition. Among the numerous challenges, the following may be the most 
significant: 

• A significant number of sites must implement the cyber security federated framework for it 
to become a de facto standard that DOE adopts and requires for access. That the Internet2 
Middleware effort is about 5 years old and only a small number of sites are still 
experimenting with deploying this framework illustrates the complexity and daunting nature 
of this proposition. DOE has significant resources that scientists worldwide must access to 
conduct their work, making it an ideal candidate to participate in this research and 
development activity. 

• Each participating site must implement a technological framework that performs the 
negotiation, including authentication and authorization. Consult the Internet2 Shibboleth 
project for additional details of these requirements (http://shibboleth.internet2.edu/). Many 
sites have attempted to implement this framework, and the experience has been that it is not 
for the “faint of heart.” Additional development is needed to render the system easier to 
deploy. 

• In addition to a technological framework, a logical/policy cyber security framework must be 
implemented at all sites. Consult the InCommon project for additional details of these 
requirements (http://www.incommonfederation.org/). This requires each institution to define 

http://shibboleth.internet2.edu/�
http://www.incommonfederation.org/�
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and document its policies and procedures (practice) for cyber security and culminates in an 
external review of an institution’s policies and procedures for cyber security. Although many 
institutions have cyber security policies documented, not nearly as many have cyber security 
practices documented. Such documentation is reviewed by an external auditing agency, and 
LoAs are then established for all conditions of access. A relatively small number of 
institutions have undergone this process, and there are yet many lessons to be learned. Again, 
the level of attractiveness of DOE open science resources and needs to secure them makes 
DOE an ideal participant in this effort. 

• This framework also must be implemented at DOE open science sites, on DOE open Science 
systems, in DOE open science environments. How this framework maps technologically onto 
DOE open science environments is yet to be determined. 

• The issues associated with mobile and home uses have not yet been fully explored. 
Extending policies into these environments is possible, but extending information technology 
support for cyber security into the home environment is generally not practicable at present. 

• Human factors associated with the balance between usability and accessibility are yet to be 
determined in this federated environment. This framework must gain widespread acceptance 
among sites and among users for it to be successful. DOE could add tremendous impetus to 
this activity. 

• A framework for including the cyber security aspects of the system(s) and network(s) the 
user employs to access DOE open science systems does not even exist. Indeed, one of the 
recommendations that emerged from various sessions in the workshop is the development of 
a quantitative metric understandable by an unsophisticated user for the cyber security health 
of a system (that might appear just like a CPU or I/O active icon under Windows Vista). This 
metric could be “stirred into” a dynamic determination of an LoA for a specific user 
employing a specific infrastructure for accessing DOE open science systems. Both of these 
aspects are open areas ripe for research and development. 

• In addition to determining an appropriate LoA, systems might be configured to respond to 
requests from or requirements by DOE open science environments for access. For example, 
if the current LoA is insufficient to access the DOE open science resource, the cyber security 
application that configures the user’s remote system may choose to negotiate that encryption 
to the DOE open science environment and be implemented as a remedial strategy. A new 
LoA could then be computed, and if above the threshold required for access to the DOE open 
science system, then access could be granted. This, too, is an area ripe for research and 
development. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

The potential impact upon computational science is primarily in the following thematic areas: 

• Because users will log into DOE open science systems using their “home” authentication and 
authorization infrastructure, DOE open science systems will be more accessible and usable.  
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• Because users will have a simplified manner of accessing systems, access will no longer be a 
barrier for users. Therefore, users should access more systems and be more productive. 

• An ancillary benefit of this research is that the remote sites will do most of the “heavy 
lifting” for implementing an enhanced level of cyber security, removing this burden from or 
at least reducing this burden on DOE open science sites. Thus, DOE open science sites 
should be able to redirect the resources that otherwise would have been expended on this 
activity into other, more productive areas. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

As a result of this research, there should be significant, direct benefits upon DOE’s open science 
cyber security environment. In addition, users’ cyber security environments should be more 
secure. Specific benefits that should accrue from this research are: 

• DOE’s open science environment should become more secure as a result of this research. 
Users will have to remember only a single username and password set to access systems. 
This should significantly reduce the number of “yellow stickies” affixed to surfaces in users’ 
offices. 

• The entire cyber security environment, end-to-end, from the DOE open Science to the end 
user, should become more secure. 

• The general cyber security effort internationally will benefit from the development of the 
cyber security meter. 

TIME FRAME 

There are several time frames for this research that are pertinent to the various aspects discussed 
above: 

• It is anticipated that it will require about 3 years to develop and test the federated cyber 
security authentication framework, including the development to begin to implement it in 
DOE’s open science environment. 

• It is anticipated that it will require about two additional years, or 5 years total, to implement 
and test federated authorization in DOE’s open science environment. 

• Finally, it is anticipated to require up to 5 additional years, or 10 years total, to develop 
federated configuration, as this will require additional elements to be developed, tested, and 
implemented, including the cyber security meters for various systems. 
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HUMAN FACTORS ANALYSIS   
PRD-6:  NON-CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY 

INTRODUCTION 

Many technical cyber security measures are built upon cryptographic underpinnings. Well-
known examples of this include: 

• password-based login mechanisms 

• checksum-based file integrity (using MD5, etc.) 

• protection of data transmissions from eavesdropping (such as SSH, SSL, etc.) 

• message signing and encryption (using S/MIME, PGP/GNU Privacy Guard, etc.) 

• email anti-spoofing techniques (such as DK/DKIM) 

• digital rights management for controlling access to intellectual property, 

• DNSSEC, 

• s*BGP, etc. 

The pervasiveness of cryptology as a foundation security technology means that if cryptographic 
approaches are successfully attacked, the community will find itself in a very difficult position.  

Cryptographic approaches are under ongoing and overlapping attacks from a number of 
directions, including: 

• malware-based attacks on endpoint security via hostile programs capable of capturing 
passwords entered by users or stored on workstations (see, for example, password stealing 
Trojans mentioned at http://www.viruslist.com/en/virusesdescribed?chapter=153317860)  

• ever-increasing raw computational horsepower, horsepower which can be used to brute force 
cryptographic systems (including decentralized collaborative approaches to tackling 
cryptographic problems, such as distributed.net; low-cost, field-programmable gate arrays, as 
mentioned  at http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~rnc1/descrack/DEScracker.html, etc.) 

• approaches to cryptography, which trade storage for computational power, such as Rainbow 
Table approaches to password cracking (see http://rainbowtables.shmoo.com/)  

• various ongoing analyses of potential algorithmic weaknesses, or their implementation. 

Given those threats, investigating non-cryptographic alternatives to cyber security seems 
prudent, both to provide defense-in-depth (in conjunction with existing cryptographic 
approaches), and as a standalone alternative, in the event cryptographic approaches become 
unusable or untrustworthy.  

What Is An Example of Potential Non-Cryptographic Approaches? 
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A number of breakout group participants wanted to avoid unduly influencing potential 
investigators through providing a laundry list of examples, but there was a perceived need to 
provide at least one example of what's meant by "non-cryptographic" approaches to security.  

An example of a non-cryptographic approach to cyber security would be replacement of shared 
packet-switched network connections and shared multi-user systems with dedicated circuit-
switched networks and dedicated physically isolated system endpoints. 

That alternative is meant merely to serve as an illustration of a potential approach, but we expect 
that numerous other alternatives also will be identified over the course of a multiyear research 
program, and the identification and evaluation of those alternatives would be an integral part of 
that work. 

IMPACT ON OPEN SCIENCE 

It is also worth noting that non-cryptographic methods may have important benefits that extend 
beyond just security. For example, many eScience investigators need to routinely move large 
datasets across the country or overseas. Normally cryptography guarantees that transmitted data 
will arrive unaltered and without being eavesdropped upon, but it can be hard to support 
encrypted transmission of multi-gigabit-per-second flows without specialized hardware 
encryptors normally unavailable to members of the open science community. 

Users thus can face a difficult choice: transfer their data slowly (but securely, and with assurance 
that it arrives intact and is not eavesdropped upon), or transfer their data rapidly, but with little or 
no protection. 

Identification of non-cryptographic approaches to ensuring system and network security will 
serve to eliminate that cryptographic bottleneck, although that is not the primary motivation 
underlying this program of work. 

TIME FRAME 

• Because this topic is truly asking for out-of-the-box thought, and a genuine paradigm shift, 
this topic will likely require 3 to 5 years for the identification and development of alternative 
approaches. 

• Additional years will be required for production deployment across the Internet community. 

Author:  J. E. St. Sauver, Ph.D. 
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HUMAN FACTORS (HF) ANALYSIS  
PRD-7:  APPROPRIATE DISTRIBUTED DEFENSE 

ABSTRACT 

Many people view anomaly detection and automated defense as standalone activities to be 
triggered by information collected just from a targeted machine. A more effective way to 
determine the nature of a cyber attack as well as to better characterize the cyber attacker 
(individual hacker, cyber criminal, nation state, etc.) would be to use information available on 
the Internet and information available from allied networks, in addition to information collected 
from a targeted machine. Understanding the nature of a cyber attack and being able to better 
characterize the cyber-attacker could help take immediate, automated protective action as well as 
lay the groundwork for a more complete and systematic analysis of the attack that can then be 
used to minimize the impact of such attacks in the future. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This Priority Research Direction (PRD) seeks to create a unified system that draws on 
information from a targeted machine, allied networks, and Internet archives and databases to 
automatically analyze the nature of a cyber attack and to help classify the cyber attacker into 
several categories (individual, criminal organization, terrorist organization, nation state, etc.). 
This research would need to determine methods for usefully querying disparate databases and 
archives on the Internet automatically, determine how to use allied networks in a manner 
consistent with their privacy and security policies, and integrate all of this external information 
usefully with information that can be collected from the targeted machine. 

Security is often thought of as a standalone enterprise, but we believe that it can be significantly 
enhanced by drawing on information from sources external to the machine or network being 
attacked. These sources include databases and archives on the Internet such as blacklists, lists of 
spam sites, lists of phishing sites, archives of exploits, as well as information from allied 
networks. For example, many institutions have multiple networks; often cyber attacks will target 
more than one of these networks. Pooling information across allied networks can enable spotting 
of suspicious activity and alerting members of the network to take appropriate action. The 
Stakkato Intrusions (analyzed by Nixon (2006)) show that cyber attackers exploit networks to 
compromise individual machines, so it seems reasonable to use information gathered from 
networks to help those networks themselves. The following picture shows part of an article 
describing the attack. 
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Cyber attacks proceed at computer speeds, so it is difficult for humans to respond appropriately. 
Quickly identifying an attack can permit quick automated action, such as protectively 
disconnecting a computer from the Internet for a short period of time, and alerting system 
operators of the suspicious activity so they can take appropriate action. The system also can 
provide operators with a characterization of the cyber attacker, which will help the system 
operators to better understand the nature of the threat. Cyber attackers range from curious 
individuals to nation states, and having an indication of who is attacking would be of great help 
in understanding the significance of the attack and taking appropriate action. 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

A broad-based research effort will be needed to include research in human factors, database 
theory, pattern analysis, operating systems, network systems, and algorithms.  

One thread of the research would require characterizing Internet resources and developing 
techniques for querying them automatically in a useful manner. The amount of information 
available about viruses, worms, malware, exploits, bad sites, etc., is staggering and figuring out 
how to use this information effectively would be of great help. Many important issues that need 
to be addressed to maximize the usefulness of available information. Some information is easy to 
use because it is commonly reported, such as lists of suspicious intellectual property addresses. 
On the other hand, other information is presented in a way that makes it difficult to use in an 
automated manner. For example, how can one use descriptions of exploits to determine 
automatically whether a suspicious incident is making use of a particular exploit? 

Aside from technical issues, organizational and human factors issues also must be considered in 
using Internet resources. Methods for determining levels of trust of external resources need to be 
developed to be able to understand the trustworthiness of sites from the point of view of accuracy 
and whether they can be trusted to not leak information about our querying of them. 

There are technical and policy issues that need to be resolved in using allied networks to help 
determine the nature of an attack and to characterize the attacker. Clearly, questions abound 
about what data to collect and how to collect it without seriously compromising the performance 
of the networks involved. We need to determine the packet patterns that characterize common 
activity across networks. Such knowledge might be helpful not only for dealing with cyber 
attacks, but might also help to reduce spam and other nuisance network traffic. Another issue is 
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to develop operating procedures that do not violate confidentiality and privacy policies in force 
on the various networks. To better gauge the scale of an attack, statistical sampling techniques 
may need to be developed for use in case of a large number of allied networks participating. 

Techniques also will have to be developed to measure the health of an attacked system. We 
would need to understand what constitutes normal and abnormal activities on a system. Of 
special interest for the Open Science Initiative is to understand the security needs and 
characteristics of cluster computers. The papers by Florez et al. (2004) and Lee et al. (2005) 
describe interesting work in this area that could be applied to this problem. To minimize 
performance penalties, we need to better understand how to use operating systems more 
effectively. There are also techniques such as writing loadable kernel modules that can permit us 
to introduce monitoring into operating systems without seriously impacting the performance of 
the system. 

An effort also must be identified to attack patterns that characterize different types of attackers. 
In particular, it is critical that we distinguish among individual hackers, criminal organizations, 
terrorist organizations, industrial spies, and nation states. Understanding the differences can 
provide insight into which assets need to be protected and what might be the most effective way 
to protect them. 

A hierarchy of possible defenses and appropriate triggers also needs to be developed. For many 
attacks, automatically taking a system offline for a short period of time can prevent the attack 
from being successful without seriously interfering with the tasks being worked on. More work 
needs to be done on understanding this and other approaches, and knowing when to use different 
defenses. Appropriate notification needs to be given to users and system operators so that they 
can take further, appropriate actions. 

Of course, users in the Open Science Initiative are extremely interested in maximizing the 
number of cycles they can use. For this reason, we will need to develop algorithms that can 
defend the system while using as few cycles as possible.  

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

There are many interesting scientific and computational challenges.  They are as follows: 

1. We must be able to bring together, in real time, a myriad of disparate and possibly 
contradictory sources to make an informed decision about events happening on a system. 

2. We must integrate this information with information coming from allied networks in a 
way that does not compromise security or privacy.  

3. We must better understand how to gauge the health of systems and how to correlate this 
information with information gathered from external sources. 

4. We must understand how to determine the nature of the attacker (individual, criminal 
group, terrorist group, nation state, etc.) from the information that we are able to gather. 
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5. We must determine the sorts of protective actions that can be taken automatically, and 
which ones require human intervention. 

6. We must do all of this so efficiently that it does not detract from the computations that 
members of the Open Science Initiative are carrying out.  

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

We believe that the creation of this system will be of great interest to many people concerned 
with cyber security. While Open Science Initiative systems are tempting targets for cyber 
attackers, many common elements exist between the cyber threats faced by the open science 
community and other computer user communities.  

Insight into the important human factors issues of getting different groups to work together to 
provide a common defense also will be of great interest to other workers in the cyber security 
area.  

The ability to do this analysis in real time also would be of great interest to cyber security 
researchers worldwide. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

The majority of researchers in the Open Science Initiative will have cyber security as their 
primary interest. By and large they have important work to carry out and want to do so as easily 
as possible with the fewest distractions. Primarily, they will need to use the Internet and various 
networks to accomplish their tasks. Without a good security system that can provide protection 
to the Open Science Initiative assets and to the researchers' systems, the initiative might be much 
less effective than it could be. We believe that the proposed system will enable the users of the 
Open Science Initiative to get the most from its assets and their efforts. 

TIME FRAME 

• Deployment of this system can begin immediately and a rudimentary capability can be 
achieved in about 3 years.  

• Implementing a very robust and comprehensive system can be done in the 5-10-year time 
frame.  

• Because attackers never stop developing new attacks, we expect that the system will continue 
developing for the indefinite future. 
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PROTECTING OUR UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE   
PRD-1:  SURVIVABLE AND TRUSTWORTHY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

ABSTRACT 

The integration of computing systems into the utility infrastructure of the United States provides 
measurable benefits to infrastructure owners but also introduces significant vulnerabilities.  
Especially in cases where commercially developed computing systems are deployed to serve in 
critical roles, those vulnerabilities can be exploited to the detriment of our country.  To solve 
security problems in existing infrastructure control systems, new control system architectures 
and components need to be developed that would be survivable and trustworthy. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The development of survivable and trustworthy systems will require a concerted effort among 
system vendors and end-users to collaborate and revolutionize the way technology is used to 
deliver the services that our society relies on for enjoyment of our present quality of life.  
A collaborative process will need to be developed that addresses system vulnerabilities on a 
lifecycle level, building survivability into the architectures and components−not attempting to 
add on security after the product is developed.  To achieve this revolutionary approach to using 
technology to manage utility infrastructures, research needs to be conducted to demonstrate 
revolutionary uses of technology in the delivery of critical services. 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

The main research directions necessary for survivable and trustworthy control systems fall into 
the following main areas:  

• template architectures specific to the control system domain 

a. models to facilitate reasoning about survivability 

b. improved system support for human intervention  

• designs for failure proportionality and graceful degradation (failsafe) 

a. resistant to both malicious attacks and accidental failures 

b. enable tradeoffs between safety and performance 

c. accommodate different reliability requirements 

• real-time anomaly detection/prevention/response to increase survivability 

• architectures that are sufficiently understandable that operators place trust in them. 
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SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

The research effort must address the following challenges. While some work in these areas is 
already under way, unique aspects of future control system architectures and technologies 
demands research that anticipates, to the extent possible, the future of process control systems. 

• monitoring, detection, and response with the timeliness and scalability needed for the control 
system domain 

• large scale, geographically dispersed, authentication and authorization spanning all the 
people and devices in the larger control system 

• survivable and trustworthy control systems designed to preserve these attributes under 
composition 

• extending fault-tolerance to tolerate malicious and accidental faults in the control system 
domain. 

While some work in these areas is under way, unique aspects of future control system 
architectures and technologies demands research that anticipates, to the extent possible, the 
future of process control systems. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

Infrastructure control system cyber security poses significant risks–control system compromises 
can cause significant loss of life and resources. Increasing survivability is a cross-cutting 
approach to addressing this risk. Research into intentionally robust architectures, novel 
approaches to anomaly detection, and designs that gracefully degrade are critical to increasing 
the survivability of control systems and reducing this security risk. Improved survivability is 
required for the evolving business demands facing process control owners and to promote the 
effective application of scientific rigor to the process control system environment. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

Increasing survivability of control systems is a significant need for open science because of the 
desire to share capital-intensive resources (ranging from particle accelerators to high-powered 
microscopes). Strong system survivability is a prerequisite for widespread sharing of such 
resources. 

TIME FRAME 

• Applying research to solve security problems in existing infrastructure control systems by 
developing new survivable and trustworthy control system architectures and components will 
take 5-10 years. 
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PROTECTING OUR UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE   
PRD-2:  UNDERSTANDING RISK AND SURVIVABILITY ASSESSMENT 

ABSTRACT 

Despite the dependency that infrastructure owners have on technology, few organizations truly 
understand their risk profile as it relates to system vulnerabilities that could adversely impact 
their operations and customers.  Using established risk models has resulted in poor mitigation 
decisions that have not addressed the root cause of the system vulnerabilities.  For this reason, it 
is important that we take a new look at how to categorize, measure, track, and respond to risks 
that affect the utility infrastructure. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

As technology allows greater efficiencies for infrastructure owners, it also enables greater 
efficiencies for those who wish to do harm to the system or system dependents.  New approaches 
need to be developed that allow for more efficient response to control system risk, accurately 
measure the benefit of the response, and then track the long-term effectiveness of the response as 
it relates to protecting utility infrastructure.   

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DIRECTION 

This research is essential to establish meaningful risk analysis and survivability assessments 
within in the control system environment. Multiple factors, both physical and cyber, must be 
accounted for in such analysis. The six items listed below represent the critical research areas 
that need exploration for success: 

• Investigate how to effectively gather, log, collect, and share anonymized threat data. 

• Develop a comprehensive operational model of control systems and evaluate robustness 
against security events. 

• Develop a high-level, usable, real-time assessment and consequence analysis of security 
threats. 

• Develop a security investment analysis capability appropriate for process control systems. 

• Design high-performance algorithmic techniques for simulation and analysis.  

• Quantify tradeoffs among survivability metrics.   

SCIENTIFIC AND COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES 

Success in the research directions listed above requires meeting the following challenges. 

• how to measure and analyze the robustness of control systems with respect to cyber threats 
and physical threats to cyber assets 
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• how to identify and prioritize cost-effective means to improve security of control systems 

• how to quantify and predict the response to operator actions and defensive mechanisms 

• how to enforce security in the face of  real-time requirements and heterogeneity of systems, 
devices, technologies, and emerging threats, while maintaining  business productivity. 

POTENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IMPACT 

The methods, techniques, and algorithms could apply to the risk and survivability analysis of 
computational environment in open science, which may rely on similar information system 
architectures. From the control-system-specific research, the major specific technical value 
would be a methodology to:  

• Evaluate alternatives and configuration choices leading to cost-effective deployment of 
security solutions. 

• Quantify assurance of control system survivability through awareness and operational 
efficiencies. 

• Establish the baseline for control system security compliance. 

Adaptation to the computational environment would be required, but at least some of the 
research will likely benefit both environments.  

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON CYBER SECURITY FOR OPEN SCIENCE 

Understanding risk and survivability of control systems is a significant need for open science 
because of the desire to share capital-intensive resources (ranging from particle accelerators to 
high-powered microscopes). Strong system survivability awareness is a foundation for 
widespread sharing of such resources.  

TIME FRAME 

Meeting the objectives of this PRD, below, will take from 5-10 years: 

• Develop new approaches that allow for more efficient response to control system risk. 

• Accurately measure the benefit of the response. 

• Track the long-term effectiveness of the response as it relates to protecting utility 
infrastructure.   
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